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Student Performance Assessment
in the

Great City Schools

This survey attempts to describe how student performance is assessed in the
Great City Schools, and focuses solely on formal testing programs involving academic achievement.

Our purpose is neither to make judgements about these tests

or to suggest policy chan.ges, but to provide our member districts with information

on an issue that absorbs a great deal of money and staff time, and that has moved
to the forefront in the debate over the quality and equity of the nation's public
education system.

Student testing is a coml.lex and volatile subject in its own.right.

For

decades, educators have been involved in often heated discussions over appropriate
means to measure and report student performance.

A central piece in that debate

has been the need for ways to assess district-wide achievement, so that the public
could answer such general questions as whether or not their schools were getting
better.

In an era of rising taxes, increasing educational costs, decreasing stu-

dent enrollments, and declining public confidence in the public schools, districtwide tests were seen as one way by which parents and.citizens could call the education community-to account.

District-wide testing,' however, immediately surfaces a wide array of complex'
problems particularly in large urban areas, problems that add to the political difficulties in administering tests.

Instruments must be selected or designed that

can measure the achievement of students from a variety of ethnic, cultural, and
economic backgrounds who may have varying degrees of English-proficiency or may be
emotionally or physically handicapped.

Standardized instruments also assume a com-

mon curriculum throughout district, schools that often does not exist.

In addition to looking at how districts have designed testing programs to
meet this variety in the students they must serve, this report will take up a
number of other issues;

,

including test management, work with test publishers,

test administration, test security, test use, data storage, and others.

We will

look specifically at the kinds of norm-referenced (NRT) and criterion-referenced
(CRT) tests used in the schools, as well as at the status of minimum competency
tests (MCT).

We will also look at how the tests are selected or designed, who is

involved, and how individuals are trained to administer and interpret them.

And

finally this report will examine the kirids of data bases,that have been estab-

lished in the city schools, how and to whom test data are reported, and how the
data are managed.

We will also include small sections on student records, reme-

dial work, promotion and graduatiOn requirements, cost, and legal considerations.

The inforMation

for this report was obtained directly from personnel in

Council-member school districts who have responsibility for testing programs,

and who come from a range of central-office departments.

Each of the testing

directors in the city schools was interviewed at length by Council staff on the
topics covered in this report.

Descriptions of each district's program were sent

to those who were interviewed and to the Superintendent to assure accuracy.

The

topics for the report were developed by the Council's.Research Directors under
the leadership of their own Steering Committee.

A description of each district's

testing program is found immediately following this narrative.

Because of the large number and variety of tests

in use in the cities, this

report is limited to NRTs, district and state de3i,gned minimum competency tests,
and CRTs.

We have restricted our survey to standardized academic tests in district-

wide use, thereby eliminating tests designed by individual teachers for classroom
assessment and tests of interest, aptitudes, health, careers
diagnosis.
-2-

and special education

Standardized Tests in Use:

1.

Norm-Referenced Achievement Tests (NRTs).

A large number of norm-

referenced tests are now being used in the Great City School districts, 26 different tests in all.

These tests are standardized, commercially-designed instru-

ments whose results are measured against those from other students who have taken
Portland is the only Council system that does not use any commercially

the exam.

The most commonly used of the commer-

published NRTs on a distriet=wide basis.

c

cial NRTs

i

the California Achivement Test (CAT) which is used by 14 districts.

In a few distritts, the CAT is used to the exclusion of other NRTs, while in
some districts it is only one of many.

The next most commonly uted test is the

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) which is used in nine districts, and
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills which is used in four.

The instrument that is most/

widely used for pre-kindergarten and kindergarten students is the Metropolitan
Readiness Test, used in ten districts (see table 1).

2.

Criterion-Referenced Achivement Tests (CRTs).

The tests in this cate-

____.,

gory include both minimum competency exams

and other CRTs that are used for pur-

poses other than determining minimum competencies.

CRTs are normally standardized

instruments designed commercially, or by a state or school system, whose results
are keyed against the material that studentt were scheduled to learn.

All but four of the Council dis'tricts; Toledo, Cleveland, Minneapolis, and

Washington, D.C. have some form of minimum competency,tests in place.

Toledo and

Cleveland are now under a state mandate to design such exams, however.

Thirteen

of the remaining 24 districts administer state-designed minimum competency tests.
This is a significant change from three years ago when only Buffalo, New York City,
$t. Louis, and Dade County were using their state's minimum competency exams.

At

that time, a number of city school districts had designed their own tests ahead of
-3-

Table

1

Commercially Published Norm-Referenced Tests Used in the GSC
Elementary
Name
1.

_

California Achievement Test

Secondary

#Districts

Level

Level

14

13

10

2.

CTBS

9

8

8

3.

ITBS

4

4

1

4.

Test of Achievement and Proficiency

3

-

3

5.

Metropolitan Achievement Tests

2

2

2

6.

Basic Skills Assessment Program

2

1

1

7.

Cognitive Abilities Test

2

2

8.

Research Associates Achievement Test

1

1

9.

Stanford Achievement Test

1

1

10.

Stanford Test of Academic Skills

3

11.

Stanford Diagnostic Math

12.

est

1

1

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

1

1

13.

Stanford Achievement Test in Reading

1

1

14.

Test of Academic Progress

1

15.

Individual Criterion-Referenced Test

1

1

16.

C.A.T. Non-Verbal Battery

1

1

17.

CTBS Espanol

3

3

-

1

Commercially Published Tests Used in Pre-K and K
18.

Metropglitan Readiness Test

19.

-Cooperative Prie-School Inventory

10
4

20.

TOBE

1

21.

Pre-School Inventory

1

22.

Stanford Early Sch. Ach. Test

2

23.

School Readiness Survey

1

24.

Clymer-Barrett Test

25.

Metropolitan Prd-Primer

26.

Boehm Test of Basic Concepts

1

-4-

1

1

Table

Commercially
published
NRT .1.

Districtdesigned CRT
Ach. Test +

2

Districtdesigned
Min. Comp.

Statedesi,-ed
Min.

t.

lp.

Commerr.ially

publishod Test as
Min. Comp. Test

Atlanta

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Baltimore

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Boston

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Buffalo

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Chicago

Yes

Yes

Yes*

No

No

Cleveland

Yes

No

'No

No

No

Dade County

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Dallas

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

_

Denver

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Detroit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Long Beach

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Los Angeles

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Memphis

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes**

Milwaukee

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Minneapolis

Yes

Yes

No

-No

Nashville

Yes

No

- No

Yes

Yes**

New Orleans

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

New York City

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Norfolk

Yes

Yes

Yes (one section) Yes

No

Oakland

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Philadelphia

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Pittsburgh

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Portland

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

St. Louis

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

San Francisco

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Seattle

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Toledo

Yes

No

No

No

Washington, D.C.

Yes

Yes

_

No

No

No

No

27

12

14

13

5

,

\

No

*originally.designed by a commercial publisher
\

**Current Tennessee Proficiency Test is commercially published.

However, the state is

developing its own test.
+ The distinction here between NRT's and CRT's is a somewhat artificial one. There are
commercially designed CRT's and district designed NRT's.
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state-mandates for state-wide testing.

It appears that many of those systgms

have now substituted their own exams for those designed by the state.

In the

Council's 1979 report on minimum competency testing, we concluded that many statelevel comp.etency exams had actually originated in some cities, and that the new

state exams were developed partially as a city-state venture.

This/proces-s appears'

to have continued over the ensuing three years.

1

Six of the thirteen districts use both state End locally-designed minimum

competency tests.

Five districts use a commerically-developed instrument as an

MCT; thcluding Memphis and Nashville which use the 'state-wide commerciallydesigned Tennessee Proficiency Test; and Long Beach, Pittsburgh, and Milwaukee
which chose a commercially-designed test for use as an MCT.
use MCTs that were designed in-house:
San Francisco, and Seattle.

Six districtS

Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, Portla'nd,

The Denver test, or variations of it, have been used

since 1960.

In addition to those minimum competency tests, twelve dtstricts'design their
own criterion-referenced tests to serve a variety of specialfzed purposes.

OnTy

two districts, Minneapolis and Washington, D.C., rely on these CRTs to theexclusion
of regular

minmum competency exams.

Toledo and C16yg1and are the only dis-

\

tricts which rely solely on commercially-desi ned NRTs to test on a district-w-ide
basis.

A total of sixteen districts, then, do not develop their own CRTs for

district-wide assessment.
We should note at this p'bint that the distinction between NRTs and CRTs is

not one that is hOd by all test specialists.
distinction.

Portland, for instance, makes no

There are, in fact, NRTs thac are 'district or state designed and

CRTs that are commercially-designed.

Tests designed for one purpose may be used,

or modified for another in order to meet the particular rieeds of the di,strict.
-6-

Purposes of Testing:

Both NRTs and CRTs are used for a variety of purposes in the Great City
Schools, including:

program evaluation, placement of students, diagnosis of in-

dividual stddent strengths and weaknesses, remedial class assignment, curriculum
assessment, student promotion or graduation, assessment ofdistrict-wide achieveThe chart below

ment, and determiniation of need for teacher in-service training.

indicates the numbe-r-of districts that use NRTs arid CRTs for the specified pur-

The only district not included in the chart is Portland whose locally-

poses.

designed Rasch-based tests are developed to combine the features of both CRTs and
NRTs.

Table 3

V

Purposes of Standardized Testing

Criterion-Referenced

Norm-Referenced
Elementary

Testing Purposes

Program Evaluation
Student Placement
Student Diagnosis
Remedial Class Assignment
Curriculum Revision
Student Promotion
District-wideAchievement Progress
Need for Teacher In-Service
Training
.

0
0

0
0
0

218

19
17
19
4

27
9

Elementary

Secondary

23
17

20

9

9

9

18
16
19

16
10
22

3

7

25
8

9

15
10
12
4
10

7

7

Secondary

.

The most common uses of theJlorm referenced tests involve program evaluation (including federal program assessment), assessment of district-wide achieve-

ment progress over time, curriculum r'evision, 61d student diagnosis for individual
--

strengths and weaknesses.

Criterion referenced tests are;a-sane_might expect,

used mostly to evaliiate curriculum and to diagnose students.
-7-

Test resu

used to some extent in every district for identifying the need for curriculum reMost of the systems are able to examine test results at the district,

vision.

regional, school, or classroom level to identify weak spots inthe curriculum or
in curriculum implementation.

When curriculum revision is a major purpose for

the testing, CRTs would seem to be especially useful because they can be specifically designed to match curriculum objectives.

One of the more controversial purposes of tests like CRT minimum competency
exams.involves their ur

Seven

in determining student promotion or graduation.

districts use the results of NRTs to,help in the process of deciding which
students to promote, and 11 districts use the results of CRTs for the same purpose.
In almost all cases, the test results are only one factor, amongst many, in the
decision making process.

Minimum competendy exams are also requirements for high school grafiation in

twelve districts and will become mandatory for graduation in five others in three
years.

Three years ago only six Council districts used those exams as a

requirement.

graduation

Obviously, the trend is toward greater use of test results to deter-

mine eligibility for graduation.

In most of the districts with this requirement,

students not passing the exams do not or will not recelve diplomas.

They will,

instead, receive certificates of performance or attendance, lower grade diplomas,

letters of candidacy for graduation% or other similar forms of recognition.
Detroit, for instance,

In

those not passing the exams recievedriendorsed" diplomas.

P--TiTtsburgh, students who do not pass the exam are placed in a remedial course

which they must pass to graduate. In addition, most districts with the graduation
--requirement begin giving students the'MCTs as early as the 9th or 10th grade (see
table 5).

.

Table 4
. Grades Tested With Minimum Competency Exams

Secondary

Elementary

9-12'

K-8

10 (or passing)

Atlanta
Baltimore

Test
Producers

9 (or until
passing)

1-8

Variables
Tested

State

Reading, Math, Problem
Solving

State and
District

Reading, Math, Writing

Boston

2, 5, 8

or until passing

State and
District

Reading, Writing, Math

3, 6, 8

9, 11 or 12

State

Reading, Writing, Math

Buffalo
Chicago

8

District

Language Arts, Computation
and Problem Solving,
Life Skills

State

Reading, Writing, Math,
Communications Skills

State and
District

Cuts across all subject
areas--life skills

9 (or until
passing)

District

Math, Reading, Language:

10 (Or until
passing)

State and
District

Reading, Writing, Math'

or until passing

CTB McGraw-

Reading, Language, Spelling
Math

'or until passing

10 (or until
passing)

Dade County

3, 5, 8

Dallas

8 (or until
passing

Denver

Detroit

4, 7, 8

Long Beach'

8

Los Angeles

1-7

Hill

Memphi.s-

Milwaukee

,'9 (or-on.til
passin.g)

8

Nashville

10 (or until
passing)

District

Reading, Computation,
Writing

9 (or until
passing)

State

Math, Reading, Language,
Spelling

9 (or until
passing)

ETS AddisonWesley

Math, Language Skills,
Reading, Writing (District)

9 (or until
passing)

State

Math, Reading, Language,
Spelling

2, 3, 7

10 (or until
passing)

State

New Orleans

Writing, Language Arts,
Reading, Math.

3, 6,8

9, 11 or 12

State

Reading, Writing, Math

New York City

10 (or until
passing)

State and
District

Reading, Math, Social
Studies

9 (or until
passing)

District

'Reading, Math, Language

Norfolk
Oakland

3, 5, 7

Philadelphia
-

Pittsburgh
Portland

District

Reading, Mathematics

10 or until passing

ETS AddisonWesley

Rea:oiling, Math

District

Reading, Math, LanguageUsage

or until passing

State

Reading, Language, Math,
Government/Economics and
others

District

Reading., Wrfiirig,-Math

or until passing

8

8

St. Louis

10 or until passing

San Francisco

3, 5, 8

9 (or until
passing)

Seattle

3, 6

9 (or until
passing)

District

English, Reading, Math,
Language, Life Skills

Grade Levels apd Skills Tested:

There appears to be a great deal of consistency in the areas tested with
The focus of the MCTs is on the basic skills--reading,

both MCTs and NRTs.

writing, Mathematics and laqguage arts.

Twenty three of the districts assess

either reading, MathematiCs or both, 10 assess minimum writing skills, 12 examine
The

language arts or communication skills, and three assess spelling abilities.

extent to which the tests focus on so-called "survival skills" was not determined;
z
however, three districts specifically mentioned the assessment of "life skills".

A small number of districts also assess such areas as Social Studies, Government
and Economics, and Career Awareness.

These MCTs are, for the most part, focused

continued
on the secondary grades, with testing beginning in grades 9 or 10 and
until passing.

Twelve of the districts, however, have MCTs which also concen-

trate on the basic skills for elementary grades.
The focup of both NRTs and criterion-referenced tests (other than competency
tests) also appears to be upon basic reading, writing and arithmetic skills.
There seems to be a greater tendency, however, to use the NRTs in the elementary
grades since the results are ,often used for diagnostic or placement purposes.

Selection of Tes'ts:

1.

Who Is Involved in Selection.

This survey found extrdmely wide variation

.j
'aind in developing
in who was involved in selecting commercially-published exams
district tests.
ment committees.

We found that nine districts have standing te'st review or developIn the other districts, ad hoc committees

necessary to choose or design a new test.

a/re

formed when it is

Seventeen of the districts mentioned

review
specifically that research and evaluation personnel were involved in the

Table 5

.

Minimum Competency Tests

State-designed

Graduation Req.

District-designed

Graduation Req.

Class of 1985

Atlanta

Yes

Class of 1985

Yes

Baltimore

Yes

Class of 1982

Yes

Yes

Boston

Yes

Yes

No

Buffalo

Yes

Chicago

No

Yes

Cleveland

No

No

Dade County

Yes

No

No

Dallas

Yes

No

Yes

Denver

No

Yes

Detroit

No

Yes

Long Beach

No

Yes

Los Angeles

No

Yes

Yes

Memphis

Yes

No

No

Milwaukee

No

Yes

Yes

Minneapolis

No

No

Nashville

Yes

New Orleans

Yes

New York City.

Yes

Norfolk

Yes

Oakland

.-

No

Class of 1982

Class of 1984

Class of 1984
No

Class of 1982

No

Yes

Class of 1983
Yes

Qualified
7

Yes

No
No
No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Philadelphia

No

Yes

Yes

Pittsburgh

No

Yes

Portland

No

---

Yes

St. Louis

Yes

No

No

---

San Francisco

No

No

Yes

Yes

Seattle

No

Yes

No

Toledo

No

No

Washington, D.C.

Yes

No

Class of 1984

and/or development process, and thirteenindicated specifically that their testing
specialists were part of the process.

In addition, thirteen districts indicated
Eight other districts mentioned

that their curriculum_and personnel were involved.

the involvement of "academicsupervisors"or"instructionalconsultants", which implies that there is widespread participation by curriculum-related central office
staff.

\\\ The involvement of personnel outside the central offi,ce did not appear as

Eight/een districts indicated that

wide-spread, with the exception of teachers.
teahers v.ere actively involved.
were

Only eleven districts mentioned that counselors

çutinely involved, and only eight indicated the active involvement of

principals.

Two other districts, however, cited the involvement of buqding level

staff, without specifying exactly who they were.

The participation of parents appears to be the weakest component in the
selection or development process.

Only five districts specifically mentioned

parents being involved in the test selection process, and only four others mentioned some form of community involvement.

In these four districts, parents may,

in fact, be acting as community representatives.

We found only one district that

mentioned spediFically that it involved students or student representatives in
the test selection or development process.

In summary, then, it appears that al-

most all districts use either a standing committee or ad hoc committee process
in test specification, and that the majority of committee members are normally
found in the central offices of the districts.

2.

What Criteria for Test Selection Are Used.

tion of standardized tests also vary a great

deal.

The criteria for the selecOnly seven of the 28 districts

indicated that they use pre-set criteria, ratings, or review forms in test.selection.

Nashville and.Los Angeles have indicated, however, that such formal criteria

-12-

are under development. Most of the districts stressed that criteria such as

2match-of=test to theicurriculum", "representativesness of norming population",
validity, reliability, and racial or gender bias consideraitons were used most
often, whether or \not formal procedures had been drawn up.

teria we found as

A list of sample cri-

art of this survey is found in table 6.
A\

We also found that very few districts have any formal policies for dealing
with test publishers.

,

Thirteen districts stated simply that published are

routinely invited to make presentations to test selection committeses, and nine

others indicated that specimen-tests from publishers are periodicall
even when the publishers themselves are not involved.

reviewed

New York and Detroit are

the only districts.that use a formal bidding process when purchasing tests from
1

commercial publishers.

New York has a formal process that includes issulng RFPS

with technical specifications and a pre-bidder's conference.

State law in Texas

requires bids to be/ submitted in Dallas, but the selection process usually yields
a sole bid.

New Orleans often requests bids, and Dade County indicates that it

conducts negotiations.

Most districts, however, stated that price considerations

were only one factor or not a factor at all in test selection.

Our survey also found that only five of the districts repbrted conducting
;

pilot tests prior to the final selection ckf new exams.

of tests under consideration are asked to

In Chicago, the publishers

ay for the costs of these pilot tests,

4nd two other districts specified that tests were piloted after final decision but
before full district imPlementation.

3.

How Test Items Are Developed.

The Council, districts appear to use two

procedures for developing individual items for their own tests.
be either criterion or norm-referenced.

These tests can

Most districts rely primarily on teachers

and curriculum personnel to write items, and research/testing personnel to test the
".13-

Table 6

Summary of Test Selection Criteria

Descriptive Criteria
0
0
0
0
0

Relationship to curriculum
Availability of alternate forms
Range of grades available
Grade continuity
Short practice tests available

0

0
0
0
0

Format
Comprehensiveness
Range of performance available
Length
Durability of test booklets

Technical Criteria
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Content validity
Construct validity
Concurrent validity
.Predictive validity
Reliability
Internal consistency
Freedom from racial and gender bias

0
0
0
0

0

norming population
Sequencing of items
Sufficient items to measure skills
Approprtateness for placement
and testing
Ease of implementation for
functional level testing

Test Administration
0
0
0
0

Training required to administer
Clarity of instructions
Ability to sustain student interest
Ease of recording answers

0

Administrative usability
Adequate manual
Time required

0

Types of scores provided

0
0

Test Results
0

Sc-Orgease

0

Existing data bank

Cost*of Tests

,

items' technical specifications.

In some cases, the districts may use item banks

or pools set up by teSi publishers or by regional labs.

Portland and Seattle,

for instance, occasionally use an item paol developed by the Northwest

Evaluation

Associatian, Oakland sometimes uses the NIE National Education Assessment pool,
and occasionally uses test.publishers existing item banks for which a royalty must
be paid, and Atlanta may draw from the Atlanta Assessment Project pool.

Technical Specifications:

This-S-urvey found that ffearly all.districts use some criterion for assuring
test validity.

For the most part, the districts assume content validity for the

tests that they develop and key to the curriculum.

As we indicated tefore, many

of the district-designed tests are developed to assess curriculum strengths and
weaknesses, and that curriculum and subject matter .specialists are involved in
preparing test items. that are related to curriculum objectives.

The assumption

is made that the pr cess of test development is an assurance of content-valid
items.

We found only one district, Portland, that uses a type of criterion valid'.

ity to assess its instruments.

Again, Portland uses a mix of both no.rm and cri-

terion referencing in its test development.

All districts that develop their own tests use a variety of procedures for
assuring the reliability of the exams.

We foUnd that this process is a continu-

ous one in the sense that the districts conduct reliability studies on a fairly
regular basis.

In addition, the districts appear to use a two-step process when

designing their own tests to assure that racial, cultural and gender bias has

f0been excluded.

The fi7rst step is normally at the item-design phase; when each

item is written, it is reviewed for bias by test committee members consisting of
male and female members of various ethnic backgrounds.
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The second step involves

detailed item analyses for each racial or gender grouping when the exams are
pilot tested.

'Not all districts, however, use both step's.

In Cleveland, where the school district does not design its own fests, dne

commercially-published exam will be tested for bias using a Logist Test procedure.
t In Detroit, the district has had publishers change items when bias was detected.

Administration of Tests:

1.

With few exceptions, we found in this surv63)1

How Students Are SaMpled.

that all students in all designated grades are given standardized norm-referenced
or criterion-referenced tests.
are administered.

No sampling p;lans are generally used when tests

The exceptions are found inthe California citiesand in Milwaukee.

In California, one state test is administered using a matrix sampling procedure,
and in Milwaukee, students are serially sampled for grade 12 testing.

The only

other exceptions occur with the periodic testing for special education classroom
placeMent.

2.

How Test Security Is Assured.

The extent to which the Great City

Schools take steps to assUre the security of their tests also variles.

The most

common procedure involves storing the tests in central offices or warehouses.
These tests are generally sent to the schools just prior to test administration
and returned immediately,afterwards.

Some type of inventory process is usually

established to count tesis before and after administration.

Once tests are in the schools, their security normally becomes the responsi
,bility of principals, counselors, or designated building test coordinators.

Baltimore and Dallas mentioned that random sample observation is conducted during
test administration, and in Minneapolis, school counselors monitor the test-giving
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process.

In New York, the Inspector General's office often observes test security

measures in schpols and will either recommend punative measures or demand the use
of alternative forms if violations are found.

3.

The trend in the Great City schools

Which Students Are Exempted.

appears to be to test all students who are able to be tested or who may benefit
from testing.

This trend applies to,norm-referenced tests, criterion-referneced

tests, and minimum competency tests.

The exceptions involve special education

students and limited-English-proficient students.

Most districts have or are

taking steps to accommodate students with various physical handicaps'.

Large

print and Braille versions of tests are now available in most districts, and
orthopedically handicapped students normally are administered tests in special
individual sessions if'academic testing is warranted.

Also, most districts require students to take and pass minimum competency
exams in English, ever when pssage, is a graduation requirement.

LEP students are

excused in Boston on an individual basis, while _exemption in Seattle and Milwaukee

is a function of a student's English language proficiency.

Both Milwaukee and

Detroit will exempt foreign born students who have been in the country for less
than a specified time.

New York and Buffalo now give their state's Math minimum

competenoyeXams which has been translated into 22 languages, and New York City
has a procedure to alloW writing samples to be taken in a student's native IanPortland is the only other district we know of that is currently planning

guage.

to translate its Math tests into different languages.

The only other exemptions we identified were in New York, Buffalo, and
Boston.

In the first two, students with high scores on CEEBs and ACTs are exempt

from the state minimum competency tests, and students in Boston who entered the
system after grade ten are also exempt from state-wide tests.
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Table 7

Policies for Special Students

System

Mentally
Handicapped
Students

Adaptations
for Physically
Handicapped
Students

Atlanta

-exempt from tests

large print

must take tests
in English

no othér students
exempt

Baltimore

level three & above
students exempt

none

must pass tests
in English

no other students
exempt

Boston

must meet IEP
standards

must meet IEP
standards

determined on
individual
basis

students entering
system after grade
10 exempt

School

NEP/LEP
Students

Other
Students
,

.

Buffalo

alternative testing
methods

adaptations made
on individual
basis

Math in 22
languages

High scores on
CEEB and ACT exempt

Chicago

must take tests for
diagnosis if IEP
specifies

must follow IEP

must pass tests
in English

no other students
exempt

Dade County

EMR, TMR, PMR exempt
unless parents request

Braille, large
print, other
adaptations

must pass in
English

some emotionally
handicapped exempt

Dallas

students w/special
education class exempt

no policy

ests must be

Denver

not required to take
test unless diploma
desired

no policy

must pass tests
in English

no other students
exempt

Detroit

optional

Braille, large
prilt, oral administration

NEP/LEP in
country less
than one year
exempt

no other students
exempt

must pass tests
in English

no other studentS
exempt

must pass tests
in English

no other students
exempt

must pass tests
in English

no other students
exempt

passed in
English

/

Long Beach

Los Angeles

Memphis

must meet IEP sten-,
dards
must meet I.EP
dards

'exempt unless student
requests

Oaptationg for
blind and hard
pf,hearing

/large prinf,
oral administration
large print,
special accom-

--no other students
exempt

maations for
orthopedically
handicapped
(cont'd)
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Adaptations
for Physically
Handacapped
Students

Mentally
Handicapped
Students

School

System

NEP/LEP
Students

Other
Students

Milwaukee

TMR, EMR, LD exempt
from tests

none

as well as
those identified as LEP
under set
procedures
described.by
law

no other students
exempt

Nashville

exempt unless student requests

large print,
special accommodations for
orthopedically
handicapped

mUst pass in
Engljsh

no other students
exempt

New Orleans

must meet IEP
standards

no policy

exempt upon
request

no other students,
exempt

New York City

alternative tegting
methods

adaptations
made individual

Math in 22 languages, writing
in native language

high scores on CEEB
and ACT exempt

basis

Norfolk

Oakland
.

Philadelphia

special provisions
made

large print,
some individual

must paps in
English'

no other students
exempt

mbst meet IEP stan-

individual determination

must pass test
in English

no other students
exempt

must pass reading tests in
English, Math
available in
Spanish

no other students
exempt

dards

those in selfcontained classes exempt

*teacher dis.-

cretion on means
of administration

Portland

any student who car
take ests under no/r-

being planned

Math being developed in other
languages

must meet IEP
standards

must meet IEP
standards

no p licy

exemption depends on
teacher judegment

Braille, large
print, taped
tests

no other students
exemption function of oral
exempt
proficiency score

adaptations made

must pass tests
in English

.

mal coriditions

St. Louis
Seattle

San Francisco

no other students
exempt.

no other students
exempt

EMR-Educable Mentally Retarded; TMR-Trainable Mentally Retarded; PMR-Profoundly Mentally Retarded; LD-Learning Disabled
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4.

Training for Test Administration.

Ali districts in this survey appeared
The

aware of the need for faculty/administrator training in test administration.
extent to which such training occurs, however, seems to'be a function of staff

time;and resources, which are usually in short supply in the cities.

Fifteen of

the districts indicated that in-service\training of test administrators was providod by central district personnel .Iri.rnost cases, central office staff conduct

workshops for designated building test coordinators who,
for faculty training.

in turn, are responsible

In other districts, training is the responsibility of

counselors or test coordinators.

The frequency of the training also varies.

In

several districts, training occurs annually but may be attended only by new teaTraining occurs in other districts only when new tests are introduced,

chers.

when a request is made, or staff is available for such sessions.

Student Preparation for Tests.

5.

Almost all of the Council's dfstricts in-

dicated that students are not routinely prepped to take standardized tests.

Cleveland, Oakland, and St. Louis are the only districts that indicated that individual schools run voluntary, supplemental programs outside of regular classroom
work to prepare students for tests.
procedure.

St. Louis, however, actively discourages the

Seattle is now field-testing the Random House Program, "Scoring High

such an
on the CAT", making that district the only one we know of that is making
effort.

Dallas and Washington, D.C. prepare students on how to_take tests but not

/
for specific exams.

The Dallas Testing and Information staff have prepared a skit

which they perform in schools and at PTA meetings on how to take tests, and teachers in Washington have written a handbook called "Moving Up to Success in TestTaking" for use in the classroom.
,%
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Management of Test Data:

1.

How Test-Data Are Kept:

Most districts; 18 in all, maintain separate

test data and student record files, although several districts have the capacity
_

to merge files via student I.D. numbers.

In only four districts, the student and

test data bases are identical, that is, all test data are recorded on student
records.

Two districts maintain both a student data base with test information

and a separate test data base.

Two other districts indicated that current-year

test results are recorded on the student data base, but that each year's entry
automatically deletes the previous entry.
formal test data base is maintained.

Only two districts indicated that no

Fifteen districts, in all, specified that

their data base consisted only of results from NRTs; in three districts only
CRT data are kept; and in all others, both types of data are recorded.

2.

How Data Can Be Analyzed.

Because testing is done on a district-wide

basis, all districis are capable of analyzing test results at that level, and
almost all are capable of producing test results by school.

Nineteen districts

either generate analyses by gender or have the capacity to do so, seventeen can
analyze data by race, eight by language or language status, and three districts
reported the capacity to analyze data indirectly by SES. In addition, twenty one

diStricts reported that longitudinal test data are maintained, but twelve of them
noted that such data could be obtained only by accessing individual student results.

Only three of the districts reported that they do not keep longitudinal

data.

3.

Student Records and Test Results.

We found in this survey that only

one district does not record test information on student records.

In all other

districts, notations of some nature are made regarding the results of NRT or CRT
exams.

Generally, school administrative personnel, principals', teachers,
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counselors, and parents have access to these records.

Ten districts permit stu-

dent access to individual files by request or appointment; but in four districts,
students must have reached the age of majority before they are given access to
their records.

4.

HOw Test Results Are Reported.

In addition to internal reports, most

districts release information on,test scores directly to the public or indirectly
through the Board of Education.

We also found that almost every district makes an effort to assure that
teachers receive assistance with the interpretation of test results.

The pri-

mary mechinisms for this purpose are in-service workshops, programs or staff
meetings in 18 districts.

Ten districts reported that they provide written as-

sistance which, in some cases, is in addition to workshops, and in others the
primary mechanism.

Three districts respondgd that the type of assistance Omen

faculty is a local school option.

Seventeen school districts send parents written reports which, in addition
to test results, contain information designed to assist with interpretation and
understanding of the results.

Assistance is also offergd in 13 districts at

parent-teacher conferences while six districts work with various parent groups.
Portland and San Francisco have manuals/brochures for parents and St. Louis is
in the process of preparing

one.

Four districts responded that-a-ssistance with

test result-interpretation for parents is a local school option while three districts send no test results home.

5.

Who Is Responsible for Testing Programs.

In 25 of the districts, the

departments that have the responsiblity for research and evaluation are independent organizationally from departments having responsibility for curriculum
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and instruction.

Responsibility for test administration is currently located

in departments of research and evaluation in 19 of these districts.

In five

districts, curriculum and instruction divisions or testing offices within
these divisions have responsibility for test administration.

In Chicago, re-

sponsibility is split between Research and Evaluation (NRTs and Proficiency
exams) and Curriculum (CRTs).

In three districts, the research and evaluation

functions of the system fall under a division of curriculum for the purposes
of testing.

Results of Testing:

1.

Setting Cutoff Scores for Passing Tests.

In the districts that cur-

rently administer competency exams and for which passage is relevant, there is
great variance in how cutoff scores were determined.
exactly the same procedures.

No two districts lused

In seven districts, central office administrative

personnel were solely responsible.

In eight districts, school level personnel

(primarily teachers) were involved in the process in addition to central office
personnel.

In six of these eight districts, community members and/or parents

were also involved.

Very littl

information regarding standards was provided to us.

In Portland,

the standard-Cdopted by the Board of Education is a 9th grade national equivalent,
and Baltimore has a presumption of 9th grade functional skills_

In St. Louis,

which uses a state-designed minimum competency test, the standard is based on ma-.
terials which should have been presented by 6th or 7th grade.

Because of the diversity of tests used for minimum competency, no generalizations can be made regard

cutoff stores.

Although Pittsburgh and Milwaukee

uses the same commerci lly pUblished norm-referenced test as a minimum competency
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test, each used different procedures to determine cutoff scores and have different baseline figures.

In those districts which administer state-designed

minimum competency tests, standards and cutoff,scores were set by the state.
Boston, which sets its own, subject to state approval, is the only exception.

Comparable data on competency test rates were impossible to obtain.

Some

districts tests are still in the process of modification or early implementation
and no figures are available.
tested were averaged.

In other 'districts, pass rates for all grades

It appears, however, that on repeated testing that nearly

all students pass the MCTs by the end of their twelth grade year.

2.

is

What Requirements Are for Remedial Work.

The retaking of tests,however,

not necessarily the main reaSon for such high passing rates by the twelfth

grade.

Twenty districts have policies for mandatory remedial work when students

fail tests or score below minimally acceptable levels.

pl eight districts en-

rollment in remedial courses or summer school is automatic.

In the remaining,

eleven districts, remedial work in various formats is mandatory.

Six districts

have policies whereby remedial assistance isavailable at the student's option.
OnlY

three districts with minimum competency tests have no policy, although

remedial assistance is available if requested.

Assistance in the regular classroom and enrollment in remedial courses are
the primary mecha.nisms through which assistance is provided students.

Eig,hteen

districts also provide students with tutorial assistance, 18 have skills labs and
ten run before/after school drop-in programs.

However, those three may_ not be

available in all schools for all students in every case.
available in summer school in ten districts.

Remedial work is also

Eight districts-develop individual

remedial plans or materials for students to use at home or in the classroom.
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Court Action on Testing)

As far as we could tell in this survey:no legal action has been taken
against any of the Great City School-districts for the use of minimum competency
or other tests.

The Florida state minimum competency test which is administered

in Dade County has been chal

nged, but the case is still pending.

Costs of Testing:

Seventeen districts pay all costs of their student assessment programs.
This includes five districts which administer state minimum competency tests.
In the bther districts which have state minimum competency tests, the state pays
Mbst costs for these tests.

Three districts noted that the state pays costs of

one or more mandated tests.

*************************
We should give some recognition at this point to the fact that testing is
not the only way, or even the most successful way, to assess student performance.

The progress of the'schools can be measured in terms which deal with attendance,
levels of vioTence and crime, teacher turnover or burnout, dropout rates, and a
host of other variables, some quantifiable and many.not.

Again, the purpose of

this report was not to judge the adequacy of the testing in our member districts
but to provide detailed information to them on a topic that absorbs a great deal
of their resources and shapes a good many of their programs.

Individual District Profiles
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0

ATLANTA

The district currently uses standardized commercial norm-referenced
State and
achievement tests and state-developed criterion-referenced tests.
district-designed minimum competency tests are now being field tested and will
go into effect as a graduation requirement for the 1985 graduating class.
PURPOSE OF TESTING
At the elementary an.d secondary levels, NRTs are used for:

program evaluation
placement of students
diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
placement of students in remedtal classes
assessment of need for c.urriculum revision
meaSurement of district-wide achievement progress
0 determination of the need for teacher in-service training

CRTs are used at elementary and secondary levels for:
diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
1 assessment of the need for curriculum revision
measurement of district-wide achievement progress
0 determination of the need for teacher in-service trainiRg
NRT results are also used for the evaluation of federal programs. The
If test results indicate areas
district matches test objectives to the curriculum.
of weakness, work is done to reinforce the curriculum.
SELECTION OF TESTS
Tests are selected by ad hoc ommittees formed when a decision to conThe committee is generally comprised of resource personnel,
sider new tests is made.

curriculum coordinators, counselors, research assistants and teachersSpecimens
are requested from publishers and presentations made to the committee.
Specimens
are also sent to a stratified sample of schools for review and trial.
The final decision was based on 18 criteria and feedback from the schools.
A copy of the criteria is available at the CGCS.
When designing its own tests, items Can be selected from the Atlanta Assessment Project, which is a state funded item pool, if they match local curriculum objectiyes.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
:The Validity and reliability of the-competency tests is in the process of being
determined as part of the pilot testing.
Pilot test results are also being examined
Item analyses
-to determine if test items contain cultural, racialLor gender bias.
with comparative outcomes of various groups are being conducted.
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ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All students in all, schools are tested in the students' schools. The
tests are mailed out from a central warehouse several days prior to administration to test contact persons in each school who are responsible for test security.
All tests must be returned.,

Research Assistants assigned to each school conduct workshops on test
administration and interpretation of scores.
Some special education and handicapped students are exempt from tests.
The state has
However, it is recommended that all students take tests if possible.
large print tests available for vision impaired students but no special accommodations are made for limited or non-English proficient students.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The district has a test data base for the C.A.T. The state provides-the
district with class rosters, information pertaining to mastery or non-mastery of
objectives for students and for grade 10 students, scaled scores and state percentile.

State test result reports for each student, school and the district as a
These are then forwarded
whole are sent to the Division of Research and Evaluation.
to principals, teachers-`Efid counselors: Research and Evaluation compiles the results
for the administration, comparing outcomes to previous administrations and other
reference groups.

Assistance is given to teachers on test result interpretation in workshops
but the state provides reports which are well done and almost completely
The report to parents is in an easy-to-understand narrative.
self-explanatory.
Parents can also discuss results during parent-teacher conferences.
Test data are printed on gummed labels attached to student records.
Students,
One copy of the individual student report is also attached to the records.
parents and persons responsible for instruction have access to the records.

The research department and curriculum and instruction department are/
separate units but representatives from each work together on -...eams for development.
Research, Evaluation and Data processing is responsible for test administration.
TEST RESULTS

The state is presently in the process of developing standards and cutoff
It has a contract with Georgia State
scores for the minimum competency test.
University to develop tests and recommend standards. .The final decision will be
All data and decisions are reviewed by the state
made by the State Legislature.
They do not
Student Assessment Advisory Council which, however, is advisory only.
make decisions or give approval.
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ci
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (ATLANTA)

brade

Tested

Name of

Designed
by Whom

Test

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes.

K

California
Achievement
Test

CTII/McGrawHill

Pre-Reading
Math

Scaled
Score
NCE
Percentiles

April

NRT

Form C

National

To assess achievement

1

California
Achievement
Test

CTII/McGrawHill

Reading, Math

All of
above
plus grade
equiva-

April

NRT

Form C

National

To assess achievement

Apr11

NRT

Form C

National

To assess achievement

April

NRT

Form C

National

lents
2, 3.

California
Achievement
Test

4-11

California
Achievement
Test

CTD
McGraw-

Reading, Math,
Language,
Spelling

...

n

Reading, Math,
Language,
Spelling,
Reference
Skills

All of
above
plus grade
equivalents

4

99

.

To assess achievement

MINIMUM COMPETENCY TESTS (ATLANTA)

irade
Tested

Name of
Test

Designed/
bZ311,21"

Areas
Tested

i

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

(eneral Purposes

i

4, 8

Georgia
Criterion
Referenced
Test

;State

Reading,
Math, Career Development

March
Mastery or
non-mastery;
percent of
students
passing
each objec-

To determine Mastery or nonmastery of specific objectives

CRT

,

tive
10

Georgia
Basic
Skills Test

State

Reading,
Math, Problem Solving
-

Scaled
Score

March
(later
also
October)

CRT

To identity students who have
not mastered objectives for remedial assistance. 1111 be graduation requirement Aarting school
year 1982-83

3 -)

Students who fail minimum competency tests will automatically receive
remedial assistance in various formats which are now being developed.
The district
will pay for all remedial work although some funds may be available from the State.
Test scores are not a factor in promotion decisions but as of the class
of 1985, students must pass the minimum competency test to graduate even if all
other requirements have been satisfied. Students will have a number of opportunities
to pass the test but if they do not, a certificate of attendance will be awarded in
place of a regular diplpma.
The state covers all costs of the Georgia Basic Skills Test but the district must pay all other test costs including those of the state mandated Life
Coping Skills Test which the district is presently developing.
For further information on Atlanta's student assessment program, contact:
Dr. Carble-S. McCarson
Divison of Research and Evaluation
210 Pi"PiT Stret, S.W.
Atlanta.,' GA

Phone:

30335

(404) 659-3381
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BALTIMORE

The district uses standardized achievement tests published by commercial
testing ser4ces and both state-designed and district-designed minimum competency
tests.

PURPOSES OF TEST,ING
Both, NR s and CRTs are used at elemeglary and secondary levels:

O for program evaluation
0 for placement of students
for diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
0 to place students in remedial classes
to assess the need for curriculum i7evision
0 to promote students from one grade to another
9 to measure district-wide achievement progress
In addition, CRTs are used at the elementary and secondary levels:to 4termine the
need for teacher in-service training.
Results are used in the evaluatlon-of federal
programs.
0

Both NRTs and CRTs are referenced against the curriculum.
Item analysis of
test results are sent to schools where curriculum modification may be undertaken in
necessary areas.
'SELECTION OF TESTS

The district has no standing test review committee.
When necessary, test
selection is conducted by personnel from the Office of Testing and Evalu4ion who
The Deputy
draw on curriculum specialists from the elementary and seEdndary divisions.
Superintendent in charge of the Bureau of Educational Support Services also has input
into the selectioh process and final approval.
The participants in the selection process review test specimens and material
descriptions with an emphasis on test match to curriculum and assurance that the tests
have been standardized for urban populations.-,Publishers are also invited to do presentations. M;iterials are sent to instructional personnel for review and the tests
are piloted. The selection is not firm until the pilot test is complete and the data
from the pilot has been arialyzed and reviewed. TomPetitive bids-are not received;
cost is not the main selection criterion.
When designing i ts own tests, the instructional division(s) are asked-to
review behavioral objectives, scope and depth of the test, and to generate a pool of
items measuring each behavioral objective. The items are reviewed, revised to appro
priate format, and piloted. Results and technical data are examined for validity and
to assure that they are not out of line with preceding test difficulty criteria.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

,

The distirct uses a number of measures to determine the reliability of its
district-designed CRTs including reliability coefficients KR20 and KR21, item
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correlations, distractor information, discrimination indexes, Rasch score calibrations, and T-tests fit to Rasch.

The'district relies on content and curriculum validity through the itemdeveloped process and examines sub-samples to determine consistency.
Racial and gender bias is remo4d through the use of item and distractor
analysis with group comparisons.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

All students fn all schools are tested and all testing is conducted in the
The district's terminal proficiency tests are stored and invenstudents' .schools.
toried at the Office of Testing and Evaluation. They are sent to .building test
coordinators prior to administration. The test coordinators are responsible for test
security in the schools and the inventoryand return of tests: Random sample observation during test administration is also conducted. The non-terminal proficiency
tests are stored in schools under lock and key. The writing test is revised annually.
Special education students classified above level\three (self-contained
classrooms and higher) are currently exempt from proficiency tests but will be includ-*
Bilingual students must pass all tests in'English.
ed in the futLere.

Training on test administration is given to faculty by test coordinators
who may be principals or senior teachers experienced in testing. An instructional
manual is also available.

_

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The test data are stored biThe district has no integrated test data base.
Current and historical test data for individual students can
annually, test-by-test.
be consttucted and retrieved via_student identification number. The district does
have a separate student-dat-alie, and is planning to install a micro-computer system
which will-Renffff individual teachers to access test data for planning purposes.
Currently, the district generates numerous analyses which include Rasch
scores, summary statistics (SAS package), class lists', grade summaries, building
reports, and regional and system-wide status reports. The data base allows for analyIn addition to reports
ses by school,, gender, race, language, and indirectly by SES.
administrators,
the
district
also
produces
reports for
to teachers, principals, and
well
as
Board
of
Superintendent
requeseted/tudies.
any specially funded projects as

Teachers receive item analyses of each student's proficiency test results
and present programs on
for diagnosis. Staff from the testing office will go out
Proficie y test
also
given
at
PTA
meeting.
test result interpretation._ Programs are
yesults are made available to parents.
All test scores are printed on gummed labels and attacheVtstudentrecords
Teachers and principals h ve access to these
to provide individual historical data.
Parents and students also haVe ccess upon request.
records on a need-to-know basis.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (BALTIMORE)

ra e

Tested

Naml of
Test

Pre-K.,, Boehm Test
y
Basic of
Concepts

2

Designed
by Whom
Psych Corp

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Raw Score
Percentile

Sept/
Oct

NRT

Form A

Publisher

Psych Corp

Metropolitan
Pre-Primer

Psych Corp

CTB/McGrawHill

Percentile
Scaled
Score

Reading, Math,
Language

Grade
Equivalent

Sept/Oct
Apr/May

General Purposes
Placement of students; to measure student progress-Title
schools
I

Apr/May

Boehm Test of
Basic Concepts

,California
Achievement
Test

Areas
Tested

\NRT"

Form 8

Publisher

Placement of students; to measure
student progress-Non-Title I,
schools

NgT

Form JS

Publisher

Title I schools only, to measure
student progress, placement of
students

Form C

Publisher

To measure system-Ode progress/
diagnosis of indiv ual students,
school ranking, determination of

Nov (Pre)
NRT
May (Post)

target schools' individual pupil
profiles
3, 5,
8

California
Achievement
Test

It

II

9
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NRT

Form C

Publisher

II

NRT

Form C

Publisher

Title I

MINIMUM COMPETENWTESTS (BALTIMORE)

-13rade

Name of

Tested

Test

1-9

3-8

3-9

Designed
by Whom

Proficiency
Test in
Writing

District

Proficiency
Test in
Math

Distri9f

Proficiency

District

Areas
Tested
Writing

/

Maryland Functional Reading
Test

Percent

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

April

CRT

Curriculum assessment,
Purposes:
51acement of .students, diagnosis of )
students, instructional serv.ices,
graduation requirement. If students
do not pass terminal test in grade 9,
tests may be re-taken twice each
year through grade 12, after place-.
ment in remedial class until passed.

April

CRT

Same as above except
Purposes:
termin51 test is in grade 8.

April

CRT

Purposes:

rorms
Used

Norms
Used

items

correct

Math

Percent
items

General Purposes

correct
Reading

Percent

Same as

i

Writing

items
correct

Test
in Reading
7t49

Metric
or UM*

State

Reading

Percent

Oct

items

correct

*As part of Project Basic, the State Competency Program, competency tests in Mathematics, Writing, and Life Skills.
Writ-ingh-Spr4ng-1-9834LIfe-S101-44,
iMathY, SpringBB

To identify students needing remedial
District graduatiOn requirehelp.
ment since 1979, State requirement
as of Class of '82

Effective Dates:

September 1982

'±
tA

t

--

The district has maintained a test file back to the 1960s.
Historical test
data, by student, have been maintained since Fall 1977 but must be accessed by test.

The Research Department and Curriculum and Instruction are independent, but
assignments are carried out in consultation.
Proficiency testing, state testing and
achievement testing are administered by the Office of Testing and Evaluation.
The standards for passing the district's minimum competency tests were set
by the Superintendent, the Board of Education, personnel form Secondary and Elementary
divisions and the Operational Cabinet which is composed of the Superintendent, Deputy
Superintendents, Regional and Assistant Superintendents, and division heads.
A determination of reasonable scores based on assessment of results was made taking into
consideration legal implications.
When test results show that students are reaching
minimal competency at the 90% level on a specific objective, it is up-graded tb match
the average level of competency.
The cut-off on the district's proficiency tests is
70% and on the state test 80%.
Failure on the district's proficiency tests is a signal that remedial support
must be provided.
This support is available in the-regular classroom, in remedial
courses, in summer school, through tutorial assistance, and in skills labs.
If a student fails'a terminal proficiency test, enrollment in a remedial course, which substitutes for an elective at the secondary level, is automatic.
The district pays for all
remedial work.Proficiency test results are a factor in promotion decisions.
All retention
decisions are reviewed by a school board committee which also takes into consideration
teacher reports, classroom performance, and the number of times previously retained.
The same considerations apply to placement for remedial work.

Students must pass the district competency tests in reading, Mathematics,
and writing to graduate, even if all other requirements have been satisfied.
No special diplomas or certificates are given to those who do not pass.
Students are not
required to leave school and may also return to take tests.
Minimum achievement levels are specified by both the district and the state,
15ut no legal actions have been taken against the district for the use of test since
the policy was established in 1978-1979.
The state provides the state test materials but does not pay for computer or
Except for Title I, all other costs of
personnel costs associated with these tests.
the student assessment program are paid for by the district.
For further information on Baltimore's student assessment program, please
contact:

Mr. Jacob Schuchman, Coordinator
Office of Proficiency Testing
Baltimore Public Schools
2330 St. Paul Street, 2nd Flr.
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Phone:

or

Mr. Leonard Granick, Director
Office of Testing & Evaluation
Baltimore Public Schools
School 79-Portable
2801 N. Dukeland Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21216
Phone:

(301) 396-7475
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(301) 396:0366

BOSTON

The district uses standardized achievement tests published by a commercial testing service and both state and district-designed minimum competency tests,
PURPOSES OF T:

TNG

The district's commercially published NRT's are used primarily to measure
Another NRT is used
district-wide achtevement progress and for Title I placement,
One commercially
schools.
for placement of students in the district'slrexam" high
student
strengths and
published CRT is currently used for diagnosis of individual
weaknesses. Another GRT is also used as part of the district's minimum competency
NRT test results are used in the evaluation of federal programs.
testing.
The tests were chosen on the basis of their relevance to the curriculum.
The relationship between the student assessment program and curriculum improvement
Teachers receive test results, deefforts lies at the individual teacher level.
termine students' needs anct modify instruction accordingly.
SELECTION OF TESTS
Tests.are Selected by ad hoc committees consisting of central, district
The committee determines the selection policies and
and school level personnel,
Test specimens are examined for their relationship to the curriculum and
criteria.
with regard to reliability, validity and representativeness of the norming populaBids are not sought on an annual basis.
tion.
Item banks or pools are not currently used in the district since the only
district-designe'd test is a writing test. Teachers are asked to recommend topics
students can write about for this test.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
When topics are suggested for the district-designed writing test, they
The
are screened to assure that cultural, racial, and gender biases are excluded.
writing
Raters
take
into
account
the
mechanics
of
tests are scored holistically.
(e.g., grammar, spelling, and punctuation), as well as theme development.
The district uses inter-rater reliability to assure that the evaluation
of student writing tests is accurate and consistent. Two trained readers evaluate
If there is a discrepancy greater than one point between the two evalueach test.
ations, the evaluation it reviewed.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
Currently, all studentt in Grades 1 thisough 11 in all schools are tested
with an NRT in reading, and in Grades 4, 6, and 9 in math, although there is some
discussion of sampling plans in the future. All testing is conducted in the stur
dents schools.
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Numbere-d tests and pre-coded answer sheets are sent to school principals
who are responsible for their'security in the schools. Workshops on test procedures
are held at a central location for building test coordinators. They, in turn, train
faculty members with the emphasis on new teachers.

Exemption of special educationand limited English proficient students
The general rule
from state tests is determined by teachers on an individual basis.
is
The
CTBS
Espanol
is to test a's many students as possible when appropriate.
available for Spanish-speaking students and the M.A.T. is available in large print
The physically haadicapped are assisted on an indivifor vision-impaired students.
dual, basis on the M.A.T. with methods appropriate to their needs.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA.

The district Maintains test results from all achievemeat and competency
The Information Systems Development department
.tests on tape by test and student.
maintain the test data base with test results keyed to student indentification
number. JThe Department of Implementation maintains the student.data base which
The capacity thereby exists to merge data from the
has pers nal data on students.
two dO'rttent-t-td perfdrt additional test score- analyses.
.

/

In addition to individual student scores, the data.base aggregates stores
Percentiles,,
by gra es.in individual schools, by subdistricts and for the system.
grade equivalents, and-stanines are reported by grade and race for each level. The
data base also-allows for analyses by gender.
A summary report showing grade equivalent units, and comparisons by year
are sent to the press and District Advisory Councils (parent groups).

Teachers received training on interpretation of test result printouts from
Parents receive written reports stating
the ICRT through in-service workshops.
whether or not students met standards on the ICRT, and they may meet with teachers
for information during the schools' open house.
Only the results from the M.A.T. are recorded on labels placed on stuState competency test results are only on temporary
dents' permanent records.
School
level
personnel,
parents; and students have access to the records
records.
the tapes to do so do
upon request. No longitudinal data have been developed but
exist.

Currently, the district has ao research or testing department, although
Proposed plans include the
the system is presently .undergoing structural changes.
placement of testing and evaluation under the Supervision of the Deputy Superintendent of Cbrriculum and Instruction. At present, test administration is the responsibility of. the Office.of Curriculum and Competency.
TEST RESULTS

Standards for passing both the district-designed and state minimum competency tests were set by a steering committee of teachers, parents and community
The standards set by the committee were subject to state approval.
representatives.
In reading, students in Grade 2 must score 60 correct out of 70 items, and 24 out
In Grade 5 students must score 26 out of 40 correct in reading and
of 34 in math.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (BOSTON)

Name uf
Tested
1-11

Te

Metropolitan
Achievement
Test

Designed
by Whom
Psych Corp

Areas
Tested
Reading

Metric
or UM*
Grade
equivalent,Percentile,Stanine
.

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Oct
May

NRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes

National

May - LJasure district-wide
achievement progress
Oct

4,6,

Metropolitan
Achievement

Title 1 pre-test; for
placement in grade 4, 5,
6 advance work classes

Psych Corp

Math

Grade
equivalent,Percentile,Stanine

Oct
May

NRT

Individual
Criterion
Referenced
Test

Educational
Progress Corp
Tulsa, OK

Reading
and
Math

Percent
objectives
passed/needs
remedial help/
failed

May

CRT

Diaghosis of individual student
strengths/weaknesses, to 'determine
need for remedial work, also used
as minimum competency test in
compliance with state approval

6 &

Secondary

ETS

Battery

Dec

NRT

8

School-

Placement in "exaM schools"
(Boston Latin,-Boston Technical
H.S, Boston Latin Academy)

9

Test
2 &
5

National

Jan

Admissions
Test
4-12

3, 4,
5

Degree.

College'

of Reading
Power

Board

CTBS

CTB
McGraw-Hill

Reading

Reading
Math

DRP
units

March

Absolute
Scale

*See
General
Purpose
of
Testing

*For selection of students for
advanced classes in bilingual
(administered by Bilingual office)
.

y

MINIMUM COMPETENCY (BOSTON)

tirade

Name of

Tested

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

Boston
Writing
Test

District

Writing

State
Minimum
Competency
Test

State

Test

2, 5
..

Metric
or UM*
'

Reading and Math
equals percent objectives passed

When
Given

Holistic

'Spring

Holistic

'Spring

NRT/
CRT
---

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General] Purposes

'To determine minimum competency
in writing in compliance with
state mandate

To determine miniMum competency
in areas tested

On-the'8th grade state-designed test, students must answer
19 out of 34 in math.
32 out of 55 correctly in reading and 31 out of 59 in math. Currently, an average
of 85% of the students at all three grade levels pass the test'.
Students who fail the tests receive remedial ass,istance in their.regular
Individual remedial plans are developed and at the secondary level
classroom.
No other forms of remedial.
(Grade 8) students retake the test until they "OaSs.
assistance are available.
Test results are not formally taken, into account in ,promotion decisions.
Class work and teacher recommendations are other factors considered. As the competency tests were only recently implemented, no policy 'has been determimed at
this point with regard to graduation and diplomas for those who od not pass.

The specification of minimum achievement levels for students is a local
No legal actions have been taken against the
option subject to state approval.
district for the use of any tests.
The district pays the entire coSt of the student assessment programs
including the state-designed and mandated minimjm competency tests'.
For further information of Boston's student assessment program, contact:
Dr. Virginia M. Cahill
Office of\Planning and Policy
26 Court Street
Boston, MA 02108\

Phone:

(617) 726-6480
726-6481
726-6482
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BUFFALO

The district uses standardfzed achievement tests published by a commercial
test service and'stat-designed minimum competency tests.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
NRTs are used at both elementary and secondary levels:
0 for program evaluation
0 for placement of students
for diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
to place students in remedial classes
to assess the need for curriculum revision
0 to measure district-wide achievement progress.
CRTs are used for placement of students in remedial and other programs.
are also used in the evaluation of federal programs.

The 'results

\Tests are referenced against the curriculum. The evalua ion department
feeds data to the curriculum department which write curriculum programs. As part of
the curriculum deveTopment, test results from prior years (prepost models) are used.

.

SELECTION,OF TESTS
When--testsa-r-e_to_be selected, an ad hoc committee js formed. The.committee always includes the Directors of Evaluation, Curriculum, Reading, Math and
Language Arts. Teachers and counselors have been included in the past.

The committee develops an ad hoc model for evaluating the tests, Sample
packages from commercial publishers are reviewed and analyzed with regard to content '
Publishers are then invited to make presentations and the comfiittee
and reporting.
Competitive bids are not received.
makes the final selection.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
Students in all schocls are. tested and all testing is conducted in the
Each school m4t request a specific
Tests are inventoried.
students' schools.
number of tests which are delivered no moreHthan a week, prior to test time. Tes.ts
are stored in-the school safe and test security is the responsibility Of,Ouildfng
test coordinators who must also assure that all tests.are returned.

which,
Very limited-English proficient .students and students with handicaps
No
adaptations
of
these
would preclude successful comoletion are exempt from NRTs.
tests are made for handicapped Or limited English proficient students.
on the state competency test,'alternative testing techniques are used for
"pupils whose native language is.other than English who first ebter, after grade
Alternative
eight, s hools where the predominant language of instruction.is English.
testing techniques are also available for students with 'handicapping' conditions".
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Students are exempted from a State comprehensive test requirement for graduation if they have scored a.bove a certain level on College Entrance Examination Board
tests or American College Testing Program tests or have passed State Regents examinations in English and math.
"Alternative tests" may be used for students "who have not
passed the examinations...because of extraordinary administrative circumstances not
caused by the willful act of the pupil or of a teacher or administrator".
MANAGEMEgT OF TEST DATA
The district maintains a central test data base -FPI- the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests which includes test items and results by student, and pupil discriptors such as name,q.D. number, school grade, and date of birth. The data can
A separate student data base is maintained but analyses of
also be keyed by school.
test results by gender and race can be conducted by mixing the files.

The district reports means, standard deviation, prepost evaluation of
difference of means with F-tesct, and item analyses by individual, class and school
summary.
.

Teachers receive M.A.T. subseores and Totals and all reported metrics for
Principals receive grade level summaries for their schools and.a
their pupils.
district-wide report by grade for reading and math is sPnt to the Superintendent and
Board of Education.
Assistance for parents and teachers with test result interpretation is the
responsibility of school principals. Parents are also provided information and assistance on conference days and may review pupil records at that time.
0
Gummed labels showing test subscores and total scores, pre and post for the
M.A.T. are attached to student cumulative records.

The M.A.T. results by student have been maintained for the last two administrations.

The Curriculum Department is located in the Division of Instruction. The
Department of Evaluation which is responsible for test administration is in the
Curriculum
Bureau of Research and Administrative Services in a separate division.
and Evaluation staff cooperate in evaluation design acnd curriculum development.
TEST RESULTS

The standards and cutoffs for the minimum competency test are determined by
the stge. Students who do not score wel; on tests from grade 3 on receive automatic
Assistance may be provided in the regular classroom, in remedial
remedial assistance.
In addition, the district
courses, in summer school, by tutors and in skills labs.
uses models such as small class size or reading consultants to help t.eachers develop
individual remedial plans as part of the regular curriculum.
Test results are not usua-rly a factor in promotion decisions although they
could be used as support one way or another\ As of the class of 1982, students must
pass the oompetency test to graduate.even if all other requirements have been satisfi
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (BUFFALO)

""G-rodp

TesIrd.

Nome lf
lest

Designaby Whom

Areas
Tested

Pre-K

MBE

McGraw-Hill

Language, Math

K-12

Metropolitan
Achievement
Tests 19/8

Psych Corp

Reading, Math

Metric
or UM*

Normal
curve

equivalent

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Oct (PreMay-Post

NRT

Oct and
May (Pre-

NRT

Post)

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Level K

National

To test readiness for school

Primer

National

Program evaluation, student
placement, diagnosis of students,
to measure district-wide.a.chievement progress curriculum assessment

KS

Primary 1
Primary 2
Elementary
Intermediate
Advanced 1
Advanced 2

General Purposes

A
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MINIMUM COMPETENCY TESTS (BUFFALO)

tirade

Ndme 4

Tested

TrEigned
by Whom

Areas
Tested

Metric--

or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes

3 & 6

Pupil Evalu7
ation Program

State

Math, Reading

6th Grade
Reading DRP*

8

Preliminary
Competency
Exam

State

Reading,
Writing

DRP*
Holistic

Annually

9

Regents
Competency
Exam

State

Math

Raw Score
Pass/fail

Jan and
June

CRT

Graduation requirement

II or

Regents
Competency
Exam

State

Reading,
Writing

ORP*
Holistic

Jan and

CRT

Graduation requirement

12

*DRP

degree of reading power

Fall

CRT

Checkpoints as part of State Regent's
Competency Test Program

CRT

Checkpoint to provide remedial assistance

June

Students who do not.pass will not reCeive any diploma or special certificate.
return to retake the test until age 21.

They may

The eatire cost of the student assessment program, including state tests,..is
paid for by the district.

For further information on the Buffalo student assessment program, contact:

jonald E. Banks
Director of Evaluatj
Buffalo Public SchoOl
Room 711, City Hall
Buffalo, NY 14202
Phone:

(716) 842-4660

4
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C.)

CHICAGO

This district uses standardized achievement tests published by a commercial
testing service, district-designed criterion referenced tests and a district-designed
minimum competency test.
PURPOSES OF TESTING

Both NRTs and CRTs are used to varying degrees at elementary and secondary
levels:

0 in program evaluation
9 in placement of students
in diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
--0.to place students in'remedial classes
0 to asses1 the need for-turriculum revision
0 to promote students from one grade to another
0 to measure district-wide achievement progress
to determine the need for teacher in-servicetraining

Test results are also used in the evaluation of federal programs.

1

The district's CRTs are referenced against the curriculum. They were
developed in response to a need for standardization across Chicago schools with
regard to what a minimum program in each subject area must contain. Objectives for
each program and grade level were developed and tests were designed to measure
Changes were made in the curriculum on the basis of the
mastery of the objectives.
As
the
mastery
learning programs are stip in formative stages,
pilot test results.
further revisions in the programs and tests are possible. The reading mastery learning program is currently being revised after the first broad based implementation in
grades K-8.
SELECTION OF TESTS
Selection of the district's commercially published NRT was conducted by an
ad hoc committee consisting of personnel from Research and Evaluation, Curriculum,
Elementary and Secondary administration, teachers, guida,nce counselors, community
For guidance in the selection process'pre-set criteria
representatives and teachers.
and a test evaluation form were used. Copies of both are available at the_g_GCS.
The committee reviewed tests frOm seven major publishers-and-eliminated-two of them on the pre-screening. The'five remaining publishers each conducted a
pilot study in twelve of the district's schools. The costs of the pilot 'studies
The resylts were analyzed by Research and Evaluation
were paid by the.publiShers.
and a report was written. ,The Curriculum Department provided input regarding test
match to the curAculum abd the match of ma'stery/Objectives to test items. Affective
responses of 5-6o011evel personnel to the testt were also reviewed.

1

When designing its own tests, the district does not use item banks or pools.
Test items are developed by relevant teacher committees.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Each new district-designed.CRT and each new version of district-designed
Each subtest is wasured to determine reliabili
tests is piloted in several schools.
Reliability
measurements
have always been in excess of .9 on implemente Ii
using KR-20.
tests.
The Curriculum Department determines face and content validity of the
Cri_ter4*n Referenced Tests used to measure mastery of curriculum abjectives. The
-digtrtct relies on content validity for the Chicago Mini-lum P-of'iciency Skills'Test
as determined by the company which developed and did tha .frst study of the test.
Approximately 20'; of the items are changed each year but the forret remains the same.
Item analyses using group coMparisons are conducted to assure that cultural,
racial and gender bias have been excluded.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

All students in all schools are tested. All testing is conducted within
students' schools. The district-designed CRTs are stored in departmental offices.
Proficiency tests are stored at the Department of Research and Evaluation and sent
out to the sChools prior to administration. Schools are asked to account for tests
but lack of personnel makes assurance uncertain.
Special education students are exempt from the Proficiency test unless it
is a part of their I.E.P. No adaptations are made for limited and non-English proficient students. They must pass the test in English to graduate.
The CRTs are given to all students. Special Education students take tests
whenever possible. Adaptations may be made on an individual basis for handicapped
The CRTs are available in Spanish since the majority of second language
students.
students fall in this category. Other language curricula are available but no tests
are in place.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
Test results are maintained year by year on all students tested. Proficiency test results and current year achievement test results are recorded on the
student data base. However, the entry of each year's test results or the absence o
current year testing automatically deletes previous year entries: Longitudinal
test data on_individual students can only be obtained by accessing each year's
test results by student I.D. number. The district is currently in the process of
developing a base with eight years of test data on individual students.
Test results are analyzed using regression techniques, frequency distributions and summary statistical measurements. Analyses by school are drawn from the
test data base while the student data base permits analyses by gender and race for
current year results.
Test results are summarized by schnnl for each age level and by quartiles
for I.T.B.S. subtests for city-wide press r'elease. Individual school reports are
I.T.B.S. item analyses and item grouping by individual
provided for principals.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (CHICAGO)

TTNiiiThf

--GT5Te.

Tested
2-8

_

Test
ITBS

Designed
by Whom

.

Areas
Tested

Riverside
Publishing

Vocabulary, gead7.

ing, Math

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

\CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Grade equivalent, percentiles
Stanines

Spring

NRT

Form 6

Natlonal

Spring

NOT

Form S

National

General Purposes
*See page 1

9

Test of Academlc Progress

Riverside
Publishing

Reading, Math

Percentiles

K-8

Criterion
Referenced
Tests

District
(Curriculum and
Research
Evaluation)

Reading, Math

Mastery/
non-mastery,
percent
correct

CRT

To determine mastery or non-mastery
of specified course objectives,
factor in promotion decisions, to
assess student strengths/weaknesses
remedial needs

9-12

Unit Subject
Tests

English, General
Science, PreAlgebra, Algebra,
English II, Ill,
IV, Geometry,
Biology, Foods
(Home Economics)

Percent
correct

CRT

To assure mastery of minimum course
content

Teacher Committees and Research and Evaluation

COMPETENCY TEST
8-12

Chicago
Minimum Skills
Proficiency
I.

District
(original test
developed by
outside con-

Language Arts,
computation and
problem solving,
life skills

Pass/fail

CRT

tractor)
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Graduation requirement to assure
students possess minimum skills

dent are gi -6r-to classroom teachers. Summary reports on the percent of students
pas ing the P oficiency Test as well as a listing of students who did or did not pass
are sent to.t e schools.

Res arch 'and Eva uation provides in-service training on test administration,
and use of cest results for designated school test coordinators who
erpretatio
re in turn r sponsible for school faculty training. Written information is also proided.

dissemination of test result information and assistance to parents on
irter=s!tation are local school options. Report cards show the number
of units the st,71.E:nt na7 mastered in the Mastery Learning Program.
te

suit

ith I.T.B.S. subscores and totals and Proiciency Test
Mastery Record Cards for each
pass/fail notations are placed on student records.
student in reading and math as well as other test data travel wt:h the student from
Parents, principals, adjust7ent teachers
classroom teacher to classroom teacher.
(counselors), classroom teachers and Research and Evaluation personnel have access t
student records.

Press labes

In addition, a Class Progress Record by individual student is posted on the
Each school principal posts a
wall of each classroom and updated by the teacher.
Principal Progress Record which summarizes the Class Progress Record of each classroo
In turn, a summary by school is maintained by each District Superintendent and provid
The Superintendent of
to the General Superintendent and the Board of Education.
Schools and other administrative personnel monitor classrooms and schools to assure
that the Records are posted.
However, since the
Test data have been maintained since at least 1971.
using
results prior to tha
I.T.B.S. was implemented in 1975, any comparative analyses
time are pending the results of equivalency studies.

Research and Evaluation and Curriculum are independent entities with difResearch and Evaluation pilots tests, ideas and transfers
ferent reporting lines.
information to Curriculum for consensus. Research and Evaluation is in charge of
administration of achievement and Proficiency tests, while Curriculum administers
the CRTs.
TEST RESULTS

To set sta dards for passing the district's minimum competency test, 500
young adults who had ben employed at least six months in five different Chicago
The distribution
firms and who were cons\i,dered successful Employees were tested.
cutoff
point
determined
by the Directo
of their scores was examined, and a reasonable
The
cutoff
was
set
at the end of
Manager.
of Research and Evaluation'and the Project
percentile
of
young
adults
who were
the second stanine or approximately at the 19th
coping.

Remedial courses or remedial work are automatic forstudents who fail
Students who fail the Proficiency
tests or score below minimally acceptable levels.
Skills
course until they pass the
Test are programmed into the Proficiency in Basic
test.
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First graders who do not meet minimum mastery expectations of the
Chicago Mastery Learning Reading Program are placed in a pre-second grade program
In other grades students are provided
and provided an appropriate support program.
with appropriate instructional support programs. Students may be retained for a
full semester or year, to be determined by the nature of the remedial program implemented by the local school and the organizational structure of the school.
In addition to remedial assistance in the regular classroom, and remedial
courses, volunteer, cross-age, and teacher tutorial assistace are also avail,able
to students.
To be promoted from one crade to arc7h.,3r students'nutt demonstrate mastery
of approximately 79% to 83 of th?.., 7,h'cago m.a:7ery Learning Reading units., The
deciSTon is made on a child by child basis and not through the use of cutoff points
based solely on the results of stanaardized tests. Criteria fdr promotion include
results from standardized'tests, mid-year and end-of-year tests, learning patterns
Progress Record and developmental criteria related to

as recorded on the Student
social, emotional and physical growth.

Students must pass the Chicago Minimum Proficiency Skills Test to graduate
Students who have not passed
evan if all other requirements have beeh satisfied.
until the
the test by the end of 12th grade may attend summer school or night school
had
a
student
who did
test has been passed. Because the district has nevpr has never
certificates
of
not ultimately pass the test, no policy with regard to diplomas or
attendence exists.
Minimumachievement levels are presently specified by the district. To date,
tests7 All
no legal actions have been taken against the district for the'use of any
district.
are
borne
by
the
costs of the student assessment program
For further information regarding Chicago's testing program, please contact:
Dr. Elmer M. Casey
Director of Testing
Department of Research and Evaluation
2021 N. Burling Street
Chicago, IL 60614
Phone:

(312) 641-8006
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CLEVELAND

The district uses standardized tests published by commercial testing firms.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
The tests are used at both elementary and secondary levels:
for program evaluation
to describe specific learning difficulties of school and class groups
to assess the need for curriculum revision.
,0 to measure di-strict-wide achievement progress
The results are also used in the evaluation of federal programs.

The assessment program is only one piece of the whole curriculum effort.
Curriculum and Instruction pgrsonnel examine test results or areas of strength
and weakness and redirect development efforts in the needed direction.
The tests
are referenced against the curriculum.
SELECTION OF TESTS

The district has a standing test review committee comprised of administrators, supervisors, principals, teachers, research and development personnel,
Parents and students
representatives from administrators' and teachers' unions.
Publishers are invited to appear
come in as a subgroup of the review process.
before the review committee,
Tests are measured against pre-set.criteria (a copy
The test selected by the committee
of the criterieis available from the tGCS).
is field tested before final implementation. Competitive bids are not received.
Price is a factor in the decision process but the main factor is the relevance of
the tes.t to the district's program.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The district carefully examines the publishers' evidence for reliability
Test results have been *found to correlate with district students'
and validity.
school achievement.
The district also examines the commercially published tests for exdluHowever, it plans
sion of cultural, racial andpgender bias prior to purchase.
to apply the Logist Test, an item analysis using CHI-square, to district student
test results to see if patterns of response vary among groups.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

All students in Regular and Major Work classes are included in the
Test
All testing is conducted in the students schools.
City-Wide Testing Program.
security is the responsibility of school principals and department chairpersons.
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Limited and non-English-proficienl students as well as _special education
students are exempt from the regular City-Wide Testing Program. A special testing
program utilizing NRTs has been established for EMR students. Large print tests
are available for vision impaired students.

In-service training on testing procedure and interpretation of test
results has taken place but not all teachers in all schools have leen reached.

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA

Test results for the district re maintained on tape: An individual
student's test-results can be accessed by student I.D. number.
The student data
base is separate and contains no test resultE. Test results can be accessed,by
geographic subdivision, by school, grade, gender, race, and curriculum area. Tapes
of test results have been maintained for five years.
The district reports Stanines, all summary data, and item analyses for
each class and school as well as the district as a whole.
Staff and faculty
receive complete and technical reports while the public receives summary data.
Individual test results are not sent home to parents.

k
Subtest and total scores are recorded on student records.
Teachers,
principals, administrative staff, parents and students over 18 have access to student records.
1

The Research Departmq4-and Curriculum and Instruction Department are
separate but they coordinate efforts and analyses.
The Division of 'Research,
Development and Evaluation is in charge of test administration.
TEST RESULTS

The schools do sometimes operate ftograms outside Of regular classroom
instruction to prepare students for tests. ,These programs are voluntary and
supplemental to regulat cla5sroom work.
The district has no minimum competency test..
The dis'trict pays the entire cost of the student assessment, program.

For further information on Cleveland's'testing prpgram, please
contact:

Dr. Margaret Fleming
Cleveland Public. .Schools

1380 East Sixth Street
Cleveland, OH 44114

Phone (216) 574-8000-

c

rade*

TesP'd

Name of
.

__,..

Designed
by Whom

Jes,t

.

Areas
Tested

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (CTELAND)

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

1411
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes

,

K

1, 2

Metropolitan
Readiness Test
CTBS

Psych Corp
CTB/McGraw-

Readiness
Reading

Stanines
0

May

NRT

May

NRT

Form S

National
and Large
City

MaY

NRT

Form S

0

May

NRT '

Form T

National

Hill
----

0

3, 4

5

6, 8,

IS

is

II

0

Reading and Language

0

I/

II

0

0

11

7, 9,

si

is

Reading

ii

May
NRT
(Grades 8-11
Language-Jan)

Form S

ii

si

II

el

0

May

NRT

Form S

3, 4, 6:
March7April
7:
March
8:
January

NRT

For% S

April

NRT

FOrm T

NoV

NRT

Level Pei-

Items under Purposes of Testing

ii

12

3, 4,
6, 7,

ii

is

Mathematics

is

-8

5
3

ii

Cognitive
Abilities Test

Riverside
Publishing
0

8
4-9

0

Stanford Diahostfc Test

Psych Corp

Mathematics

ii

A6stract Reasoning
Ability

Reading

Stanines

ii

Jan

NRT

Level

Sept

NRT

4-6: formA

1

4 Green
level;

5 and 6 Brown
levels; 7 and 9:
Form B Brown
level

fI

0

0

National

mary 2

i.

II

DADE COUNTY

The district uses standardized achievement.tests published by a commercial testing service ap,d-state designed minimum competency tests.
PURPOSES OF TESTING

NRTs are dsed at both the elementary and secondary levels for program
evaluation, placement of students, diagnosis, placement in remedial classes, assessment of need for curriculum revision and for measurement of district-wide achieveCRTs are used for similar purposes and are also a fadtpr in promoment progress.
Test results are used in the evaluation of federal knbgrams.
tion decisions.
CurricThe CRTs are referenced against the district-designed curriculum.
and
strengthen
ulum personnel analyze areas of weakness from test results and modify
necessary areas in their programs accordingly

SELECTION OF TESTS

In the most recent test seleclion process, an ad hoc committee consisting
of testing and curriculum Specialists, school administrators, teachers and parents
was formed and invited publishers to make presentations. No formal pre-set criteria
exist, but the committee examined test specimens to assure that test configuration
was tied to curriculum objectives and bias had been eliminated. Once the test had
been selected, the price was negotiated. If a satisfactory arrangement had not been
reached, a second choice would have been made.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Dade County does not presently have any district-wide, district-designed
The
State Student Assessment is examined for validity, reliability and extests.
clusion of the state level.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

All students in all schools are tested within the students' schools.
Tests are retained at the Testing Office, inventoried, and sent out to
Principals must verify in writing that the tests have
schools preceeding testing.
secured while in the schools and that all tests have been returned.

The Testing Office holds workshops for school testing chairpersons who
in turn provide in-service training for teachers on test administration. They are
also provided manuals.
Students who are "educable mentally retarded", "trainable mentally retarded", "profoundly mentally retarded", "specific learning disabled", "emotionally
handicapped and hearing impaired" are exempted from tests except by parental reBraille and large print are available for vision-impaired. Oral testing is
quest.
available to students in certain exceptional categories. Certain exceptional
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students are allowed special testing conditions such as flOib.le scheduling. No
adaptations of the State Student Assessment Test are made for limited or non-English
proficient students.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA

Test scores are recorded on the pupil data base system and are accessible to schools through terminals in the schools.
Individual lists, frequency
distributions, and all summary 'data by test, grade level and school can be generated.
Analyses by gender, race and language can also be produced.
A school profile report with all te t scores from the state assessment
program and Stanford Tests is sent to each prMncipal
This report provides a.
capsule look at many variables within each sthool. All area and distrittstbools
receive aggregate reports of schools in their areas and distnit-t-s-:--Aggregate data
by school, grade, and comparative data are provide
6e Superintendent and
The,se reports are also p-ovided to schoolid-nd the media and
Board of Education.
are available to the'publit through the Public Information Office.
.

Workshops are given to assist teachers on test result interpretation
but limited staff resources preclude regularity. Schools have been advised that
The state provides
testing staff is available on invitation to hold workshops.
regional training and information dissemination to test chairpersons (principals
and guidance counselors) who.are responsible for relaying information to faculty.
Parent reports on test scores are sent out, timed when possible to
permit consultation with schools. Workshops on test result interpretation are
The district hopes to put out a more
held for PTAs and Parent Advisory Councils.
complete parent report on test result interpretation.
Student records show results from each test taken including Stanines,
School persOnnel, parents and students
percentiles, scaled scores'and new scores.
at the age of majority have access to records.
.

years.

Computer tapes/images of test results are maintained a minimum of five
Hard copy reports are part of school system records.

The Education Audits Department includes testing and responsibility for
test administration in addition to research and evaluation functions. Curriculum
and Instruction is located in a separate department but a team work concept is employed with respect to relationships between testing and curriculum.
TEST RESULTS
Students who fail tests or E'eore below minimally acceptable levels
primarily receive remedial assistance in regular classrooms but may also be placed
in remedial classes based on their failure to demonstrate mastery of objectives.
The district also uses summer school, tutorial assistance, skills labs and numerous
methods of remedial work defined by ftate regulations.

Mastery of all objectives on Part I of the State Student Assessment Test
muSt be considered prior to promotion from grades 3, 5, and 8 by state law. Mastery
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ACHIEVEMENT IISTS (UADE COUNTY)

--Grade
Tested

Name
Test

ur

Areas
Tested

treTigned

by Whom

Metr7ic

or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Form A

Fall:
1st
Grade,
National

ror early admission to first
grade

Fall

To assess readiness for early admission to kindergarten;classification of students into instructional strategies.

K

Metropolitan
Readiness Test

Psych Corp

Battery
.

Raw Scores

Fall

NRT

K

Cooperative
Pre-School
Inventory

AddisonWesley

Realness

Raw Scores

Fall

NRT

SE-SAT

Psych Corp

K

Childhood
Skills

Past experience,
Listening, Communications, Letters,
Sounds Oral Comprehension, Math Con-

Stanine
Percentiles

Late
April

NRT

Both
Spanish and
English

Both
Forms

National

National

/
General Purposes

Part of county-wide testing program
which:
1.
Provides parents with means to
examine achievement levels

.

2.

Provides in.onnation by grade'
for curriculum modification

3.

Provides information by grade
on achievement progress

cents

1-11

Stanford
Achievement
Test

Psych
Corp

Complete Battery
for all grades
including Science
and Social Studies

Percentiles,
Stanines

Late
April

NRT

Forms E
r (Half
schools E,
Half
schools

National

II

F)

9, 10,
12

1-10

Test of
Academrc'
SkillS
California
Achievement
Test

Psych
Corp

CTD
McGraw-Hill

Complete Battery
including Science
and Social Studies

Percentiles,
Stanines

Reading Comprehension, Math Computa-

Normal
Curve

tion

Equivalent

9, 10,
April;
1,2

NRT

II

National

It

- Fall

Fall and
Spring
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NRT

National

Title 1 and state compensatory
education evalbation

MINIMUM COMPETENCY TESTS (DADE COUNTY)

17511-6

3, 5,
8, 10

Designed
by Whom

Name
Test

Tested

State Student
Assessment
Test, Part.

State

Areas
lested

Reading
Writing
Math

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Percentile,
Mastery

3, 5, 8Oct
10 April

CRT

Forms
Used

.

Norms
Used

General Purposes
To provide parents with means
to examine achievement levels;
To provide information for curriculum modification;

1

To provide'information by grade
on achievement progress.
Consideration of mastery must
be noted prior to promotion from
grades 3, 5, 8.
Mastery on Par,. I must be

achieved prio Ato graduation.
1.0

State Student
Assessment Test

State

Communication5 Skills

To establish minimal compeMay be repeated in subtency.
sequent grades until passed.

Pass/Fail

aneMath

Part,II

4

!
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must be demonstrated prior to graduation. However, mastery may be demonof Part
strated by means other than the test. A teacher may, for,example, indicate that a
Part II of the State Student Assessment Test is not
student has demonstrated mastery.
yet a factor in graduation pending the Appeals Court determination in the Debra P v.
Turlington and State of Florida Case. Suit was brought against the state for the use of
Plaintiff contended that the
minimum competency tests as a graduation requirement.
violated
the
14th
amendment due process rights
test does not relate to the curriculum,
perpetuated
the
effects of racial discrimiby failing to provide adequate notice and
assembling
materials to prove to the
The state is presently in the process of
nation.
Another
case,
Love v. Turlington,
court that the skills tested have been taught.
Test
on
the
same
grounds as the Debra P
attacks Part I of the State Student Assessment
is
expected
to
set
the precedent for the
The final decision in the Debra P case
case.
Love decision.
The-state pays the costs of the Siate Student Assessment Test.
For further information on Dade County's Testing Program, please contact:
Dr. Gene Barlow
Office of Education Audit
Room 713
1410 TITE--Second Avenue

Miami, FL
Phone:

33132

(305) 350-3447
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DALLAS

The district uses standardized commercially-published achievement tests,
district-designed achievement tests and both state and district-designed minimum
competency tests.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
Elementary and secondary NRTs are used:
0 for program evaluatioh
,8 for diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
0 to place students in remedial classes (Title I, compensatory programs
0 to assess the need for curriculum revision
0 to measure district-wide achievement progress
CRTs are used at elementary and secondary levels:
for placement of students
0 for diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
0 to assess the need for curriculum revision
0 to measure district-wide achievement

,CRT test results are one of a number of criteria used to determine promotion.
are alto used to some extent in program evaluation.

They

The DalTas tests are referenced against the curriculum. Usind'an interdepartmental approach; the district plans on an annual basis to develop district
performance objectives. Each school must also develop a school improvement plan
within the framework of the district plan. The plan is anchored to test scores.
Assessment kits are available to teachers for instructional purposes.
SELECTION OF TESTS

When tests are to be selected, a test committee from the Testing and Infor-'
Specimen sets from publishers are mation Systems Department does the footwork.
reviewed and the selection narrowed. The committee then invites Instruction and Curriculum personnel and subdistrict officials for content review. State law mandates
bids but the selection process usually yields a sole bid.
The district generates its own test items by cleaning up items from instructional tests and assembling teachers to develop specifications and draft items.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
All district-designed tests are field-tested in four or five schools prior
Item analysis are conducted to assure reliability and to preclude
to. implementation.
xacial and cultural bias. The test development group is multi-ethnic and also'works
Validity is based on content.
with the Bilingual Department.
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ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
Presently, all tests are given to all students in all schools (or specified
subpopulations) and all testing is presently conducted within the student's school.
Test booklets
All tests are retained by Testing anti, information Systems.
Responsibility
is
are numbered and an inventory control process has been instituted.
delegated from testing to Building Jest Coordinators to teachers. When the BOAT is
administered, personnel from Testing observe.

Testing and Information Systems trains principals and Building Te_t Coordinators on test procedures. They, in turn, are responsible for faculty in-service
In addition, Testing conducts in-service training for faculty in 60-65
training.
schools per year.
Any limited English proficient (LEP) student enrolled less than seven months
Non-English Proficient (NEP) Spanish
in an English curriculum is exempt from tests.
The Texas Assessment of Basic Skills is adminare tested with the C.T.B.S. Espanol.
istered to all students in English but instructions may be translated.
Special education students are only tested if they have been mainstreamed
in a particular subject area and are tested on that area only. The I.T.B.S. is
available in Braille. The district is working on large print for vision-impaired and
Some tests are administered in Sign at
other adaptations for handicapped students.
centers for the hearing impaired.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA,

Dallas creates a static data,base with all test.data and a dynamic data
The two bases can be accessed and
base which contains student enrollment data.
cross-referenced by student identification numbers.
The data base is used to generate level of testing recommended for each
The Aata are aggregated to produce summary statistics by grade, school and
student.
Class lists, individual teaCher reports and cumulative record labels aTe
by district.
The base allows for analysis of test results by school and race.
also generated.
Lan0age is implicit because of tests given in Spanish. The base allows for analysis
by gender but it is not done. Analysis by SES is not possible except through school
lunch data.
Each teacher receives an Individual Teacher Report with all test results
Class lists are provided to principals and administrators. Agand overall results.
gregate reports are presented to the Board of Education, Superintendent and administrative staff.
4jeacherS-,are given assistance on test result interpretation during iln-service
Parents arleliven Written reports of test results which, on the NRT,
training.

shows a graphic depictionof Stanines, and on CRTs, defines if student metmastery of
objectives./ Policy requires parent-teacher conferences to discuss test results but
implementa/tion is not consistent.
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ACH1EVEMEN1 TESTS (DALLAS)

-17Yde

-Name of

Test

Tested

Metropolitan
Readiness
Test

K

Design-a-by Whom
Psych Corp

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Percentile
Stanine

April

NRT

Form P

National

Vocabulary,
Grade eguivReading, Spelling, alent, perWord Analysis,
centile
Math
Stanine

April

NRT

Form 7

National
and large
city

Math, Vocabulary, Reading,
Language

April

NRT

Form 8

Form S

Auditory,
Visual, Language,
Pre-reading, Quantitive

4
1, 2

1TBS

3-8

11135

1-8

1, 2,
3

CTBS
Espanol

Assessment
of Baseline
Curriculum

Riverside
Publishing

CTB/McGraw-

Math, Reading

Raw Score

April

NRT

Reading, Language Arts, Math

Mastery
by objective, raw

April

CRT

Hill

District

deriving
local norms

General Purposes
-ALL.NRTs:
To provide feedback to teacher
for instruction in following
year, individual diagnosis,
accountability measures for
planning and instruction

Children'in S-panish instrUctional programs.
Same as for. NRTs

Will be introduced in 4, 5'6 .
next year

score
9-11

TAP

Riverside

K-12

Language
Assessment Scales

Linguametrics

Reading,
Math, Written Expression, Using
Sources, SoCial
Science, Science

Standard
Score, percentile
Stanine

Forms A
and B

Mandated for all NEP students
placement and assessment

MINIMUM COMPETENCY 1ESTS (DALLAS)

--EFMAT-Tes.ted

Namp,of
Test

Texas Assess:
ment

3,5

--Tres igned

by Whom
State

Areas
Tested

MetFic
or UM*

When
Given

NWT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Math, Reading,

Mastery or

Feb

CRT

4iriting

non-mastery,
raw score

New each
year

Mandated by state legislature
to assess level of basic skills'
statewide

Feb

CRt

New each
year

Exit level test. Once passed,
must not be retaken.
Tenth
and llth graders will retake
this year, 12th next year.
Legislature wishes to determine
how many have mastered objpc7

Norms
Used

General Purposes

total

Texas Assess.,

State

merit

Math, Reading,
Writing

tives
8

Bsc Objectives

District

Assessment 1.49t-'

9-12

vl

Functional
literacy application
of basic skills,cuts
across all subject
areas--life skills

Consumerism,
GoVernment, Nome,

Raw.scores
ay performance area
and total
score percent
correct

8-11

CRT

Five parallel forms

CRT

Five parallel forms

May

12

April

Medical, Comunity,
employment, information sources

a

---

Working toWard policy whiéb
states student ?must meet a functional lfteracy requirement.
-, Eighth graders who do not pass
\reta-ke at 9th-12th until th'ey
pass.
Graduation requirementl

-effective 1983
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The computer generated labels for each test with test results are placed
on student cumulative records to which teachers, instructional personnel, parents
A microfiche of test results is provided to subdistrict
and guardians have access.
offices to which school officials and parents have access. Aggregate statistics end
test scores and norMs for all students are microfiched and kept indefinitely.
The Departments of Research and Evaluation are in the same division and use
Curriculum and
systemwide test data extensively for,program evaluations, etc.
Instruction is a separate division although a sharing process for instruction and
accountability purposes exists. Testing and Information Systems administers the
testing program.
TEST RESULTS

The dtstrict does not operate programs outside of regular classroom inArucHowever, Testing and Information Systems has
tion to prepare students for tests.
Personnel then solicit feeddeveloped a skit which shows students how to take tests.
The
skit
is
done
in
schools
and
at
PTA
meetings.
back from students.
The standards for passing minimum competency tests (BOAT) are set through
\the reliability and validity studies. The passing criteria has been set at 87 out of
125 items on the total test or 70%.
04

Students who do not pass the test in the 8th grade may retake it each year
If students have not passed by 11th grade, it is recommended
in May until they pass.
that they take a functional literacy course offered in the school. The BOAT is given
as the final exam of this course. Students who do not take this option may continue
to retake the test.
for somecompensatory education materials provided in the past by
the state, the district pays for all remedi< work which includes assistance in
regular classroom, remedial courses, a drop-i'hlarogram after school for potential
elementary retainees, summer school for remedial work and retainees, tutorial work
and skills lab.
Except

Test scores are a factor in decisions on proMotion and remedial placement
but other factor such as academic progress and judgement of teachers, principals
and pupil personnel committees who deal with NEP students and retainees are considered.

Test results are not presently a factor in decisions on graduation but
as of 1983, students must pass the BOAT in order to graduate even if all other
Special diplomas will not be awarded to those who do
requirements have been met.
pot pass the test but they will be permitted to retake the test after leaving school
at a Testing Center which is being established.
The district pays the entire cost of the program with the exception of
a $2 per child allotment from the state for bilingual testing. The Texas. Assessment
of Proficiency is paid for by the state but the district pays $1000 per year for
the computer taped test results.
For further information on the Dallas Testing Program, contact:
Dr. LaVor Lym
Dallas Independentt-School District
(Box 150) 3700 Ross Avenue
214/324-532T';
(Phone:
Dallas, TX 75204
-64-
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DENVER

The district uses standardized achievement tests published by a commercial
testing services, and district-designed achievement and minimum competency tests.
PURPOSES OF TESTING

At the elementary and secondary levels, NRTs are used for:
1

0
0
0
0
0

program evaluation
placement of students
diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
assessment.of the need for curriculum revision
measurement of district wide achievement progress

CRTs at the elementary and secondary levels are used for:
O'olacement of students
0 diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
assessment of the need for curriculum revision

Both NRTs and CRTs at elementary and secondary levels are a factor in decisions to
place students in remedial classes. The results are alsd used in the evaluation of
federal programs.
The results of tests are exaMined both at the district and school levels
by the Assistant Superintendents for elementary and secondary education, the
ExecutiNe Director of Curriculum and academic supervfsors. Changes perceived necessary are discussed with principals or supervisors of academic disciplines and
curriculum modification is made on the Jásis of these discussions. The teSts are
referenced against the curriculum.
SELECTION OF TESTS

When tests are to be selected, an ad hoc committee consisting.of teachers,
princi,pal5, academic supervisors and representatives frOm the testing office is apThe district has no pre-set criteriQ for selecting tests. The committee
pointed.
reviews test specimens and invites publis.hersito make presentations about their
before the.final decisioil on
instruments. Small sample field te:ts are conducted
an instrument is made.
When the' district designs its own tests, items.are constructed by a,comfield \
mittee of teachers, academic supervisors and test specialists and are also
tested.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Reliability of district-designed tests is determined through test-retest,
Content validity is
internal consistency measures, and Kuder-Richardson formulae.
in various
determined by committees which develop the items and are expert judges
Committees also conduct item scrutiny to
academic fields. The test development
racial
and
gender
bias have been precluded.
assure that cultural,
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ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All students in all schools are tested in the students' schools. The tests
are numbered and checked out to principals by the testing gffice. The principals
Training on testing procedure is provided
must assure that all tests are returned.
at the request of teachers and principals.
Special education students are not required to take the Proficiency and
Revi w test because they may receive a work-study diploma. If they desire a Denver
No other students are exempted.
high?school diploma, they must pass the test.
Braille and large-print tests are available for blind and vision-impaired students.
Tests may be administered orally to orthopedically handicapped students at the
discretion of teachers. All tests must be taken in English.- Students with limited
RemeEnglish proficiency recelve assistance when possible in preparing for tests.
dial classes are available for all students failtng\any part of the test.
MANAGEMENT OR,TEST DATA

4

The district maintains a centralized test data base for all centrally
admtnistrated tests and a separate centralized student data base. The test data
base-coqtains individual student resultt as well as school summary data. al ss,
school dnd-dIstrItt-TUMmariet-and Tridivithial-s11-11--enRlyses for edch.pupil ar genT
The base al-tows for analyses by school bat no gender, race; lang age o
erated.
SES

Central office representatives provide assistance with test result inter7
pretation to testihg representatives from each scnool who ;i1 turn advise faculty.
Parents are provided assistance in conferences wtth teachers. Wr111111-----H
members.
reports are sent home to parents at the discretion of indtVidual schools.
Student records show-test raw scores, staninesi percentiles and grade
Teachers, students,_ paerj._t_sjn_c-DritpaAs- and counselors have access
equivalents.
'tgthe records.
Test data are mafFita+et-ci by year, by school, and by student. Individual
students.test results can be obtained by accessing each year's results.

The Research Director in the district reports to the Executive Director,
The Office of Testing is responsible for test administration.
for Curriculum.
TEST RESULTS

The standards for passing mlnimum-competency tests were set by a committee comprised of teachers, principals, academic supervisors and testing office
The/committee examined the distribution of scores the first several
personnel.
The cutoff score has increased
times the test was used and selected a cutoff point.
several points since the test was first instituted in 1960. Students must respond
correctly to 32 out of fifty items on each subtest. Between 97% and 99% of students
pass the test by the end of 12th grade. Students must pass the test to graduate
Those who'never pass are awarded
even if all other requirements have been satisfied.
a Certificate of Attendance.

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (DENVER)

-"Groice

Nome of

Tested

Designed
by Whom

Test

Areas
Tested

Metric
or LA*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes
0,

K

Clymer-Birrett
Test

Ginn and
Company

Visual and
Auditory Discrimination

Raw Score

Spring.

NRT

National

provided by publisher

Audio and visua(discrimination Readiness for 1st grade

."
I

CTBS

CTB/McGrawHill

B

9

c

II

-Math, Language, Percentile
Reading

Spring

NRT

Math, Language, Percentile
Reading

Spring

NRT',,

Spring

CRT

Sprihg

NRT

Level

Spring

NRT

Level 2

Rarticore

Spring

CRT

Percentile

Winter

NRT

Level 3

11

Winter

NRT

Level 3

11

Winter

NRT

Level 4

Spring

NRT

Level 4

Program evaluation, placement
of students, curriculum revision to measure district wide
achievement progress diagnosis
of student strengths/weaknesses

,

2

CTBS

CTB/McGrawHill

3

4

(heck Point
CTBS

District

CTB-McGraw-

Raw
U

ore

-Percentile

1

Hill

s
6

9

CTBS

Check Point

Distri

9

9

9
--.

7

CTBS

C

;McGraw-

9

Witional
proviiied by publisher

11

11

1

CTBS
CTBS

9

It

11
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Placement of students, cflagnosis
of student,stfengths/weaknesses,
curriculum revision

COMPETENCY TEST (DENVER)

loado
Tei.Ird

-}1,mie of

Test

Designed
by Whom

Area s

Tested,

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes

1

1

9.10,
11 4

12

&

Proficiency and
Review Test

District

Math, Reading,

'Raw Score

Fall

----Language

Winter
Spring

t

(

.

CRT

Three forms
used

For graduation

Remedial assistance is prov*ded in the regular classroom, in remedial
courses, in before/after school drop-in p6grams, in summer school, tutorial, and
in skills labs.
The forms of remedial assistance-available are determined by
individual schools.
Remedial courses are optional.. All costs of remedial work
are borne by.the district.
In addition to test scores, subject grades and teacher recommendations
are factors in decisions to promote students or to recommend remedial work.
The district has specified its own minimum achievement levels.. No legal
aCti as have been taken agaiast the district for using minimum cOmpetency or other
te/s,ts.
The district pays the entire cost of its testing program.
:!\

For further infermation on Denver's student assessment programcontact:
Dr. Barry Beal
Denver Pub(ic Schools

C 3800 York
Denver, CO
113hone:

eet

80205

(303) 837-1000
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DETROIT

The district uses standardized achievement tests published by a commerciai
testing service, district-designed achievement tests and both state and distrittdesigned minimum competency tests.
f5URPOSES OF TESTING

Both NRTs and CRTs are used at elementary and secondary levels:
0 for program evaluation
0 for diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
to place students in remedial classes
6 to assess the need -'or curriculum revision
to measure distrit'i vi!de achievement progress
NRTs and CRTs are used at the secondary level for placement of students; test results
are'also used in the evaluation of federal programs.

The criterion-referenced tests used in the high schools, including the
proficiency examination and the Ninth Grade Commanication Skills Test as well as
criterion referenced achievement tests now being developed for Grades 1-8, are all
referenced against the curriculum. Curriculum personnel examine test results and
make any necessary curriculum modifications. .Curriculum modifications can occur at
the district, region or school level.
SELECTION OF TESTS
Research Department
Tile district has no standing test review committee.
The Research
personnel review tests on thg market and tests in use in the district.
Department tentatively selects tests with the aid of currsttulum personnel, principals,
Based on feedback, a test selection is made and sent to
tE4chers, counselors, etc.
te superintendent to approval. The commercial tests are not piloted prior to im/Plementation.
The district has no pre-set criteria for selecting tests.. Applicability
to the curriculum, manageability and exclusion of racial, cultural and gender bias are
There is a standing committee in the Research Department which
carefull3P considered.
,reviews dommercial tests for bias. The district has ref6sed tests and has had test
items changed when biag-was_detected. When the tests are reviewed, publishers are invited to make ,presentations, proposals, ahd bids in a competitive process before a. ;
final decision is made.

The district, however, is not satisfied using only commercial tests and is
Test' development is an interactive
currently devel/oping its own achievement tests.
Initially, personnel from these
process betwegh research and curric,:lum personnel.
departments and community members meet to determine ,kich academic Competencies should
Research personnel then'write objectives which are verified by curriculum
be covered.
Once
the objectives have been approved,/ the Research Department dOelops
personnel.
Test
test specifications which, again, must be approved/by curriculum personnel.
items are then written by.teachers with appropria9g skills who are paid for writing
test items.
-

/
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.

In addition to assuring that tests have curriculum, content, and construct
validity, the test development process also leads to a sense of program ownership
and commitment of the personnel involved in the process'.
TtCHNICAL INFORMATION
ReliaAll district-designed tests are field :tested with matrix sampling.
Validity is assured through
bility is determined ,with Rasch statistical models.

the test development process dcribed abo,_.
Methods used by the district to preclude cultural, racial and gender bias
from test items during,development are based on a monograph entitled "Guidelines for
(Dr. Tidwell is
Reducing Discriminatory Testing," written by Dr. Romeria.Tidwell.
a member of the faculty at UCLA, Department of Education, and an associate of the
Los Angeles based Instructional,Objectives Exchange run by Dr. James Popham).
Local
The district has also developed its own additional guidelines.
committees consisting of teachers, administrators, local college people and, community
members meet to reView tests and determine if any items are objectionable.

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

for
Ihe
and
the

All students in each grade, except students who have been in the country
ing is conducted in the students' schools.
less than one year, are tested.
Te
High School Proficiency Examination is sent.to schools just prioi- to administration
picked up immediately afterwards. A 1 other tests are secured in locked areas in
schools.

The in-service staff of the Research Department conducts on-going workshops
on test administration procedures and interpretation of test results for test coor-'
dinators and teachers.
Special education students may or may not elect to take the High School
A modified version is available for special 'education stuProficiency Examination.
dents.
However, those who pass the modified version do not receive "endorsed" diplomas which state that students have achieved minimum skills in reading, writing and
mathematics.
,

Braille and large print versions are available for vision-impaired students.
Tests may be administered orally in limited instances to orthopedically handicapped
students.

NEP or LEP students who have been in the country for less than one year may
The test-mustbe exampted for the proficiency examination at the request of a parent.
be passed in English.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
Results for the
The district's/data bases are in a state of flux.
California Achievement Tests are maintained on an item by item basis for each student.
The district is devOloping a data base whiCh will contain all. NRT and CRT data for
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ACH1EVEMENT TESTS (DETROIT)'

6de---- ifome iif
Tested
lest.

.

____....

Designed
by Whom

Areas

Metric
or UM*

Tetld

When
Given

NRF/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes
.

Pre-K

Cooperative PreSchool Inventory

AddisonWasl-ey

Number of
questions
passed

Total \Inventory
\

\

K

California
Achievement
Test

CTB McGraw-

California
Achievement
Test

Total Battery

RS, Scale
score percentile
Stanine

,t2,

Hill

CTB McGraw- -

Reading)

Hill

Mat4.---,

NRT

National

Title I pre-school; pre/post
test for Head Start

National

Title

/

/

--7
1-8
A 11

Sept/May
Oct/May

April_

I

\

Form C

tion

I

Kindergarten evalua.

NRT

Form C

National

General assessment program
Evaluation of Title I

Nov
April-

NRT

Form C

National

Bilingual and Title I assessment

Grade equiv. April
percentile
Stanine
raw score
score
, scale

\

NRT

,

,

9, 10,
12

California
Achievement

CTO McGraw-

II

Hill

Reading
Math

District

Math

Number of
questions
passed

March

CRT!

To place students in 9th gra,de
Math courses
/.

District

Reading
Writing
Study Skills

Pei:cent

Oct
April

CRT

Pre-Post test of landuage
arts program

Test

Algebra, PreAlgebra, and
General Math
Test

Communications
Skills Test

correct

M\INIMUM. COMPETENCY
4, 7
10

Michigan Educational
Assessment
Program

State

Number of
objectives
achieved/

Reading
Math

Sept
Oct

CRT

State minimum competency test
for internal evaluation and
state-wide comparison Diagnostic, no pass/fail records

Oct

CRT

DiagnoStic, no pass/fail
records

not

/

achieved
\

8

High School Proficiency Exam Preliminary Edi-

District

Reading
Writing
Math

Percent
\correct

tion

10, 11, High School
Proficiency
12
Exam

1

District

Reading,
Writing,
Math

umber of
)bjectives
assed/not
assed

Dec
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CRT

Three forms

---

To provide endorsement for
Student must
graduation.
only pass once and only retake parts not passed.

each student.

Currently, the student and test data bases are separate:

The exi:,..ting test data base generates class lists, frequency distributions,
summary statistics, item analyses, and reports which are sent to parents and students.
,
The data base allows for analyses by grade and gender.
,

1

.

At the end of the year, a summary of achieement test scores is published
for tfitlatiblic, the media, the Board of Education, superintendent, regional and school
Teachers, principals-, and administrators
-----.-----administrators, and curriculum personnel.
also receive add4tional achievement data and reports during the year. Data summarizgd
by school arid district havel been maintained for more then twenty years.
Parents receiveireborts with individual results from the proficiency examiThe reports, contain simple anguage explainnation and talifornia Achievement Tests.
ing the regults and urge parents o contact schools for additional infor tion.
.

The labels froM-#e
Gummed labe,ls are also generated for student records.
ProficienCy Examination show the number of questions answered correctly in each are,-the pet-Cent of the totaj represented by the cbrrect answers and a pass/no pass
notatton. The labels for the California Achievement Tests show raw score, number of
questions on tests, n mber of questions attempted, and number answered correctly,as
well as all metrics n ported. Teachers and counselors, as well as students and parents,
have acces's to these
ecords. The Resealch Department and CurriculUm Department are
separate units but are_located in the same building and work together continuously.
The Research Department is in charge of test administration.
.

TEST RESULTS
\

The standuds for passing the High School Proficiency Examination were determined by researc-h-ançJ curriculum personnel after the',test was piloted and the results
Provisi-es were made to permit modification Of the standard if necessary.
examined.
Currently students must achjeve 70% correct in reading and writing and 65% correct in
math t pass.
(

Remedial work is mandatory for students who fail any part of the proficiency
Remedial work may:take the form 'of assistance in,the regular classroom,
examination.
enrollment in remedial courses, summen school,itutorial assistance or skills labs.
Students who pass the proficiency exa ination receive endorsed Aiplomas.
Students who do not pass after.repeated attemptT\graduate with unendorsed Aiplbmas.
Students may return as postgraduates to take the test if they so desire.
-

Test scores are not the only basis for promoting a student or recommending
Other factors such
remedial work (except with regard to the proficiency examination).
as teacher judgement,,classroom grades, student maturity, etc., are also considered.

The districtpays for the entire student assessment program except for costs
associated with the Michigan Education Assessment Program and special project testing.

,
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For further informatibn'about the Detroit student assessment2program,
contact.:

Dr. Keith Stockwell
Detroit- Public Schools
5057 Woodwardi Room 1224
Detroit, MI -48202
.

'Phone:

,(313) 494-1555

LONG BEACH

The district uses only standardized tests published by commercial testing
The California Achievement Test also serves as the district's minimum
services.
competency test.
PURPOSES Of TESTING

The district's achievement tests are used at the elementary and secondary
levels:

for program evaluation
for-placement of students0 for diagnoOs of individual student and strergths/weakness.es
to assess the need for curriculum revision
to measure district-wide achievement progress
The eesults are also used in the evaluation of fedeeal programs.
Item analyses by,skill
The tests are referenced against the curriculum.
If
weaknesses
across the boaed
conducted.
area for each student and each test are
curriculum
modifications
are
made.
are found in specific skill areas,

SELECTION:OF TESTS
The district-wide
The district has no standing test review committee.
achievement test was selected by an ad hoc committee composed of teachers, counselThe minimum competency test was determined by a comors and research personnel.
mittee consisting of research bffice personnel, subject matter specialists (Director
of C rriculum, Assistant Superintendent of Elementary Instruction and the Assistant
Supe intendent of Secondary Instruction), lay people, community representatives,

teac er representatives.and counselors.

whi
lis
pil

pri
T

The district maintains a test catalogue file from t,n major publisLars
District personnel attend workshops conducted by pubh is updated annually.
ers and also invite them to make presentations. Threeor four tests are always
ted in six or seven schools to determine the relationship to the curriculum
r to final selection and implementation.
HNICAL INFORMATION

The district carefully examines publishers data with regard to reliability;
idity and exclusion of bias.
MINISTRATION OF TESTS
State tests are given to all students at designated grade level with matrix
mpling in reading, language spelling and math. As a result of matrix sampling,
The results of the State testing program are reudent results are not possible
orted by school average and by district average. There scores may be converted to
chool and district percentile which are re-computed annually.
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//
All pupils in all

The local testing program utes norm referenC'ed tests.
schools are tested in selected grades.
,

-,

*

.

,

r.

At the elementary level (k-6), the tests are kept at the schwl sites: At
the secondary level , the tests are kept at the central office, number'ed and packTests are sent to principals who must assure their security in the
aged by number.
Principals maY,delegate responschool and the return of the exact number of tests.
Test
keys'are
not
sent
to
the
schools. Tests are scored
sibility to counselors.
at data processing or in the central office.,

Counselors in the school are responsible for in-service training on test
procedureas part of their job description.
Adaptations are
Some special education students are exempt from tests.
Limited English
made for blind and hard of 'hearing students on an individual basis.
proficient students are given practice achievement-tests to determine the level at
State law, however,- mandates that the competency i'est be'
which they-can be tested.
passed in English.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The district maintains separate student and test data bases. .The C.A.T.
results are maintained on separate tapes. Test rsults are printed on _labels which
The labels show scaled scores anclperare attached to student cumulative records.
centiles and,- where appropriate, if the student has met proficiency'requirements.
Counselors, principals, teachers and parents have access to the records.
1,

The district reports frequendistributions, quartiles.by raw store,
scaled scorespercentiles and quartiles', student lists and item analysesfor each
t

/

Each
The data base- allows for andlySes by school, gender, race and language.
principals,
the
standing
of
each
school
is
giyen
to
a test is given, a'report on
subjett matter clmsultants, administrators and the Superintendent,
test.
tiMe

The Testing Office provides written direction and memoranda on test resUlt
Counselors are responsible for advising teachers, end-parents
interpretation.
receive assitance during parent-teacher conferences.
.

.

The district has maintained test data by school and district since 1950.
tudent-by-student data have also beeh.maintained but the duration is unknown.
Research and TeSting are separate from Instruction; Research apd Testing
acts in an advisory capacity to Instruction and is in charge of test ad 'inistration.
TES'T RESULTS

The norm-referenced test used by the district serves as a measure of..447
The test is first given as a
cellence as well as a test for minimum competency.
remedial
work is automatic for those
minimum'coMpetency test in the 8th grade and
better
inreading
comprehension, language
who d6 not earn a scaled score of 510 or
Parents
are
notified
and a conference
expresSion and mathematics .computation.
The
best possible prois set\up to review the student's scores.and item analyses.
Remedial
packages
are prepared
grain f r the student with the school .is determined.
In
addition,
students
may
for students' use in the classroom under supervision.
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, _,--------ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (LONG BEACH)

Urade
Tested

Name of
Test

Designed,
by Whom,,

.Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

Imediate

See last
line,

When
Given,

Toms

NRT/
CRT

Used

Norms
Used

'General Purposes

,

1

State of
California

State, Entry
Level
1,

recall, Letter
Recognition,
Auditoey Discrimination,
Visual Discrim-

.

Readiness for:formal
schooling

Sept

ination'

CTB McGraw-

California
AchieVement
Test

Hill

Reading,Comprehension, Total
; Language, Mathe-

.mtics Computa-

Percentiles,
Standard
Scores

April

NRT

Form C

National

All purposes cited on page I

,

tion

California

CTB McGraw-

AchieVent

Hill

Test

Reading, Lah-

\

Percentiles,

Math

Standard
Scores
II

Reading, Comprehension, Language ExpresSion.,
Math Computation,
iO

California
Achievement
Test

CTB McGraw.

Hill

Oct

guage Spelling,

Reading, Language, Spelling,
Math
.

NRT

Forin C

National

.inimunt competency

Also used a
test

Apiil
May

11

NRT

Form C

National

Used
for minimum competency\
requirements

Form C

National

Used for minimum competency r
quirements

,..

NRT

.

---7-----

,

April .

May

NRT

Form D

Na,tional,

'Used for minimum competency requirements

Long Beach - Achievement Tests Cont'd

brade
Tested

11

Name of
Test ---

California
Achievement

Designed
, by Whom

CTB McGrawHill

.Test

3, 6,
12

.Survey of

Basic Skills

'

State of
California

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Reading Comprehension, Language Expression, M8th
Computation

See last
line

April
May

Reading, Language, Spelling, Math

Fercepf
correct,
Standard
cores

3 & 6:
April/
May;
12: Dec

and

Percentiles.

s'

based on
average
results
fiir a

school

and/or a
district

NRT
,

CRT

Forms
Used
Form C

Norms'

Used
National

General Purposes

,

Used for miniMum comktency
reguirements

State mandate
Matrix Sampling
data provided

no student

enroll in remedial courses and summer school', receive tutorial
The district pays for all remedial work.
in skills,labs.

assistance and work

Test scores are not a factor in promotion,decisions and other criteria
are examined-before placing .a student far remedial work. Students must pass.the
minimum competency test to graduate even if all other requirements have been satisfied. .By state law; no docuMents except transcripts and letters of recommendation
may be given to students who do not pass the minimum competency exam after repeated
testing.

The district presently specifies minimum achievement levels and no legal
actions have been taken against the district with regard to testing.
The state furnishes the materials for its Survey 'Of Baslc Skills in
grsdes 1_, 3, 6 Snd 12 and the district does not pay the cost of tests given under
state Di.-federally funded programs.

For farther information on Long Beach's student assessment progra
cthntact:

.

Mr. James Edmonson
Director of Research and Evaluation'
Long Beach Unified School System
701 Locust Avenue
Long Beach, CA- 90813
Phone:

(213) 436-9931
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LOS ANGELES

The district uses standardized aChievement tests pubTished by a com7
mercial testing service and both district-deS,igned criterion-referenced achieve.

ment andI i minimum competency.tests.

PURPOSES OF TESTIHG

NRTS are used at the elementary and secondary levels:

1 far prcgram e41uation
1 to measure district-wide,achievement progress
CRTs are used at both elementary and secondary levels:

for diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
to place Stuaents in remedial classes,
to assess'the need for curriculuM revision
1 to measure district-wide achievement progress
1 to determine the need for teacher in-ser ice training

!

They are also used at the elementary leVel as one of many criteria in promotion deciResults
Both NRTs and CRTs.are used inform lly in placement of students.
sions.
are also used in the eValpation of fdderal programs.
'The test abjectives in the distr'ct's Survey of Essential Skills are based '
If
on the district's skill continuum, so itenls are tied to curriculum objectives.
office
of
instruction
works
with
teachers'
scores in an area are particularly low, t e
to improve in that area, At the junior and senior high levels, remedial materials are
given to students where necessary after competency test results have been analyzed.
Only elementary tests are specifically referenced against the curriculum.
SELECTION OF TE5TS

When tests are to be selected, area superintendents are asked to recommend
people familiar with specific curriculum areas to act as test selection committees.
The committees review test specimens supplied by publishers to ascertain their match
to Curriculum and give opinions about format and possible bias. The tests-then go to
Test selection criteria are presently being
the testing unit for technical review.
developed.
When the district develops its own tests, items are generated within the
district.* curriculum specialits, teachers; 'and others who have test writing skills,
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The reliability of the elementary level Suryey of Essential Skills was
ascertained in studies performed by the Southwest Regional Lab. Reliability studies
for junior and senior high competendy tests were performed by'CTB McGraw-Hill.
Reliability of,SHARP was measured with Cronbach's alpha coefficient and yielded coefficients of .94 (grade 8 and 12), and .95 (grade 10). On.the\TOPICS test, the
criterion for an acceptable item was a biserial correlation of 30. This biserial
correlation measured the relationship of.the pass/fail scores- of students on a particular item with their total'scores on the test.
,
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1u5

.

Although content validity was assured on the TOPICS and SHARP test,
product-Moment correlations with APL and CTBS.were also generated.
Attempts are made to preclude cultural,and racial bias from th initial
Subf;equently, item analyses are cond.,. ted.to determine if
construction Of items.
significant difforences ex,4"St between groups'in responses.

'

ADMINISTRATION OFiEtTS
Essentially, all students in all schools are tested in the districf-wide
testing programs. All testing is conducted in the students' schools.
Elementary and junior high tests are stored in the schools. The senior
Schools must request
high competency tests are maintained in a central warehouse.
the number of forms required and all must be returned. The number of returned tests
is determined by\weight,

tion.

Each year special training is offered for all teachers on test administraIt is usually attended only by,new teachers unless new tests are introduced.

Special education student and those in non-diploma programs as well as
very limited English proficient stu ents are exempt from NRTs. No adaptations
are made for LEP or NEP students. High school,competency tests in Braille .and largea
print are available for the vision-1 paired.' /nere is also modification of questions
Oral tests are given to thoSe who
not applicable to students with some handicaps.
cannot use their hands. State law requires that the senior high minimum competency
test be passed in English.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
\

Tests, are machine scored
The district's test data base, is fragmented.
and results maintained at several lo4at1ons.' Test'data from 'lone student may be in
SummarY\data school 'tgoschool are maintained centrally. There
sevePal,places.
is no'relationShip between the test data base and-the student data base.

At the elementary lrvel, average percent correct and item by item percent of students,With correct answer are reported. At the junior and senior high
level, the number and\oerCent of students in passing and failing ranges is reported.
Only the elementary data base allows, for analyses by school,,gender, race end language status.
Public reports are issued to all schools and offices as well as the
BOard of Education. 'Reports are sent to schbolS and personnel on students and
The State Department of Education, receives
schools within administrative units.
reports on grades 6, 9, 11 and 12 as part of permanent stratified sample.
Reports
The test reports contain a-section on tinterpretation of results.
sent to schools are accompanied by memoranda on interpretation. Teacher designated
testing coordinators and area advisors/consultants in administrative districts
Parents aPe also given assistance
provide assistance to both teachers and parents.
on interpretation in individual conferences with parents of 6th, 9th and 11th grade
Letters are sent to parents of all senior high
students who have failed tests.
students advisling of students' pass/fail status.
,
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ACHIEVEMiNT TESTS (LOS ANGELES)

---1Grafie

Name of
Test

-Tested
1-6

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

Metric
or DM*

Survey of Essential
Skills

Southwest
Regional
Lab based
on LA USD
Skills Continuum

Reading, Math,
Language

Percent,
correct

CTBS

CTBlicGraw-

Reading, Math

National
Norm percehtiles

When
Given

PlIT/

CRT

April

Forms
Used

CRT

One now,
new one in
Spring will
alternate'

NRT

Form S

May

Norms
Used

General Purposes
To assess student progress
in terms of mastery of essential skills

_1

3, 5,

8

Hill

1-12.

May

II

end of-year

To assess how pupils are
progressing in relation to
national peer group

41

For Title I-evaluation
1-6,

CTBS Espanol

11

It

MINIMUM COMPELE NCY TESTS
1-6
.'

7

4

Survey.pf Essentlal Skills
Performance
Assessment
in.Reading

-

For evaluation of Spanish
bilingual programs

ALL INFORMATION SAME AS ABQVE
L.A. Unified

Reading

Raw Score

School Dis"--

Feb

.

CRT

Mar

Farms A; B,

To aSsess minimum competency
skills.
Students who fail
have opportunity to retake in

_ .and C

trict

i3th onA 9th.

-,Asseesment of
Skills in computation

Write Junioed

Math

L.A. Unified
-School District

10

Senior Asseisment of Reading Performance

English

Raw
Score

,Raw Score

Feb

CRT

Mar

Feb, i!,1r.

Forms A, B,
and C

CRT

Forms A, B,
,and C.

,CRT

Forms B,AC,

-

.

'L.A.-Unified
School District

Reading

Tesl. of Performance
in computational
5kills (TOPICS)

L.A. Unified
School Dis-

Math

Write Senior

L.A. Unified
School District

Pass/Fail

Feb, -Mar

E

To assess a variety of life
skills

-,(SHARP)

10

10

Pass/Fail

Feb, Mar

CRT

Forms A, B
and C

To assess a variety of life
skills
-;

Feb, Mar-

CRT

Forms A, B
and C

To assess a variety of life

trict
Writing Skil ls Z.Pa'S/;Ea11,7
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skills

10

At the elementary levela printout of all -test resultg.is attached to the
tudent's record. _A label indicating pass/fail status is attached to tecondark
students' retards. Principals and teachert-have access to elementary students
records.
Counselors and tE.achers upon request submitted to.counselors have
access
to secondary students' reccids. No'longitudinal Aata can be maintained
because .of
the fragmented nature of the\data.
\

The Research and EValuati/on Branch and the Instruction (curriculwl)
depatment are separate but -,?_.p.ortto the same .sUperintendent. The Assistant Directcy.
of Testing in the Research 'and Evaluation. Branch is in cha'rge c
test .3,1-rirstr-l':,H

TEST RESULTS

The'standards for passing minimum competency tests were set by the Super
intendents and the Research and Evaluaion Branth. The standard is based.on curriculU
objectives and common sense judgement of the practical', everyday skills needed by
adults.
By 12th grade, 89-99%.of the students have passed the test series... -The'
lowest percentage is fonthelmathematicS testing results.
_

,

.

.

At the eleMentary level, test resultsare'sentto the schools forthe devel:OpMent of teacher in-service training, Teachers Must plan each individual student's/
remedial wark.'At-the secondary level, remedial wqrk is part of the regulan currjx.

ulum

.

.

Remedial work is in the formcof assistanceinthe regular classroom,remedial
cOure, before/after sChbolAr6pinprograms-ttfgome schools,-SUmmer schoal at the
secondary level-, turorial assistance, skills lab and special reMedial MaterilOs at
the.secondary leVel.- Special curriculum materials have also beepprepared for
remedial purpotet. :The district pays all remedial costs.
.

.

Test scores are only one factor in promotion and remedial pla ement deciTeacher judgement tesed on attendance, maturity, class adhievem
general
progress and age (state law requires students to be in certain grades by certain
ages)_are other factors,
In order to graduate, students must pass the 10th grade test
series and have sufficient credits. No special certificate's are awarded to students
who do not pass tests. Diplomas may be obtained in adult schools
subsequent students
Jeaving secondary school.
sions.

,

The state has mandated that the district determine ecceptable competency
-achievement levels.: No court actionshave been taken. The district pays all costs
except those af letters.mailed home to secondary students! parents Which is
reimbursed
by the state:
/
For fUrther informatian on the Los Arigeles testing program, please contact.:
/

4

Marilyn Burns,Assistant Direct6r of Testing
Jrank Jogt, Testing Coordinator
,

Los Angeles Unified School District
Room G265, 450 North Grand
L6s Angeles,.CA 90012
Phone:

(213) 625-6207.
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MEMPHIS

.

The Memphis City Schools presently uses standardlzed achievement tests
vpublished by a commercial testing company in its system-wide achievement testing
The System also uses a commercially developed test in the administraprogram.
tion of the Tennessee Proficiency Testing Program. Scoring .of the system-wide
The proftCiency tests are administesting program'is done by the school system.
tered by the school system alid scored bY the state.
/
/

PURPOSES OF TESTING
-At the elementary andsecondary level, the llorm-Referenced Test (NRT)
tis4Ltsgd primarily for diagnostiC4wriposes and measutement of achievement. Program
evAluation of Title I academicall4oriented projeCts/ uses Norm-Referenced Tests
also.
The NRT are administered durikng .fliie/fall of/the year for placement of students
for=dtagnos-ts-of individual students, as well as for measurement of class strengths
and_w,eakHs. The spring testing program is desIgned to provide assessment infot-ination related to curriculum revision, to measure/district-wide achievement progresg,
and to determine the need for teacher in-service training.

After the Norm-Referenced Test is'adm4istered in the Fall, teachers receive two computer generated reports, a Group ;tem Response Record and an Objective
These
Mastery Report, both of which contain informatlon on individual student.
reports Are used by teachers to assess needs, dassign priorities, establish groups,
and plan instruction.
Results of the Spring testing are used to monitor progress and
evaluate results.
Only test 'scores from the/Sbring testing are recorded on student
permanent records.
.

SELECTION OF TESTS

'The district has a test review committee comprised of research and testing
personnel, teachers,.principals, Instructional consultants, and guidance counselors.
Tests (C.A.T:),
The current test used by the district, /e
was selected after atest committee heard presentatio s and reviewed achievemqt tests
THe district has no preset criteria for selec-:
-submitted by several test.companies.
ting tests. The selection of the tests/was based on finding a test which most/
Closely matched the district's curriculum, curriculum objectives and stated eZpectaNo competitive HO were-received since cost was not a cr"terion.
tions of students.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

\
/

As the district has not designed any_of its own tests, there iss\4( .!nformaltion of this nature. 'The Tennessee/Proficiency Test, whtch is administeredTto high
school students, was developed by a commerical' testing company with guidelilnes ftom
a broad base of representatives frOm across the state. No technical infor ation is
available for this survey.
ADMINISTERATION OF TESTS
/

All students are tested i n their own schools.
Principals are /responsible
for the security of all tests./ The C.A.T. and the state proficiency tests are distributed by the district's re'earch and testing division.
Principals return all
test materials to the research and testing division. Guidance counselors, teachers

/
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,

experienced in testing, .or other experienced
tratning on testing procedures.

school personnel provide any necessary

4

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The subscores-from the C.A.T. are on the student data bate. The test dafa
base contains test information by student, class, school, and administrative area.
Raw scores, percentiles,. stanines, grade equivalents, and summary statistfts are
Item analyses by class and class lists by school are also generated. Adreported.
ditionally, the data base-al-lows for analyses by race but not gender, language dr
socioeconomic status.
I

ly

The Group Item Response Record and Objective Mastery'Report are sent to
An annual report to the
teachers, principals and area administratjve personnel.
Superintendent and the Board of Education includes achievement test data.
Assistance in inieePretation and use of test resultt is given to.teachers
in staff developMent workshops and in special-workshops condOcted by the Division
of Research SerVices. There is no system-wide-focus massiStance for parents.f.
Test 'results are not sent home, bdt parents may be-invited to.,discuss retults with
OccasionalTy ,. group'meetings with parents
teachers in individual tChools and cases.
are held by the research division.
Sub:Cest soOre 'on the C.A:Th,.Arade equivalents, stanines, and percentile
ranks are prfntedv.1-411 els which are given to teathers to be placed.on student,
Student§, parvehltS-,- teachers, principals, Selected administrative personngl
and-the reseaecK division:have access to student records.

.

Tapes of test results are presently' maintained for 5-10 years. The time
span will Antrease, however, in the near future when the district acquires microfiChe equipment.
.

The research division is a separate division from Curriculum and Instruction, but representatives from both work together on test committees. The research
division is in charge of test administration.
TEST RESULTS

The standards for passing the State Proficiency Test were set by the state.
Currently, students must achieve a score of 65% correct in math and 75% correct in
Each school has automatic remedial courses,
reading, language and spelling to pass,
In addition, remedial assistance
paid for by.the district, for students who fail.
is provided in the regular classroom and, in some schools, by area college students
who provide tutorial assistance.
.

When dectding
Test scores are not a-factor in promotion dettsions.
place a student for'remedial woek, teacher recommendaftions are also a,factor. As
of the class of 1983; students musf pass the state tsf,in order to graduate, even
if all other requirements have been met.

Students who pass the Tennessee Proficiency Test will be awarded a regular'
diploma. Those who do not pass after repeated testing will receive a Certificate
of Attendance but will have the opportunity io return and retake the test.
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ACHIEVEMENT,TUTS (MEMPHIS)

6rasle

Nome of

Tested

Designed
hy Whom

Test.

Areas
.

,Metric
or UM*,

,

rested-

Given

NRT/
CRT

'Spring

NRT

.When

.

Cal i forn a

CTB McGraw-

Achievement

Hill

Pre-reading
Reading
Language
Math

Test"

:

Percent

=Toms
Used

Norms
Used

Fur C

National

General Purposes
Diagnosis of. individual

students, measure of
achievement

.

,

2 & 3-

4 & 10

Reading, Language, Math

California
Athievement
Test

CTB McGraw

ReadinT:

Hill

Spelling.

California

CTB
McGraw-Hill

Percentiles
Raw Score
Stantnes
Grade equiv,

Spring

'NRT

Form C

National

Diagnosis of individual
students, measure "c7f

.

achievement

Fall &
Spring

NRT

Fall &
Spring

NRT

Form C

National

DiagnosiS Of individual
students, measure of' achievement

Forms C &

National

Diagnosis of indiVidual students, meaSure of achievement

State produces new
test each
year

Silate

Graduation requirement as of
Fall of 1983.
Students must

1

Language
Math

Achievement\
Test

Reading, 'Math,

Spelling, Lan-

Auage, Reference Skills

MINIMUM COMPETENCY' T,ESTS
\1/4:

9711

Tennessee Proficienty'Test

State

MathYileading,
Language,
Spelling

Percent
correct

CRT

rr
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,

pass only.,one time.

Those.

Who fail retake until passe&

Except for the proficiency requirements speiified by the state, no mini-'
The district is reimbuesed by,
mum achievement levels are specified or proposed.
the state for testing in grades K-2 as part of the Tennessee Assessment of Basic
The state also pays.the total cost of the
Skills for which the C.A.T. is used.
All
other,
costs
are carried by the.district.
State Proficiency test.
For further information on the Memphis assessment program, please contact:
Dr. O.Z. Stephens.
Director
(or)

.1

Dr. Joyce B. Weddington
Coordinator
Division of Research Services
2597 Avery Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
Phone:

(901) 4545450 or 454-5333

-

MILWAUKEE

N
,

The district uses only standardized achievement tests published by commercial testing services. The Basio, 'Slills Assessment Program, designed by ETS
and published by Addison-Wesley, serves as the Ostrict's minimum competency test.
,

,

/,

PURPOSES OF TESTING,

.

The district's NRTs are used at both elementary and Secondary levels:
/
/

0 for program evaluation
/
0 for placement of students
0 for diagnosis-Of individual stUdent,strengths/weaknesses
to place stddents in remedia.; classes
to assess/the need for ourrybulum revision,
-./..'
0 to-medsdre districtfwide aohievement progress

The NRTs also have limited use asooneof many criteria in promotion ,deciSions.
The district's CRT is usei at the elementary and secondary levels:
0 for program evaluatiop
0 for placement of students
for diagnOsis of individual-student Strengths/weaknesses
0 to place students i/n remedial classes
.

.

Test results are also Used

the evaluation of federal programs.
"..

Test results
Tests are referenced against the curriculum to some extent.
staffs
to
determtne
are used both by the testi/hg office and -C-urriculum and ,school
students
and
groups of
areas of weakness in the/curriculum aFd to identify speci,fic
students requiring interVention strategies.

SELECTION OF TESTS
.
.

.

.

,

The district haSICity-Wide Testing Program Advisory Committee consiSting
office
of teacherS,.counselors, administrators and-a cross-seCtion bf central
publishers'
personnel
in,the
review
The diStrict does not involve teSt
personnel:
publishers
and
the.selection-is
Sample/materials are obtained from the
process.
A detailed,\open-ended
,made based on a/review process Conducted by the committee.
Copies
of the form are
revieW form was' used during the last selectiop process.
selected
in
1980,it
was piloted
available-froM the CGCS. At the time the IT8S was
implementation..
The
at three grade levels using a sample of 300 students prior to
diStrict does not receive competititve bids.

'ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

\

ancrI6 are tested
All students in regular classes4n grades K, 2, 5, 7, 8,
aptitude test. ,At grade 12, students are serially
with a standardized achieveMent or
stddents'
selected to take one of three tests. All testing is conducted in the
schools_
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Provisions are made for test security through written communication from
The tests are,stored in locked rooms in the
the testing office to principals.
schools, and principals are responsible for distribution and collection from stuThe competency tests are pre-numbered, sent to the schools prior to testing
dents.
and returned immediately afterwards.
.

Training,on'test procedures is handle& with detailed written,proceduret
and through in-service activities.
Newly arrived foreign-born students with difficulty speaking and understanding English as well as students enrolled in special classes (EMR, BD, LD,
ED), visually handitapped, and deaf/hard of hearing students are all exempt from.
Students who are identified as limited-English
the district's achievement tests.
proficient by set procedures under Law-are eempt from the minimum competency
Special education students may or may not be tested based on their Indivitest.
dual Education gfrogram. No special adaptations of tests are made for handicapped
or limited o non-English proficient students.
/

'MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The d44trict maintains a centralized student data base (SOB) with inforThe student test
mation on all students keyed to individual student I.D. numbers.
The test files generates list reports, item performance.analyfiles are separate.
sit reports, frequency distributions, all summary statistics and indivi&ual
maching-plotted profile forms. Analyses by gender and race are not done.

' The distr issues an annual,School Profiles' Report to the Public. The
reWt contains a description of the district's achieVement tests, an explanation,
of the measures used and theirmeaning, test result's by grade level for the systeM
and for each school and a longitUdinal comparison of test results.
Assistance with test.result interpretation is given to teachers through
written comlOnications and in staff meeting§ conducted by measurement.or Curriculum:
personnel: Parents are provided an explanation of test result meaning on a latallydeveloped profile form., The profile is a machine plotted form uting bar grbphs to
Parents are encouraged to confer with
cover the range _Of possible performance.
school personnel after examining he profile.
The only. test data recorded on the student data base2(SDB) is' a Code
Only testing,
Which refers to the status of:the student-on:competency measures.
office)staff have access to the,test data files,
Summary data y school it maintainedthroughout the life of a given .estNo longitudinal daa on individual students is maint-ained altho gh
ing program.
individual test tapes could be attested to acquire such data by means of the SDB
I.D.
_

The research department and curriculum ,and instruction are'Ap,.separate
divisions but report to the same superintendent. The departments have a close
The administrator of the City-Wide Testing Program in the
working relationship.
Educational Research and Program Assessment Department is in charge of test program
administration.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (MILWAUKEE)

brade
Tested
Pre-K

IName of
Test
Pre-School Inventory

Designed
by Whom

Areas.
Tested

Metric
or UM*

Betty Caldwell
,and ETS

Motor and
other preschool skills

-

Metropolitan
Readiness
Test

HBJ Psych
Corp

ITBS

Riversi'de

Publishing

---

ReadingReadiness,numbers,

Percen-

general

rank
Stanine

Reading
Math

Percen-

When
Given

e)

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Early in
Kindergarten
year to
pre-school

General P rposus
Screening to determine readiness
for formal schooling

May

NRT

Form L
Both levels
I and 2

National

Screening to determine readinessfor formal schooling
--(

May

NRT

Form 7
Level 8

National

Assessment of achievement

May

NRT

Form 3

National

To get eStimate of abstract skills
related to achievement

May

NRT

Form 7
Level 11

National

Assessment of achievement

May

NRT

ForM 3
Level C

National

To get estimate of abstract skills
related to achievement

'Form 7

National

Assessment of Achievement

tile

tile
rank

Stanine
Is

ITBS

5

Riverside
Pubfishing

Non-Verbal
Abstract
Reasoning

Reading, Math-required, Language Arts, and
Study Skills op,

Rercentile
rank
Stanine
It

tional

0

Non-Verbal

.Abstract
Reasoning
7

ITBS

Riverside
Publishing

Reading, Math
(required), Language Arts and
study Skills
optional
.

May

4

NRT

Jevel 13

.

Milwaukee - Achievement Tests cont'd

ra e
Tested

Name of
Te..,t

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

Aen

. Metric
.or UM*,

Given

NRT/
CRT

forms
Used

Norms
Used

General purtpo

.

8

Basic Skills
Assessment
Program

ETS-designed
published by
AddisonWesley

9

Basic Skills
Assessment
Program

9

Writing
Sample Performance
Test

District

Tests of
Achievement
and Proficiency

Riverside
Publishing

Reading, Math

Raw & Standard Scores

(Reading,
MathT-if
not passed
in grade
8) and
Language
Skills

Raw and
Standard
Scohes

,April

Writing
Sample

Holistic

April

April

.CRT

CRT'

Multiple

To get assess status relItive to
graduation requirements

flultiple

To assess status'relative to
graduation requirements

CRT

To assess status relative to graduation requirements
.

\

10

Reading,.Math
(usingSobrces
of information optional)

Percen-

NRT

Oct

tile
rank

.
.

,

Form T
Level 15

Stanine

Riverside
Publishing

Serial sample
of Reading,
Math, and
Sources of\ jnformation

Assessment of.Achievement

\
.

.

12-

National

Percen-

May

tile
rank

Stanine

..
.
_......,i
k...".
_
...
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NRT

Form T
Level 18

\

Aational

To obtain measure of "end-product

TEST RESULTS
The standards for passing the district's minimum competency tests were set
by six committees of twenty membert each which included parents, teachers,lcommunity
The committees.
representatives, curriculum and subject specialists and students.
77,carried -out. a-review of the coMpetency tests using the Nedelsky-and Angoff methods.
Further, approxim.Itelyg0-0students _identified by teachers in six high schools as
"mas_ters"or "non-masters" took the:competency tests in the contrasting-groups proFinally in May 1981, the tests -in reading and math were administered to
cedUre.
all 8th grade students to initiate,the program.
Students must currently.achieve 50 out of 65 items correct in read1ng, 56
However, these standards
out of 75 in writing, and 40 out of 70 in math to pass.
additional
experience
with the competency
are tentative and subject to revieW. as
tests is gained.
Students who do not reach required levels will receive some type of in-.structipnal follow-up: This provision will, be a function of what regular.courses
Students within
are available and where the student has scored below the cutoff.
1.
certain:ranges below the cutoff may be able to achieve proficiency through regular
of
students
in
need
In other cases, the'district eXpects to ;identify groups
classes.
and when possible, Place them together in regular courses.
Currently, remedial assistance is aVailable in the regular classrOom, in
remedial coul.ses, in summer school, skills labs and from tutors. The district pays
for all remedial work. :Students must pass:the competency test to graduate even if
all other requirements have:been satisfied, The district will not award certificates
or special diplomas to those who'dO not pass.the competency test. Such students
will remain candidates for graduation after completing all credits required until such
time as.they. past the test.

.

Test scores play an extremely limtted rolein promotion dectsions. Clats
In a'ddiwork, grades,-and physical and emotional development are primary criteria.
tion to test scores, the subjective judgment of teachers is a factor in determining
remedial intervention 7f6r'students.

Neither the distflct nOr the state currently specify minimum achievement
expectations for reading, math and
levels. The district has published grade level
language skills but these are considered targets and not minimums. No legislative
have
measures have been proposed which would set minimum levels ad no legal actions
been taken against the district for the use of any tests.
The district pays the entire cost of the stbdent assessment program.
further information on Milwaukee's student assessment program, contact:
Elfred Bloedel, Administrftor'
City-Wide Testing Program
Department of Educational Research and
.Program Assessment
Milwaukee Public Schools
Administration Building
PO Drawer 10K
Milwaukee, WI 53201
(414) 475-8265
Phone:
-92-

For

AO

MINNEAPOLIS

The district uses both standardized tests published-by a commercial
testing service and district-des4gned 'achievement tests.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
.

At both the elementary and secondary levels NRTs are used:
to measure district-wide achievement progress
to measure.individual student progress
O to assist with educational and votational planning for individual
students
O to evaluate programs
to assess the need for curriculum revision

At the present time, mathematics CRTs are used at grades 7 and 8 to assess students'
In the next five years CRTs will_be demastery of arithmetic skills and concepts.
veloped at both the elementary and secondary level to assess Andividual and distriCtwide achievement of grade level objectives in reading, mathematics and language arts.
Curriculum specialists city-wide examine test results and item analyses to
determine areas of strength and weakness. Curricula are then modified to strengthen
weak areas, Thb district-designed tests are curriculum referenced while commercial
tests are as,close as possible to curriculum objectives and content.
SELECTION OF TESTS
The district has a city-wide Evaluating Techniques Commiltee comprised of
principals, teacher, counselors, other staff personnel, currieulum consultants and
When a test is to be seletted, a 'subcommittee comprised of extesting personnel.
perts in the subject area is formed. This subcommittee also draws in subject matter
Tests are reviewed dnd three which best match
.teachers from outside the-comthittee.
The three tests are piloted, feedback is solicited
the. curriculum are selected.
from teacbers and the committee makes a final selection. There are no pre-set criteria
and competitive bids are not received from commerical publishers.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Peliminary results indicate that the Grade 7 and 8 mathematics CRTs are
Since these tests have been referenced against the,curriculum, content
reliable.
In the development of future CRTs in reading, mathematics and
validity is assumed.
language arts, reliability studies will be made. These tests will be designed- to
nd
Test items are examined to check on cultural, racial
measure content objectives.
gender bias.

ADMINISTRATION OF TEStS
- With the exception of the subject-specific tests administered onlY to
students enrolled in 9th grade science and 12th grade economics, all tests are administered to all students in every school in the students''schools.
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Test security, at the senior high level is the responsibility of counselors.
At the
The testing office sends memoranda regarding security measures and necessity.
-,ity isthe responsibility of school principaTc. All tests
are to be kept under lock and key.
At tile senior high level, counselors are charged with advising on test
Occasional workshops
administration procedures and must monitor test administration.
on testing procedure are given at the elementary level.

Students in Special Education-classes over 50% of the time are exempt from
Limited English proficient students must be tested but
scores are not included in the overall results. The Limited English Proficient Division
uses these results to assist students.
tests as are' handicapped.

'MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA

The district maintains a centralized computer base for all students in all
All test data are recorded on the student data base.
schools.from grade K through 12_
A list report of individual student scores, frequency distribution by test with summary
Item analyses are also' 'availadata for the school, area and district are generated.
The data base allows for analyses by school, gender, race, and
ble for selected tests.
English-non-English"-proficient.
Each year a "Profiles- of Performance" report, which covers all .NRTs, isl
This report summarizes city-wide testing over the preceding 8-10 years and,"
It is distributed to the media, librarieS
also contains individual school profiles.
and schools.
published.

Teachers receive assistanceon test result interpretation through memoranda
Test results in grades 4, 8 and 10 are sent,home'on a student
from the Testing Office.
Parents also
profile which includes an explanation of test score-vand interpretation.
receive assistance during conferences with teachers and counselors.
A computer-generated label with raw scores and primarily local percentiles
for each test is placed onstudents' files. Teachers, counselors, administrators,
Occasionally researchers are'permitparents and students have ccess to the records.
ted access but are not all wed to connect student identification to test data.
,

The Research Department and the Guidance and Assessment Department are
separate and report to different superintendents. The Department of Guidance and
Assessment Services is in charge Pf test administration.
The district has implemented a schedule for mastery testing at each grade
level in the curriculum areas of reading, writing and mathematics beginning in Spring,
In addition, strategies and interventions are being developed for assisting
1983.
students who fail tests or fall below minimally acCeptable levels at designated
The strategies will focus on-improving basic skills achievement,
"prOmotional gates,"
using supplementary personnel and the best teaching strategies and supplementary
materials and equipment available. Remedial work will primarily take the form of
assistance in the regular classroom. There are presently skills labs for math, and
tutorial assistance is available 'for Title I students.
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ACHIEVEMENT-TESTS (MINNEAPOLIS)

Id e

name of

Jested

lest

1

2

Psych Corp

Metropolitan
Readiness Test

Psych Corp

Stanford_

Achievement
.Test in
Reading
3

Areas
Tested

hy. Whom

7

California
'Achievement
Test in Math,
Stanferd
Achievement
Test in
Reading

PsYch Corp
McGraw-Hill
Callf Test
Bureau

or UM*

Word Meaning,
Listening,
Matching Alphabet Numbers,
Copying

Raw Score

Vocabulary,
Word Study,
Reading,Words
and Composition

, Raw Score,

Vocabulary,
Word Study,
Reading Words
and Composition,
Math

,

Given

CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Fall

NRT

Form B

Local

Rea iness for reading and Math

Fall

NRT

Local

Me sure DistriCt Reading Achieveme lt, Individual Progress Reporting
to public

Local

Measufe District Reading Achievement, Individual Progress Reporting
to,public; measure District Math
,chievement, Individual Progress'
Reporting to public

General Puregjes

Local

Percentile

---- Primary

Local percen-

Level

tile

Form A

Raw Score,

Localper-

Fall
Spring

NRT

1

Primary
Level II,
ForM A;

centile

Level 13,
ForM C

.

,

Psych Corp

4

Comprehension
Vocabulary
Word Study
Skills

Raw Score
Local Percentile

Fall

NR

0

Primary
Level III,
Form.A

Local

Measure DiStrict Reading Achievement, Individual Prqgress Reporting
to Public
II

II

Is

Intermedi-

Local

ate Level P.,
Form ,A
6

II

II

/

I/

II

intermedi.-

/

6-

8

California
AChievement
Test in
Math

Mcira0/-Hil1

Local

ateAevel II,
Form A
Math

Taw Score
Loca
Percentile

Spring

NRT

Level 16
Form'C

Local

Measure District Math AChievement, Individual Progress Reporting to public

Reading
Spelling
Language

Raw Score

Fail

NRT

Level 18
Form C

Local

Measure Distirct Achievement
/
Individual Progress Reporting tb

(llifbrnia
Test/

/ureau

California'
Achievement
Test

:Mc,Graw-Hill

/ Clifornia
Test Bureau

Local

percentile

public'

!

/

8

California
Achievement
Test

/McGraw-Hill

Math

Raw Score

/California

SprIng

NRT

Level 18
Form C

Local

Measure Distir'et Achievemen,
Individual Progress Reporting to
pUblic

Fal)

IsIRT

Form A

Local
Norms

Measure DiStrict Achl6vement,.'
Individual Progress/Reporting

Local
percgntil

/ Test
Bureau
/
i

./

,

10 ,

Stanford
Test of
Academicl
21 /
Skills -1-'-')/

n

/

Psych
Corp

Reading
English
Math

,

.

Local Percentiles

to 'public

, ac

/

COMPETENCY TESTS (MINNEAPOLIS)

Gracie

Tested
7

Name 0,

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

Minneapolis
Social Studies
Test

District

Social StudiMs

Minneapolis
Arithmetic
Computation
Test

District

Te'st

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Raw score
Percent
correct

Fall and
Spring

CRT

Math Computa-

local per.centiles

Fall and
Spring

CRT

tion

Forms
'Used

Norms
Used

GenerarPurposes

Varies

Evaluate Social Studies .curriculum

New ForTs

Evaluate curriculum, help group
students

eachtime;
7tb & 8th
Grade versions

8

9

Minneapolis Criterion Refer-.
enced Test

District

Minneapolis
Science Test

District

Math Concepts

local

percentiles

Science

Local

percentiles

Fall and
Spring

CRT

end Of
1st & 2nd

CRT

Evaluate curriculum, help group
students

Different
each year

Evaluate curriculum, help group
students

Different

Evaluate curriculum, help group
students

'trimester
12

Minneapolis
Economics
Test

District

Economics

Local

percentiles

Beginning CRT
end of each
rtrimeste

12
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.

each year.

When determining whether or,not to promote or recomMend a student for remedial assistance, achievement jiii1 be,the primary basis for promotion, although
a student's physical, psych9,1 gical and sociological needs must be considered.
Locally developed criterion-referenced tests at promotional gates are used to identiThese students are retained if they
fy students not performing up to MinimaT eyels.
do not pass minimal levels of achievement after repeited interventions have been tried. ,
The state does not specify minimum achleyement or competency levels and
However, the district is
no legislative measures to this effect have been proposed.
in the process -of determining required levels of achievement at specified "promotional
gates."
The district pays the entire cost of the student assessment program.
For further information regarding the Minneapolis assessment program, please

Sharon Heffelfinger
Minneapolis Public Schools.
.807 Northeast Broadway
Minneapolis, MN 55413
Phone:.

(612) 348-6072
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NASHVILLE

The district uses standardized achievement tests published by commercial
,testing services and state-designed minimum competency tests.
PURPOSE OF TESTING

Testing (NRTs) is primarily used to diagnose student strengths and weaknesses, to assess the need for 'curriculum revision, and to measure district-wide
achievement in grades K-8. To a limited degree, it assists in determining the needs,
for teacher in-service training. The results are also used for Title I placement.
Re arch and Testing
Tests are referenced against the curriculum.
evaluate test results and based on that evaluation, Curriculum and Instruction
Some schools also request direct
makes necessary modifications in the curriculum.
assistance based on item response analyses.

SELECTION OF TESTS
The district has a standing test review committee comprised of teachers,
administrators, subject area supervisors, counselors and Testing andEvaluation
,personneTT Criteria are now being developed for use when'selecting tests from commercial publishers. When the district decides to change tests, samples are re-i
quested in'advance from publishers who are then invited to make a presentation.
The tests are rated and in future, the top choi6es will be field tested before.a
No competitive bids are received.
final decision is reached.

W en designing district tests in the past,-teachers were first brought
in during t e summer and paid towrite test items to objectives. The second time,
all teachers were invited to submit items and $15 was paid for each item selected.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Since the district used mainly commercially published NRTs, they rely on
publisher's data with respect to reliability, 'validity and bias.
The state-designed Tennessee Proficiency Test is presently being examined
Because
for reliability and validity using Vanderbilt and Peabody Universities.
the state did not request race and sex information on answer sheets, no analyses
have been done yet to determine the presence or absence of cultural, racial or
This will be done, however; starting this Spring.
gender bias.

ADMIUSTRATION OF TESTS

.

NRTs are
All students in all schools are tested in their own schools.
numbered, kept in a warehouse and sent to schools. When the district receives
the state Proficiency Test, they are weighed to determine the accuracy of the count.
'They are numbered, sent out to schools, and counted upon returri. Complaints are
made if tests are missing but a different form i's'used each year.

2 ,J

I/

Teachers are provided in-service training on testing procedure whenever
a new test is adopted.
Only,full-time special-education students are exempt,from testS.
LEP
students are tested in English. The Tennessee Proficiency' Test is available in
Orthopedically handicapped
Braille and large print for vision-fmpaired students.
students who cannot write have someone to mark tests.

AANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The district maintains Separate Student and NRT te t data bases.
The test
data base contains individual ahd schOol results by test andlear, and student
sex, race and identification number. :.Additional student data can be accesSed
from thestudent data base through the I.D. ridifiber.

The district produces mean raw scores-and mean /tanines for the system,
percent,of students in each Stanine at system and school level',IndiVidual raw
scores,jpercentile ranK and Stanines, as well as all sumgliary statistics except
medians: A "class record sheet is generated which shows *aw percent, Stanines and
normalized T-scores.
Each classroom receives an item response record from
McGraw-Hill. ,School summaries.by grade are also produc d.
.The.test data base does not show individual ,responses but contains raw
score, percentile rank, Stanine and T-score. A. gummed/label for cumulative
records is produced which shows each subtest raw scor/4, percentile rank, Stanine
'and:I-score.' Only reSearch and evaluation personneliihave access to the test data,
base but school employees, parents and students over/18 have access to cumulative
records.

A'special report on NRT tes results by race is issued to the court under
a desegregaticin order.
Longitudinal reports are issued to the press for as many
years as are comparable.
School system reports S're sent to the Board of EduCation
and Superintendents.

A testing guide provides teachers with assistance in interpreting results.
Parents are given a profile,card which has a graphic presentation of scores and
contains an explanation of the meaning of scores and degree of accuracy.
Curriculum and Instruction are separate from Research and Evaluation but,
the results of tests are brought to the attention of Curriculum and Instruction.
Research and Evaluation is responsible for,test administration.
TEST RESULTS

Ninth graders who fail the Tennessee Proficiency Test have the opportunity
to take a preparatory/remedial class in summer school for a minimal fee. Ninth
graders who fail one of the language subtests are required to register for a reading
,class in 10th grade in addition to their regular curriculum. Schools with the
highest failure rate in math are provided additional math teachers to lower the
pupil/teacher ratio.
It is
The initial failure rateffor 9th graders was about one-third.
anticipated to be less than 10 perOnt by 12th grade.
The district pays for all
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (NASHVILLE)

tirade

Tested
-k-L3

Name of
Test

Designed
by Whom

California
Achievement

CTB/McGraw-

Areas
Tested
eading, Math,
Language

Hill

Test.

Metrie'
or pm*.

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Don't
report
K and 1
Grades 2,

Spring

mpr,

Form C

National

General PUrposes
District wide achievement progress,
diagnosis, curriculum revision

.*.. u_-

3

Mean raw.
score for
system

/

Mean Stanine
for system
Percent of
..:students in

each stahine
at system
and'school

'

level

/

Individual
raw score,
percentile
rank,
stanine

Metropolitan
Readiness
Test, Psych
cdrp

2

C.A.1./CTB
McGraw-Hill

4-8

CTdS

Battery

Group statistIcs to
schools and
State Dept.

.Battery

CTB/McGraw,

Htll

Reading
Math
Language

Same as
K-3

'
Fall

/
NRT

Level II
Form P

National
,

State mandate to test all 1st and 2nd
graders statewide
I

Fall

NRT

Level 12

National

Same as above

Spring

NRT

Forms S and

National

District wide achievement progress,
diagnosis, curriculum revision

13

MINIMUM COMPETENCY TEST (NASHVILLE)

brade

Tested9

Name of
Test
.Tennessee Proficiency Test

DiTsIgned

by Whom
Originally from
Scholastic Test
Service, in
future from
State Dept. of
Ed.

Areas
Tested
Reading,
Spelling,
Language,
Math

Metric
or UM*
Percent
items
correct

When
Given
Spring
for 9,
10, 11
12th Fall 6

NRT/
CRT
;.

CRT

.

.

Forms
Used.

Norms
Used

General Purposes
To measure competency:for
graduation. Graduation requirement as of class of 1983.

,Spring

9th graders who
pass subtests

must not
retake,

Other students
are retested
on subtests
failed until
they pass all
parts.

1

I

I
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remedial work which, in addition to the above, includes regular classroom assistance.
In addition to test scores, decisions to promote or place a student for
remedial work are based.on,teacher iudgement with-respect to grades, classroom work
and maturity. , As of 1983, student must pass the Tennessee Proficiency Test fo
graduate even ff all other requirements have been s tisfied.
Students Who pass the Tennessee Proficiency Test mith perfect scores
receive special certificates in recognition of their accomplis*ent. Those who
do not pass, reCeive a Certificate of Attendance in lieu of a diploma.
Thereafter,
students must pursue a high school equivalency degree.

With the exception of funds for state competency tests, the district
pAys the entire cost'of the student assessment program.
- For further information .on Nashville's testing program, please contact:

Mr. Tom Caulkins
NashVille-Davidson Metropolitan Public Schools
2601 Bransford Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37204
Phone:'

(615) 259-5856

4.4
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NEW ORLEANS-

The district uses standardized tests published by commercial testing services
and state-designed Minimum competency tests. The district also has developed a Secon'dary Curriculum Improvement Program (SCIP) which is a self-paced mastery program; only
one aspect oftwhil4 is objective-based testing.

,

PURPOSES OF TESTING
NRT test results are a factor at both elementary and secondary lev

:

in program evaluation
in placement of. students _

in diagnosis of individual Student strengths/weaknesses
to'place students in remedial claSses (elementary only)
to assess the need for curriculum revision
1 to promote.students from one grade to another
A measure district wide achievement progress
1 to determine the peed for teacher in-service training

diagnosing individual student
CRTs are used at the secondary leyel, to assist
us.ed
in the evaluation of federal programs.
Strengths/weaknesses,. Test.resAlts-are also
Test are referenced against the curriculum to the extent possible, The
testing department disseminates test.results to the curriculum department,:educational
supervisors and program developers, who.develop programs .based on the information. The
testing office,. whiCh.is part of Research and Evaluation, responds to requests for
assistance for in-service from the schools.
.

SELECTION OF TESTS

When tests are to be selected, an ad hoc committeeconsisting of teachers and
administrative personnel, includfhg supervisors or directors from Curriculum, Testing
Research and the computer Office, is formed.
,

All major tests on the market are reviewed and publishers' presentations made
The leading candidates are selected and presented to the committee.
to test specialists.
The final selection is based on pre-set criteria developed by the district. (A copy of
the criteria'is available from the CGCS). No financial criteria have been determined.
The district may receie bids.
'Test items for district-designed tests are developed by teache s. No item
banks or pools are used. However, 04-district has no district-designed standardized
tests.
,

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All students in all schools are tested on the district wide .NRT and all testdepository
ing is conducted in the students' schools. Tests are retained in a central
test
testing
coordinators
who
are
responsibTefor
'and disseminated to principals and
and
return
them.
security in the schools. School personnel sign for receipt of tests
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Principals and testing Coordinators receivein-servicetraining on_iest proThe training is conducted by the Director of Research
and Evaluation and testing specialists. The principals-and testing coordinators are
responsible for faculty training.

'cedure one-half day PaVa--,-y..ea

,

Special education students are exempt from the CTBS. Braille and large
print versions of tne state tests are available for vision-impaired students and'other
handicapped students have modified test administration. ..LiMited English proficient
students are encouraged to take the state tetts inEnglish but may be exempt upon request:

MANAGEMENT 'OF TEST DATA

The district has no tett data base fOr the state minimum competency tests.
It has maintaineetapes of CTBS tests since 1975. The tapes show student name,identification number, date of birth, race, sex, date-of test, items and subscores. The
base geherates individual item analyses, summary scores, class lists, rankings by
Oast, grade and school, item analyset by grade and school and school summaries of
percent correct/incOrrect. The data base allows'only for analyses by school. Although
sex and race information are'on tape, the district does not have a program which reads'
this information. The tett data base and student data base are separate and cannot be
merged.,.

- The district produtes an anqual litt
chool and grade.
data year-by-year b

school profiles which Shows sUmmary

Reports-on test results which contain an explanatory page are disseminated
to parents and teachers. The testing office also responds to requests from teachers,
and Iparents for further asststance with interpretation of test results. Individual
sch ols may provide additional assistance.
,

,

Labels showing students subscores and totals in reading and math from the
The state provides information on the percent of
are placed on student records.
ite s correct and objectives mastered pn the state minimum competency tests. One
is sent to parents and one copy attached to students' records. School personnel
cop
and parents, students and researchers upon request have access to these records.
CTB

,

The Research Department and Curriculum and Instruction are under different
The testing office in
superintendents but work together formally and informally.
Research coordinates test'adminis,tration.
TEST RESULTS

,

Standards and cutoffs for the minimum competency tests are determined by
The district is currently in the process of switching from the Louisiana
the state.
This year all second
State AssessMent Test to the Louisiana Basic Skills Assessment.
graders in the.state wfll take the new test while all other grades tested will take
the old test. 'Each year each successive grade will take the new test-and the old one
will be dropped as the grade level is reached.
Any student Who-scores below 75% on the new-competency testwill automatically
CUrrently, verioutformsof remedial assistance
receive state funded remedial assistance.
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST (NEW ORLEAN

brade

Tested
-Pre-K

K-I2

Name.of
Test

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

Cooperative PreSchool Inventory

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

.age SSC

CTB McGraw

Reading, Mat,ii

Hill

/I

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Fall,P e
& Spr ngPos

equivalent
NCE

CTBS

RT/
CRT

Percentile
Standard

S ring

General Purposes
Title I

NRT

Scale Score/

K-Form A
1-Form B
2-Form C

i

1

National dnd
Urban
.

As designated under Purposes
of Testing

1

3-12:
al
ternate
&ST

//

//

C 0 M'PETENCY TESTS
3, 7,
10'

Stara

Louisiana
'State
Assessment'
Test

Ma 111,Reading;

dnguage/Writing

Percent
correct

Spring

CRT

To provide n aningful data on
student ach,e.vement to educators, parentt, legislators,
and citizens

March

CRT

Will be used to replaced LAST
by,testing each.successive
lrade each year'utail LAST has
been eliminated.. Will be a,
criterion in promotion dectsions.
See section on test
results for details.

To be replaced With
2

Louisiana Basic
Skills Test

*State

Reading, LangUage, Percent
Arts, Mathy----correct

April

133
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are provided in varying degrees in variou,s schools including assistance in the regular
classroom, before/after school drop-in programs, summer school, skills labs and tutorial
Remedial assistance is not necessarily tied specifiCally to test'results.
assistance.
Results from the n'ew state competency test must be a principal criterion in
Each:school system must specify a pupil progreision plan'ivith
detOrmining promotion.
Competency test results must be given the greatest single
criterti- for promotion.
weight,of all.criteria. However, .the combined 'weights of other factors may oVerride
competehcy test results. Students must not currently pass the competency test to
graduate.
.

The state is presently in the process Of developing minlmum achievement
No legal :actions have
levels for students but details 'are,only beginning to emerge.
been taken against the district for using any tests.

The state pays the entire costof its mandated,assessment program.
For further information ..on New. Orlean's student. as'sessment program, contact:

Dr-. Ellen Peckman, Director
'Department of Research and
Evaluation
New Orleans PUblic ScSools.:
4100,Touro Stneet%
New Orleans, LA '70122
Phone:.

(500' 288-6561

or

Dr: Tina Franklin
Testing Specialist

,

NEW YORK
published
Assessment
Battery,
by comercial testing services, a district-designed Language
district-designed criterion referenced tests, staie-designed criterion referenced
)ed minimum competency tests.
tests and state-de,;
New

1Lk City uses standardized norm referenced achievement tests

PURPOSES OF TESTING
NRTs are used at the.elementary and secondary levels:
O for program evaluation
for placement of students
to measure district-wide achievement progress

They are also a majàç criterion in decisions to promote in grades 4 and 7 and in
special circumstances rimy be used in the diagnosis of individual student'strengths
CRT 'are used primarily for program evaluation. Test results are
and weaknesses.
also used in the evaluation of federal programs.
The NRTs are referenced'against the ,curriculum to the extent possible.
Psych.Corp is writing additipnal,matK items for the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test
which will matoh.the dfstrict's curriculUm objectives and assist In improving student
performance., Ourr-ently, item by item analyses from the math test are given to teachers (class report), principals and community superintendents to assist with curriculum planning and instruction.
SELECTION .OF TESTS

The district uses an RFP and bidding process for the selection of commercially published tests. Requests for proposals detailing test specifications are
Criteria for the selection
'sent to publishers and a pre-bidders conference is held.
in
terms
of
curriculum
match, norms acceptof tests include quality, appropriateness
evaluation
of
state
funded programs,
able to the State Board of Education for the
of
alternate
forms for seability to handle a large school system, and availability
that
cultural,
racial and
Test items are also reviewed to assure
curity purposes.
gender Oas has been excluded. The Chancellor's Testing Committee which consists of
representatives from the Chancellor's office, the Office of Testing, Education
Evaluation, Student Information Services and representatives from unions and parents'
From those publishers who
groups are involved in the review and seleCtion process.
lowest
bid
is
accepted
and a contract is
best meet the district's criterion, the
.

signed for a spetific period of time.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Determination of the reliabilityland validity of the district-designed
Language Assessment Battery is currently in progress. During test development, items
were reviewed for cultural; racial gender bias and analyses using group comparisons
will be conducted.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All stOdents in all schools are tested.. Except for SpeCial Education
placement, all testing is condutted in the student's schools.
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The Office of Testing deVelops test security procedures which include when
tests are to be sent and opened and haw, they are to be handled. The Inspecto-K
General's office sends out personnel to;do spot chec,ks on where-and how materials
That office also investigates reports of security violations.
are stored and handled.
ff violations-are substantiated., they'may suggest via-memo-that an alternative form
If investigations determine that atest has.been used for instructional
be used.
purposes,,punatiVe measures may also be taken.
.

The district has a specially funded program for district test liaisons
who conduCt workShops on test administration for teachers, administrators ind
,

The district encourages the participation of all limited English proficient
students in the city-wide testing program although they may elect to be exempted.
Special education students are tested if it is part of their I.E.P.
On the s ate competency tests, alternative testing techniques are used for
"pupils whose native language is other than English who first enter, after grade
eight; schools wh re the predOminant language of instruction is English". The state
The city .has.inimath tests will b available this year in 22 different languages.
250 Nord
,.tiated A.-protedur o'n'the writing test which permits students to write
The
tests
are
then
graded
composition:on s lected topics in their native language.
This
procedure
has
won
approval
by competent res urce people fluent in the language.
from the state nd may be instituted state-wide.
,Modifications of state tests and test administration are available for
students with handicapping conditions.

Students are exempted from State comprehensive test requirements for graduation if they have scored above a certain level on College Entrance Examination Board
tests or American College Testing Program tests or have passed State Regents examina"Alternative tests" may be used for students "who have
tions in English and math.
not passed the examinations_because of extraordinary administrative circumstances
not caused by the willful act of the pupil or of a teacher or administrator".
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA

The district maintains NRT results on tape by year for each student, school
Hard copy data.are also available. The city is also working toward
and subdistrict.
a competency test data base for high school students., The sfudent data base is separate and contains no test information.
The district publishes a three-part Rankings Report which ranks all
New York City Schools with regard to performance in reading. This report provides
annual comparisons of the percent of students,at or above grade-level, at or below
grade level, gains, means, medians and grade equivalents by school. The statistics
include limited English 'proficient students. Although their results are broken out
If they are
separately, those tested are included in the overall statistics as well.
The
third
part of
bot tested, they are included and counted as below grade level.
the Rankings Report (Supplement) excludes data on limited-English proficient students.
district ,data base does not allow for analyses by-gender, race, language or SES.
T
he Rankings Report is released to the general public.
'
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (NEW YORK cuy)

Grade

Name of
Test

Tested
2-9

/.

'Designed

by Whom

California Achievement Test

.CTB McGrawHill

Areas
Tested
Reading

.Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NCE, grade
equiv., raw

.

Spring

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

NRT

1980 - C
1981

Used

,

General'Purposes

National

Annual surimy, of student acyleve
ment; promotion policy in/4 and 7;
State mandate for ranking of schools

National.

Diagnostic; instructional purposes;

D

scores,

percentiles
2-9

Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

Psych'Corp

Math

II

°

Spring

NRT

For6A

'

promotion criterion, in 4 and 7 (00,e-

sently being customized to district
curriculum)
K-12

9-12

Language Assessment Battery

District

High School
Reading.and Math
series

Reading - CTBS

,

9-12

9-12

High School
City Wides

'Regents

Exams

English Language
Proficiency

Raw score,
percentiles

Annually
or when
student
enters
system

Reading, Math

McGraw-Hill',

Raw scores,
grade equiv-

Oct
April

Math

alent', per-

TASK (Pskh

centiles

For placement in bilingual and
English as aisecond language class

.J.

NRT

Alternate
forms

National ,-,E'valuation instrument for funded
programs

COrp)

District
Subject
Area
Directors

State

Numerous subPaSs/Fail
jects in Math,
English,Sciences,
Foreign Languages,
Business and
Vocational Ed:
'Math, Languages,
Sciences, Social
Studies and other
areas

Pass/Fail

Whenever
students
complete
a given sequence

-409

CRTs

To demoostrate satisfactory achievement in-courses and sequences of
courses for the requirements of the
high School diploma

CRT

Achievement test used as a standard

14,1"

MINIMUM COMPETENCY TEST

brade

Tested

.Name of
Test

3 El

PuptlEvaluation

6

Program

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

State

Math,

Metric'

or UM*
eading
11,

6th Grade
Reading

When
Given
Fall

(NEW YORK CITY)

NRT/

\CRT

9

11

Preliminary
Competency
Exam
Regents
Competency
.Test

Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes

,

Checkpoints as part of State
Regent"s Competency Test Program

DRP*
Holistic

Annually

CRT

Checkpoint to provide remedial
assistance

Math

Raw Score
Pass/fail

Jan and
June

CRT,

Graduation requirement

Reading
Writing

DRP*
Holistic

CRT

Graduation requirement

State

Reading
Writing

State

State

or

.

CRT,:

DRP*

8

. Forms

'

12

*DRP - degree of reading power.

a

)
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Test liaisons-assigned to each district conduct workshops for pr-incipals,
administrators, teachers and parents on reading printo-uts and interpretation of test
These workshops are intended to ast'ist in understanding individual written
results.
.test reports, and how to use tftese test results.

C.A.T. subtest results and totals and Stanford math test results are re'corded on permanent student records, usually via a gummed label. Machers, principals and immediate school staff have accest to these records.
Longitudinal test data from State competency tests, C.A.T. and the Stanford
Test have been maintained by student for several years.
The Office of Education Evaluation (research) is distinct from Curriculum
and Instruction, and is generally responsible for the evaluation of centrally administered, categorically funded and special programs. The Office of Testing in Curriculum
and Instruction hat primary responsibility for test administration but is also
involved in research design, pilot testing, etc.
TEST RESULTS.

The standards and cutoffs for the competency exams given in high school are
The standards and cutoffs used on the C,A.T. and math test
determined by the state.
in grades 4 and 7 to determine eligibility for promotion were set in a process initiPublic meetings were held arid committees
ated.out of the Office of the Chancellor.
Suggestions
were
presented
to
the
Chancellor's
office which 'then set the
set up.
Currently,
any
studeht
in
4th
grade
who
is
more
than one year below grade
policy.
Any
level in rea'ding and two years\or more below level in mathematics is retained.
7th grade student who is more than 11/2-years below grade level in reading and two
years or more below level in mathematics is also retained.
Students Who are retained in 4th and 7th grades are encouraged to attend a
-six Week remedial summer school program. At the end of the program students are retested and promoted if results are satisfactory. Any retainee can be re-tested at
In
the end of summer whether or not they have been enrolled in a summer program.
classes
addition to summer school, remedial assistance is also provided in special
There is no spectfic policy for high school
containing no more'than 20 .students.
students who-fail the State Competency Test.'
In addition to summer school and small classes, remedial assistance is
reading and mathematics programs.
provided in the regular classroom, and exemplary
Some high schools operate before/after school drop-in programs and provide tutoripl
Remedial costs
services. Skills labs are available in some of the remedial courses.
are paid for by the district, state and federal funds.
If a student scores below the cutoff in 4th and 7th grade C.A.T.s, the
teacher and principal may petition the Superintendent for examption from retention
based on other grades, past performance and attendance. 'The petition is presented
to the Promotional Policy Office where final determination is made.

Students who do not pass the state competency exam
Students who do
all other requirements have been satisfied.
They
may
return
in August and
any certificates or diplomas.
test but if they have not passed that time, they must pursue
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do not graduate even if
not pass do not receive
January to re-take the
a G.E.D.

0

The stat'e presently specifies minfmum achievement levels for studeRts. N
The
legal actions have bpen taken against the district for the use of any tests.
of
the
student
assessment
program
and
the
scanning?
district pays the entire cost
scoring-and-reporting costs of the competency exams.

For'further information on New York's testing program, please coptact:
Ida Echevarria
Director, Office of Testing
Division of Curriculum and Instruction
131 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Phone:

(212) 624-4101
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NORFOLK

The.district uses standardized achievement tests, published by a commercial
test service; district-designed achievement tests, and the state-designed minimum
competency test.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
At both the elementary and secondary levelt, NRTs are used:
for program evOidatiop

for diagnosis of indtvid4 strengths/weagnesses
for placement of studentswin remedial classes and the gifted program
to measure district-wideachievement progress
.

.

The CRTs are a factor in promotion decisions at the elementary level and are used at'
both elementary and secondary levels:
-

for p'rogram evaluation

for diagnosis of individual students
to assess the need for curriculum revision
to monitor district-wide achievement 'progress
The results. of NRTs are also used in ihe evaluation of federal programs.'

District-designed tests .are referenced against the curriculum and test items
are matched to curriculuM objectives. Areas of weaknesses are determined from test
the classroom teacher at the class level, the principal at
results at three levels:
the school level, ,and the Instruction Department at the system level. ModifiCation of
curriculum may occur at any of the three levels.

SELECTION OF TESTS

,

In Virginia, the state recommends and provides sPecffic -tests: When an
HoweVer, tests
option exists, Testing and.Instruction personnel make the selection.
are mandated for specific grades but the district may decide to administer the appro.,p.riate level of the test in additional grades as well.
.

For district-designed tests, Norfolk 'has developed its"own item pool. The
items were generated by test development comaittees which consist of personnel from
the'testing department, subject matter coorqinators, and subject matter teachers.
Personnel from the Testing Office served as resource. consultants and provided techMastery items can be generateckfJr teachers to use in determining
nical assistance.
if. remedial -work is effective or mastery of objectives has been achieved.
-

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The district.uses KR20 and the Kappa formula to determine the reliability
of the Monitor tests and relies bn content validity. A study is presently in progress
ine'if racial, cultural or gender bias has been eliminated.
I

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All regular students in designated grades in all schools are tested.
Test
materials are housed in a testing room, in the School Administration Building, and
are under lock and key.
,All test materials are sent to the building principal who must sign a receiving form which is returned to the Testing Office.
All special requests for
tests must be approved by the principal and/or Regional Assistant Superintendent.
The testing room is cleaned during the day when the testing staff is present.

Training on test administration and interpretation of results is given to
principals, test chairpersons, teachers and assistant principals for each building by"
staff from the Testing Office. Prior to the training, the staff meets with Regional
Assistant Superintendents to present pertinent information.
The testing chairpersons
assist with faculty trainfng.
"Under specific conditions, a few special education children are exempt
from the tests.
Some special education students take an off-level test.
Both the
state and district tests are aVailable in large print for the vision impaired.
Stu_dents who._do not test well in large groups can be tested individually. ,LEP or NEP
students may be granted case-by-case delays in taking tests but must ultimately take
them in English.
.

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
All information from the Graduation Competency Tests and district Monitor
-Tests is On the test data base keyed to individual student I.D. numbers. The data
base also contains information on each student's grade, sex, race, and.school.
Re-'
sults from the CAT and SRA tests are on separate tapes' and cannot be accessed by
studentI.D. mimber. From the test data base, for the Monitor Test, th'e district
generates item analyses, frequency distributions and summary statistics by class,
school and system.
Reports.on individual students and classes are sent to teachers.
Aggregate class data and school reports are provided to principals.
Formal reports
on individual schools, schools in a region and system are provided to principals,
Regional Assistant Superintendent, Superintendent and the School Board.
Parents are issued individual reports with an explanation of content.
A
cover letter from the principal is written, urging parents to contact teachers for an
explanation and assistance,when necessary.
The-Testing staff also provides test and
test interpretation information at PTA meetings upon request.
,

,

Elementary students' records contain a computer generated Sticker showing
test.date, scores for each subtest and total.
Graduaçtion Competency Test sbbscores
and pass/fail status`are recorded on each S-econdary tudent's folder. Access to student records is limited to classroom teachers, cj.1elors and parents.
Individual
student records are microfiched after graduation and maintained indefinitely.
The Research and Instruction Departments are support departments.
They work
together but do not report to the same Assistant Superintendent.
The Director of
Testing is in charge of,test administration.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (NORFOLK)

f- Grade

Tested
Pre-K

Name pf
Test

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

-Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Monitor Test

District

Rea iness

Percent
correct

Sept
Jan
May

CRT

Metropolitan
Readiness Test

Psychological
Corporation

All six
areas

Percentile

Feb

NRT

Form P
Level 1

Sept

NRT

Form P

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes

tocal

To assess readiness for Kindergarten

NatiOnal

Diagnostic

/

11

1

11

II

II

Level II
1

2

Monitor Test

Science Research
Associates Test

.

District

Language Arts

Percent
correct

Jan
May

CRT

,Science Re-

Language Arts,
Math, Reading,
Educational
Ability
Series

Percentiles

Mar

NIIT

Level C
Form 1

Mar

NRT

Level E
Form 1

Mar

NRT

Level F:
Form 1, 6th
LeVel G:
Form 1, 8th
Level H:

search Associates,
Chicago

4

,6, 8

Reading, Language
Arts, Math, Social
Studies, Reference
Materials, Educational Ability
Series
Sciençk Re.earch
Associates
-Achievement Test

Science Research
Associates,
Chicago

Local

To Tonitor progress

National

To determine degree of achievement

National

To determine degree of a,:hievement

National

To determine degree of achievement

Local

To monitor progress

Form 1, llth
All of the above
and AppliedSkills
1-6

Monitor Test

District

Language Arts and
Math

Mar

Percent

'Sept,Jan, CRT

,correct

\
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different
levels according
.to grade

Norfolk

.Grade

Tested

Achievement Tests Cont'd

Name of
Test

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Off-level
Testing

National

For Title I

Local

To monitor progress

3-8

California.Achievement Test

CTB McGraw- 0
Hill

Reading, Language, Arts,
Math

Percentile
NCE

Oct
Apr

NRT

7

Science, Math, Language Arts Tests

District

Science, Math
Language Arts

Percent
correct

Sept
Jan
Feb

CRT

.

o

General Purposes

4

May
8

Math,.Language
Arts Tests

District

Math, Language
Arts

Percent
correct

Sept
Jan

CRT

Local

To monitor progress

Feb

May

410

Math, kanguage
Atti,IP:Vs

District

Math, Language
Arts

Percent
correct

Feb

CRT

Local

To monitor progress

11 &

Language Arts
Tests

District

Language Arts

Percent
correct

Feb

CRT

Local

To monitor progress

1

12

1
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MINIMUM COMPETENCY.TESTS (NORFOLK)

Grade ,

Teste4

Name a
Test

-Designed
by'Whom.

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

7

10

II 8
12

Virginia Gradua-

State

tionTest

District

Virginia Graduation Test

For those
who did not
pass test
in 10th
grade

Reading, Math,
Social Studies

Percent
correct

When
Given'

Marth

Ilth Grade:
March
12th Grade:
Oct.,
Mar.,
May
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13

NRT/
CRT
CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used
State

General Purposes
To determine graduation

TEST RESULTS
The state sets the standards for i%ssing minimum competency eSts.
Students
must score 70% correct to pass.
In 1981, 99.9% of the 12th grade students.passed.

Thoie who fail competency tests'on the prst administration ha e four oppor7
tunities to retake the tests.
Remedial work is prcwided in each school. Remedial
work can take the form of assistancein the regular classroom, enrollment 'n remedial
courses or tutorial-assistance, all of which is paid\for by the district.
Test scores are only one of mapy criteria in promotion decisions.
Teacher
judgement, reading level, grades and, clastroom participation are also factors
However, students must pass the competency tests to graduate irrespective of other criteria. 'Regular students who do not pass, do not receive a diploma. They do
the
opportunity to return and take the. tests after leaving school.
Both the district and state presently specify minimum achievment level
The state supplies the manddated tests and pays for scoring and other costs.

For further information on Norfolk's assessment rogram, contact:
Anna G.'Dodson
Director of Research, Testihg
and Stati2stics

800 E. City Hall Avenue
Norfolk, VA 23501
Phone:

(804) 441-2319
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OAKLAND
The district uses standardized achievement tests published by a
commercial testing service, and district-designed achievement and minimum competency tests.

PURPOSES OF TESTING
Both NRTs and CRTs are used a

the elementary and secondary levels

for:
-

I-program evaluation
I platement of students
diagnosis of individual studentstrengths/weakriesses
O assessment of th,, need for curriculum revisiOn
measurement of district-wide achievement progress
determination.of the need for.teacher in-service training
In addition, NRTs and CRTs are a factor in placement bf students in remedial
classes at the elementary level and CRTs are a factor in promotion decisions at
the elementary level.
Results are also used in the evaluation of federal programs.

The student assessment program is not related to curriculum improvement
efforts through any formal process. Test results are reported to_the Curriculum
Division at least semi-annually,and the curriculum is written based on test
scores.
SELECTION OF TESTS

Tests are selected by the Superintendent's Testing and Evaluation
Committee which is comprised of the Director of ReSearch and Evaluation, several
principals, teachers, curriculum personnel, parents, and one representative from
the community at large.
-rest publishers deal directly with the Director of
Research and Evaluation and his staff which presents test materials to the
committee for review and selection.
When the district designs its own tests, it develops some items on its
own but also draws on item banks such as the state item bank, the National
Institute of Education National Assessment pool in Denver (Education Committee of
the States), and publishers' existing item banks for which a royalty must be paid.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

To ascertain reliability of district-designed tests, standard reliaValidity is assured by content
bility formulae, primarily KR20 arid KR21 are used.
validity determined by an Item Review Committee using item Oas studies. To
preclude cultural, racial or gender bias in test items, statistical item bias
stuslies using primarily Chi Square and item response theory are conducted.
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ADMINISTRATfON OF TESTS
All students in all schools are tested with the exception of California
There are ten forms of the'test
Assessment Project, which suses matrix sampling.
Only school scores are available. All testing
'and students take one of the ten.
is conducted within the students' schools.
The LEAP and CAP tests are numbered sequentially. They must be signed out
and returned by teachers and principals who are responsible for their security in
the schools.
Occassional workshops on test administration are hel d for faculty but
there is no organized approach.
Proficiency standards for handicapped children are et individually
in the Individual Education Plan. Non-English proficient stu entsare_exempt
State law, however, requires that the LEAP be ta en and-passed in
from tests.
English.

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The district's test data base and student data base are identical. A
Any statistical
tentralized system maintains raw test scores'for each student.
measurement can be produced by accessing all members of specified group (grade
level, classroom, school, gender, race, language) and tonverting raw scores.
The district produces thirty to forty reports on test results by program and/or school to various categories of people and groups.
Assistance with test result interpretation for teachers and parents
is provided by Evaluation staff. Eath staff member is assigned to a specific
number of schools to work with teachers and conduct Workshops and in-service.
A one sheet Individual Student Report which is sent home to parents
training.
includes interpretive information. Evaluation staff also attend School Advisory
meetings where they talk to parents.
All information, raw scores, from subtests are placed on student
Central administrators, principals, teachers, counselors and students
have access to the records\
records.

strict and schools, have been maintained for at
Test data for the
The
data
base
by student is two years old and will be maintained
least 20 years.
indefinitely.

The Research Department and curriculum and instruction are separate
The Director of Researcn
units although both report to the same Superintendent.
and Evaluation is responsible for test administration.
TEST RESULTS
The schools in the district operate voluntary programs to prepare
students for tests outside of regular classroom instruction.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (OAKLAND)

brade

Tested
K

Name uf
'Test

Designed
by Whom

Areas
Tested

District

Number and
Letter,Recognition

CTB-McGraw-

Reading, Lan'-

Hill

guage, Math

Kindergarten
Check List

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Number
Correct

Fail

CRT

Standard
Scores, percent grade
level equivalent

Spring

NRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used..

General Purpqses
Initial plaCeMent in Kindergarten
classrooms

-

1-0 CTBS

k

.California

Assessment
Program (CAP)
3

State of
California Dept..
of Ed.

II

II
.

-

n

, 6612
\

Bilingual
Syntax
Measure

English
familiarity
skills assessment

ifasic Skills

Survey

Form S
,

Publisher's Achievement progress, Individual
National
student diagnosis, Curriculum deNorm 1946
yejopment
,

Percent
Varies
items correct

Reading, Written
Expression,
Math

Standard
Score

Reading, Written
ExpresSion,
Math, SPelling

Percentitems

,

n

NRT

State

State assessment and legislative
mandate

NRT

State

State assessment and legislative
mandate

NRT

State

State assessment and legislative
mandate

correct

Number cbrrect

Form 2

.

Administered to all students whose
native Language'is not English when
they enter school system to assess'
ability tp speak and comprehend
English

MINIMUM.COMPETENCY TES
Learning Expecta5.
7, 9, tions and Profi12
ciencies (LEAP)
3,

District

Reading, Math,
Language

Item response March
Standard
Score
.

CRT

Form 2

District

Individual diagnosis, curriculum de,velopment, retention/promotion deciMons. Students in grades 9-12.must
pass once. Graduation requirement
effective 1981.
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Thel'standards for passing minimum competTicy tests were set by a
committee of approximately 50 people including administrative personnel, -principals, teachers, students and Community members.
Each area tested contains a
number of competencies. Students must demonstrate mastery of 70% of all competencies. Only 1% of 12th graders were not able to graduate in 1981, the first
year test was required for graduation, solely on the basis of.failing the competency test.
\

The district offers remedial assistance in the regillar classroom,
remedial courses, a before/after school drop-in program, sumMer school, tutorial
assistance and skills labs for which it pay all posts.
Students milit pass the
competency test to graduate even if all other requirements have been satisfied.
Califorfiia law prohibits awarding any special diploma or certificates to students
who have not passed the test.
Students have the option of attending adult school'
or a community college program after leaving school.. A remedial course is also
offered to 12th graders who do not attend school ;and may or maymot .have completed
other high school requirements,

When deciding whether or not to promote a student, CTBS *scores, district CRitests., subject grades, teacher judgment and a number.of other factors are
cOnsidered in addition-to competency test scves.

)

The district has specified minimum achievement levers for ti.)dents under .)
state mandate. No legal actions have been taken against the district for using any
.tests but several cases are pending against the state. The district pays the en-,
tire cost,of the assessment program.
I

For further information on Oakland's testing program, please contact:.
Dr. Stephen Osterlind
Director of Research and Evaluation
Oakland Unified School Dlstrict
1025 Second Avenue
Oakland,,California
.

Phone:

(415) 836-8253

f
PHILADELPHIA.

The digtrict uses standardized achievement tests published by a c(Immercial testing company and both district-deSigned achievement and minimumhcompetency
tests.

PURPOSES OF TESTING

k"

Both NRTs and CRTs are used at the el'ementa'ry,and secondary leVels:
.'fo'r placement students

for diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
,O to place students in remedial classes
to assess the need for curriculum reyision
O to determine the need for feacher in:service training

NRTs are also used at elementary and secondary levels for program evaluation and to_
qlleasure district-wide achievement progreSs. Test results are also used in the eval-

uatun of federal programs.
Tests are referenced against the curriculum. Data on item performance
are4given.to the Curriculum and Instruction office which conducts comparisons and
analyses to identify curriculum areas which may require modification.
-SELECTION OF TESTS

The district has no standing test review committee. When required', the
research office and all other, offices concerned are.involved. Using an extensive
Responses from
review procedure; materials from test publishers are evaluated.
No
the review process are analyzed and consensus reached on.the final selection.
(A copy of the forms used in the review process is
competitiVe<bids are obtained.
After the test has been selected, it js field tested with
available at 'theCGCS).
representative students at different leVels. Both objective test results and
affective domain responses are analyzed and evaluated prior to final test implementation.

The distnict does not use item banks or pool. Atems for "districtdesigned tests.are develoRed.bY personnet from the appropniate_surriculum office.
All items are piloted and statistical analyses conducted to determine which will
6e used.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

,

Reliabtlity of the district-designed reading tesi" was determined by using
,internal consistence estimates (KR20) whicb resulted in a measure of .94. 'No reValidity on the districtliability tests have-been conducted far the math test's.
designed tests.is,assumed from the test development process 'in the curriculum deNo forma) provisions,have Seen made to protect against cultural, racial
partment.
However, items are carefully considered from these perspectives.
or gender bias.
Item try-outs are used.to detect bias.
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ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All, students in all schools are tested and all testing is conducted in
the students' schools. All tests are stored in the schools and test security is
the responsibinty of each school's administrator. -Training pn test procedure
'for faculty :is provided in written fOrm by. the central office'for implementation
at individual schools.

.

Onlimentally retarded students in self-contained classrooms are exempt
'from the diXrict's competency tests. Teathers use their discretion about the
method of administering the tests to handicapped students but 'an must take them.
The math test exists in a Spanish edition but the reading test must be passed in
English.

'

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
/

The district maintains a pupil directori, fi e with inidvidual demographic
No
test results are on this student data base but 1RT r Sults can be
data.
obtained for individual ,students by cross-walking with student identification
Competency tests are school administered and there i1s no central test
numbers.
The district reports, class listg with pass/fail indata base foe.these results..
dicatians including res'ults- by subtest and class summaries. Analy,ses of the
competency,test are done by school only.

Class score lists are sent to schools through the Curriculum office.
' year-to-date recapitulation of reading results is also prod ced.

A

The type of agsistance given to teachers and pa ents op test result interpretation is a local school option. CRT results are on student report cards with
CompetencY tests re ults are not rea pass/fail nOtation'ai all other subjects.
ar-to-date only.
corded on-students' permanent records. The data are m intained
The research department and curriculum and-i struction'are-cooperating
colleagues. .Curriculum and Instruction is in charge f test administration.
,

TEST RESULTS
/

Th'e standards for passing the Minimum competency test were'set by the
Curriculum department based on standardization data provided by Research and
Development.

.

Students who do not pass the minimum competency test are automatically,
Remedial assistance
remedial courses held during regular school hours.
placed
In
addition
to
test
scores, report
is also available in the regular classroom.
factors
in
promotion
decisions at the
card grades and teacher recommendations are
:elementary and j,unior high levels. Students are provided numerous opArtunities.
hen if all
to pass the minimum competency test but it must be passed to graduate
Students
who
do
not
pass
are
awarded
a
other requirements have been skatisfied.
certificate of attendance instead of a diploma.

,

There have been no legisl-ative measures proposed which wouid Specify
minimum achjemement leVels and no legal ac ions have been taken against-the disthe student
trict for t'kejuse of any tests. The distric pays the entire cost of
assessment program.
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,ACHIEVEMENT TESTS- (PHILADELPHIA)

ra e
Tested

Name.of
Test

,

Des gne
by Whom

reas

etr c
or UM*

Tested

en

NRT
CRT

Given

orms
Usel

Norms
Used

,

K

1

Stanford
Early School
Achievement
Test

Psych
Corp

General Purposes
FO-F all Grades:

Complete
Battery

NPR

February

NRT

Mid-Year

,

'California

CTB/McGraw-

Reading

Achievement
Tests

Hill

Mathematics
Language

11

U

.,

,,

i.

II

11

.,

Annual status report of pupil performance in basic skills -- guidance,
placement, program evaluation, eligibility for Title I services, instructional diagnosis, etc.

Level I,
Form A

.

,,\

3

.,

II

.,

U

U

U

1

11

,

Level 2,
Form A
11

11

Level 1,
Form A

Level 2,
Form A

11

II

Level. 3,

Form A
11

11

11

7

11

It

11

11

II

Ii

8

11

11

10

Reading
Mathematics*
Reading
Mathematics*

II

'1

11

II

II

11

II

I,

Reading
MatheMalics*

11

Level 3,
Form A

11

Level 4,
Form A

11

Level 4,
Form A

P.

Level 4,
Form A

Level 4,
Form A

11

Level 5Form A

*In Title I eligible schools only
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404W
Philadelphia - Achievement Tests Cont'd
1

a e

Name o
Test

Tested
12

California
,Achievement
Test

Des gne
by Whom

reas
Tested

CM/McGraw-4BH

Reading
Mathematics*

Metr c
or UM*
.
NPR

W en
Given

NRT
CRT

Forms
Used

orms
Used

.Febraury

NRT

Level 5,
Form A

Mid-Year

.

General Purposes
For All grades:
Annual status report of pupil
performance in basic skills -guidance, p1aceMent, prOgram
evaluation, eligibility for
Title I services, instructional
diagnosis, etc.

31

*In Title I eligible schools only

4

16 8

16 "I
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MINIMUM COMPETENCY TUTS - PHILADILPHIA

lrrade
Tested

Name of
Test

Designed
by Whom

Assessment of
Math Literacy

10

Assessment of
Math Literacy

.

Areas
Tested

Math Dept.
aided by
Research
Office

Mathematics

Math Dept.
aided by
Research
Office

Mathematics

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

Raw Score

Offered
Feb A
May*

CRT

Grade. 8

Offered
Feb &
May*

:CRT

Raw Score

Norms,
Used

General Purposes

To establish partial eligibtUty
for H.S. diploma.

Grade 10

To establish,partial eligibility
for H.S. diploma.

MINIMUM COMPETENCY - READING
10

Functional
Literacy
Assessment
.

Language
Arts-Dept.
aided bY
Research
Office
IP

12

Reading

Raw Score

Offered
Oct. &
May*

CRT

Grade 10

To establish partial eligibility
for H.S. diploma.

Reading

Raw Score

Offered
Oct.,
Dec.,
Mar. &
May*

CRT

Grade 12

To establish partial eligibility
.for H.S. diploma

*Each pupil is expecJ'd to pass one Reading test in either Grade 10, 11, or 12.

Once passed, the tet is not retaken.
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FCir further information on Philadelphia's testing\program, c'ontact:

Dr. Jules Grosswald
Director
Divisio'n of Testing Services
Board of Education Building
21st Street and the,Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19103
:

Phone:

(215) 299-7745

Room 407

PITTSBURGH

The district uses both standardized achievement tests published by a
c9mmercia1 testing Service and district-designed achievement tests.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
NRTs are used in'grades 1-8'for program evaluation, diagnosis of indivi-dual student strengths/weaknesses and to measure district-wide achieverdent progress.
At the secondary level, NRTs are used for placement in remedial courses. CRTs are,
used for diagnostic purposes. The results of tests are not used in the evaluation
of federal programs.

There is a revolVing, reciprocal process between the assessment program
and curriculum improvement efforts. The curriculum is periodically reviewed, and
if changes are made, then tests are modified to reflect these.
SELECTION OF,TESTS

Tests for the district are selected by an ad hoc committee ofTa,cademic
The comMittee examines specirtip_sets from publishers
supervisors and counselors.
and may request presentations. A detailed rating form which ranks tests On the
basis of validity, appropriateness for students, administrative usability and
(Copies of the Test
technical excellence is employed in the selection policy.
Evaluatioh Rating'Form are available at the Council of Great City Schools)
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

No determination of the reliability of district-designed tests has been
made. Content validity is atsumed through the development of test items and
No analyses have been conobjectives, which reflect course and text objectives.
ducted to determine lf cultural, racial or gender bias has been avotded.
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All Students'in all schools are tested in the students' schools:cipals are responsible for test security but no formal procedures exist.

Prin-

Principals and academic supervisors receive instruction and guidance to
conduct in-service training for faculty on test administration and inte'rpretation of
test results. Written documents of instruction are also proivded for teachers.
Educable Mentally Retarded and non-English proficient students are
exeMpt from teSts. Large print is aVailable for vition7impaired students.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The district has centralized data on tapes from scoring services for the
NRTs by student and school. Since.the Monitoring tests are still in the process
of evolving, the results are not presently maintained on tape. The student data
From the NRT raw scores, the distrftt
base is independent of the test data base.

can generate grade equivalents, national percentiles, stanines, summary statistics and the number of students above and below national norms.' In addition to
analyses by school, the data base also allows for analyses by gender: AchieveMentsdata by school and for district As sent to the Board_of Education and made.
public by that body.
Parents receive a Student Interpretive Report on test scores sent
home with the report card.
Each report contains a narrative unique to the student
which Ts norm and criterion referenced and discusses the student's strengths and
weaknesses in each area tested.
All standardized achievement test data are placed on student reCords
by a computer printed label.
School- personnel, parents and students over 18
have'access to the records. Both the student records and taped test results are
maintained indefinitely.
The district does not have a Research Department.
The Division of Testing
and Evaluation and the Division of Curriculum Development are independent but under
the Department of Instructional Development.
Classroom teachers at the elementary
level and counselors at the secondary level are in charge of test adMinistrarion.
TEST RESULTS
The Basic Skills Assessment-is used by the dis,trict as a minimum competency test. The standards and cutoff are determined by all English and math
teachers at the secondary level using the Nedelsky and Angoff methods. In reading,
student Must score 44 out of 65 and in math 31 out of 70 (standard scores of 134).
Approximately 87% pass.reading and 72% pass math.

Those who do not pasi the test, which is giVen in November of the 10th
grade,.are placed in a remedial course.
In addition to normal graduation requirements,jthis course must be passed before the student can graduate. The course
is also available in summer school. The district pays for remedial work. No
special diplomas or certificates are awarded to those who do not pass the test or
course.
With respect to promotion decisions, individual teachers determine if
test'scores are to be a factor in the decision and how much weight they are to be
given.

Neither the district nor the state presently specifies minimum achievement
No legislative measures of this nature have been proposed.
The district
pays the entire cost of the assessment program.
levels.

For further informatio-eron Pitttburgh's 6ssessment program, please
contact:

Melvin Vesely
Testing SpeCialist
Pittsburgh/Public Schools

341 SoUWBellefield Avenue
Fittsbur4h,' PA

Phone.

/

15213

(412) 622-3941
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (PITTSBURGH)
>,

tirade

Name of

Designed
by Whom

School Readiness Survey

K - 8

1-8

1-12

California
Achievement
Test 1977
Edition

Consulting
Psychologists

CTB/McGraw.Hill

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Visual,
Audio Discrimination, General
Reading, Language, Math,
Spelling, Refer.ence Skills

Raw
Score

Sept

CRT

Raw Score

April

NRT

F6rm C

6 times

CRT

Forms A-F

Reading,
Language,: Math,
Spelling,) Refer--

%ence Skills

Monitoring
Achievement
in Pittsburgh

District

Monitdring
Achievement

District

Math

5, 8,,
11

Raw Score,

District

Natidnal

Assessment of achievement, Diagnosis
of individual student strengths/weaknesses

DiagnOsis

Grammar
and Composition

Raw Score

Reading Skills

Raw Score

Pennsylvania
Educational

Stay

Begim

CRT

Diagnosis

.

Pilot
Test
Jan '82

Will be
implemented

CRT

Diagnosis

.----by.Sept '83

Oality Assess-

12

1

Establish joint parent/school effort
in education of child

year

Monitoring
Achievement
14 Peadin§

MonitoringArh1evement District
in Pittsburgh

General' Purposqs

per

ment
9

Norms
Used

-Grade equivalent,
National
percentile
National
Stanine

in Lan0age

1-2

Forms
Used

Reading, Math,
Language, Health
and other noncognitive areas

State
percen-

General Math

Raw Score

Consumer Math

tRT

Six times
per year

CRT

State

To Measure school performance in
tested areas

tiles,
ranks

.

MonitoringAchievement

Mech

ft

Forms A-F

It

Diagnosis

II

in Math
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PORTLAND

The distritt-useS both district-designed'achievement and minimum competency tests. The NRT/CRT distinction does',not _applY to the district's testing,
program Which is designed to incorporate'the best of both,NRT and CRT approaches.
The district reparts individual scores and group means in relation to local ,and
nat.ianal norms,'but also reports student success or need for help on each of the
specific goals measured within the program.
I

PURPOSES OF TESTING
/

Tests are used

or

program ev uation
placement of studtnts
diagnosi
of individual student strengths/weftnesses
of students in remedial classes
placeme
O assess nt of the need for curriculum irevision
measu ement of district-wide achievement progress
.

The results are also used in the evaluation'of federal pro

ams.

Results'
Tests are develOped to Closely match the local curriculum.
are used at district, building and classroo0eVels to select, revise, impirove
adapt curriculum goals as well as instructi;Onal materials and practices.

SELECTION OF 'TESTS

.

The district has a standing test review committee comprised of key
evaluation and curriculum personnel advi,sed by building staff yha, consult citiz n
The district no longer deals with test publishers except for
.advisory committees.
When designing its own tests, the district draws on
special, limited purposes.
the Northwest Evaluation Association item banks to which it also contributes.
TECHNICAL INFORMAlION
The reliability of district designed tests is determined by using soli
halves and test-retest methods. Mbre importantly, reliability is measured b
indicators of the measurement error 14lated to each score on each test.
To assure validity, Curriculum establishes goals and certifies the appropriateness of goal coverage. Items are reviewed for match with required curricular and instructional materials and comparisons are.made With other local;
state and national measures.
Item bias has been precluded
cultural-r6cial-gender committee prior
against carefully developed and public
/analyses are reviewed to determine.how

by having each item reviewed by a multito field testing.
Each item is reviewed
After field testing, item
criteria.
each one performs with different groups.
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"ADMLNISTRATIOR,OF TtSTS

All students ingrades 3-8 and-all*secondary students who have not yet
attained the district crqerion levels for,competency certification are tested.
All testing is conducted within students"schools. TeS---CsT are,-numbered and signed
They are kept under lock and key until after testing.
out.

Teachers and administrative staff mho administer tets receive spcial
trdining on testing procedure and'local building test,coOrdinators cirovide support
,
ahd information,
!

Any speciastudents who cannot-take tests are exempt.fromythem. Accdmmodations are being developed to incl,ude as many handicapped students as can beneSiMilar adaptations- are Planned.for non-English sPeakcing
students at least in-mathematics.
fit from testing'.

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA

.

,

The district maintains a longitudinal test data base keyed to uniqug
student-J.D. number_thai includes score's back to.1977, and additional student
Further
data suchHas schools attended, age, race; sex, special programs, etc.
student data s accessible. The database-also allows for analyses by school,
language and SES to some extent. The system reports Raseh analyses, calibrations,
fhe entire,test data base is maintained until five years
linking,and 'Scoring.
aftgr students leavê the system.
.

The annuals' level of achievement and gain is reported' to.the school
'
board, central and area administnators, building administrators, program
managers, teachers, students and parents, by grade and subject, within district,
area, building, prograM, classroom, teacher,and indifldual student as appropriate.
a

e

Teachers are given assistance wi_th test:result interpretation through
in-serOce training as well as manUals and brochures. Assistance is also proParentt are assisted through a-Parentvided by principals and test coordinators.
Teacher Guide, which is a 180 page test informatift manual,_and in conference with
Individual compute)" generated reports of the level of student achievement
-TeaCher.s.
and goal areas in which students need additional help are sent home.
,

Twice.annual achievement data and certlfication of competency attainMent
are noted on student records. !Teachers have 'access to thete records as needed\ with
Other authori±ed district personnel also have access.
the consent ,of principals.
The evaluation department and the curriculum and instf-uction unit are
A Curriculum/and Evaluation-Council meets monthly to foster
Colleagues.
Gooperati
mutuaf support.
The EValuation DepartMent is responsible for test administration.

TEST RESULTS
.

A

The dittrict standard for passing minimum competency tests is a "ninth
grade national equivalent" which was adapted by the Board of Education. The class
of 1984 will] be the first class fpr which the competency testMill.be a graduatiOn'
requjrement, Currently, approximalely 2030% are below ceriification levels as Of
spphomore year.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (PORTLAND).

brade
Tested

3, 4,
5, 6,
7, 8

Name of
Test
Portland Basic
Skills Achievement Levels
Tests

Designed
by Whom
EvalUation and
Curriculum Stafj
of PPS in,consultation with
Consultants,
teachers, Principals, Counselort, etc.

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

Reading ,
Mathematics
add

Language
Usage

tpcal
Standard
Score

When
Given
Oct and
May

Northwest
Evaluation
Asspciation
Rasch Scale

NRT/
CRT
Both

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

Alternate
Equated to a.
forms of
variety of
locally
Q National
developed,
Norms
functional
level, Rasch
based, standardized

General Purposes
Provide accurate individual measures of achievement each Fall and
Spring expressed-in terms of (1)
position on a Rasch equal-interval
scale extending from low 3rd grade
to high 8th grade performance and
(2) a standard score based'on
Portland grader-level distributions

tests

,

Indicators
by Goal if
between
District
mean and
16th percentile (4)
and if below
16th percentile (R)

Identify goals on which individuals or groups of students may need
further diagnosis and help, Students grouping ins'-uctional priorities, Student I acement,
Program EValuation, Policy Foe\
mulation, Resource Allocation, \Researth
Provide semi-annual informatibn
on progress\of-students toward
basic skills'iligh school gradua
tion requirements
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MINIMUM COMPETENCY TESTS (PORTLAND)

\
ra e

jeSted

.

Name of
Test

Designed
by Whom

Ar,eas

Tetted

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

Norms
Used

Forms
Used

\General Purposes

1
,

\

.

The grade 38 Achievement Tests cover the same
(Note:
goals as the end of 8th through 12th grade Minimum Com'
petency Tests, and reports on whether students are
making satisfactory iirogress toward eventual certification are among the report-s provided twice,a year beginning in the 3rd grade.

/

e

Pofiland
Graduation
Standards
Tests

Ditto
3-8

Achievement

Ditto
3-8
Achievement

Ditto
3-8

Achievement

Ditto
3-8
Achievement
.

Plus

Ditto
3-8
Achievement

Multiple
alternate
forms

Ditto
3-8
Achievement

Ditto
3-8

Achievement
.

Plus

,

Certification for Graduation Attainment of levels of Basic Skill Competencies

whether
score is
above disantrict
dard (9
grade
national
average)

181
130
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Students identified as needing special help receive. It in and out of
Remedial.work may take the form of special courseS, before/
the classroom,
after school drop-in programs, summer school, tutorial assistance and skills
Local buildings determine which formS.are most suitable and the work is
labs.
paid for with area and central support.
,

/

.

Promotio'n declsions are up.to prindipal,S who consider social development,
behavior and other indieators of achievement in addition to test scores. Teacher
and other professional judgment together With'other inditators of achievement
such as classroom performance are also factors' ln decisions to place a student for
remedial work.
\
As of the class of 1984) students must pass the Portland.Graduatioa
Standards Test to graduate even if all other reqairements have been satisfied.\
Students who do not pas. may receive a special diploma or certificate of atten-\\
dance and/or competence.
[

For further information on Portland's testing program, please
Contact:

Dr. Walter E. Hathaway
Evaluation Department
501 N. DiXon Street

PortlandOregon

97227

Phone: -(503) 249-2000
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ST. LOUIS
\
A
,
.

St. Louis uses standardized achievement tests published by a commercial
The district is in
tegting service and a state-designed minimum competency test.
administered
in grades 3,
the process of developing its own competency criteria to be
5, 8 and 10.
i

PURPOSES' OF TESTING
0

NRTs are used at the elementary Fnd secondary levels for:
program evaluation
placement of studelts in remedial classes
measurement of district wide achievement Progress.

At the secondary leVel NRTs were used for placement of students in skills
However, since the introduction of the C.A.T., this use has been
focused courses.
Test results
suspended on a systemwide ba$is pending results of the equating tests.
are also used in the evaluation of federal programs.

There is currently no Oerall systematic effort to relate results of
student assessment to the curriculum\although &ndividual schools can use the inforTO\some extent;-test content influences the curmation to formulate school plans.
riculum.

.SELECTION OF TESTS
The Deputy Superintendent of ,Inst,uction selected the California Achievement Tests (C.A.T.) for use in grades K-12. \

TECHNICAL

r\IFORMATIO'N

As the district is still in,the process\of developing its own performance
standards, reliabili:ty and validity of assessment criteria have not yet been deterIn qrder-to preclude cultural,, racial or ge er bias, people of both sexes and
mined.
major races are involVed in defining the staldards.
ADMINISTRATION OF. TESTS
All students in all' schools 't grade levels test d4Yre tested.
cliools.
testing is conducted in the students'

_Tests are shipped to designated
res_ponsible for recei,pt, distribution and
test booklets shipped and returned. -Last
not returned. The BEST tests are counted
A new test is used eac.h year.
returned.

test coordinators in each school who are
Tally is kep of the number of
return.
year less than 40.out o 50,000 tests were
upon receipt from:the st te and then

Test_coordinators receive in-service training and instructio
They then conduct in-service training for faculty.
procedure.

on teSting

Special education students are exempt from C.A.T. tests but do ta e the
When administered, tests are given to handicap d
Metropolitan Instructionals.
\
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students primarily as "power tests", --that is time re-strictions are eliminated
and fndividual adaptations are made. The district has relatively few limited
Enolith proficient students and they are not presently tested.

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA

I The-district has one data.baseA d,one of the subsystems contains test
results, \ability and achievement by stUdent. .The district generates Class llsts,
objective summaries by the publisher's deSignated categories, administrator's
-summaries, frequency distributions and all summary statistics for each C.,A.T,
The data base
pre-post test results by student, grade, school and special prOgram.
also allows for analyses by gender and race although these are not currently
conducted.
,

Each school-receives the results for, its strdents, for the subdistrict
and'city as-a whole but not for other schools on the C.A.T.. The BEST report
Ah Administrator's Report is.
sent to each school lists results for all s hool
sent to principals and the Board of Educati n ana central office receives AchieveEvaluation Reports hich show achievement across projects
ment SummOY Reports.
are sent to board members, central adminiStrators and appropriate persons in each
project.

In-service trainind on test result interpretation for the C.A.T was
In addition\, 80 schools were
given to principals and test coordinators last year.
visited and a newsletter and supplementary interpretative memoranda on,how to,read
'test results were/are published.
.

Parents' receive an individual test record which contains an explanation
of results. They may,also receive assistance from schools and during parentA broAssessment staff have also attended PTA meetings.
teacher conferences..
chure is currently being prepared for parents.

Student records Contain a label which shows the results for each test
Teadhers, school administrators, and nurse-social workers have access to
the records as do parents upon request.
taken.

,The district has maintained a proffle by subtest in termS of system
scores as well as.by studeht for at least ten years.
The research department (Division of Evaluation) is in the Instruction
Department. The Assessment Center in the Division of Evaluation is responsible
for test-d'dministration.
TEST RESULTS
There are no system-wide programs to prepare students for tests.
However, some efforts have been made at individual schools which have purchased
materials to increase scores. This practice is discouraged by the Assessment
Center because it defeats the purpose of testing.

The standards for passing minimum competency tests were set by the
The standard is based on materials which should have been presented to
students by the 6th or 7th grade. The test contains 13 objectives per subtest and
Students must respond correctly to 75% of the items on
three items per objective.
state.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (ST. LOUIS)

ra e

Tested
Pre-K

K-I2

Name of

Designed
by Whom

Test

Areas
TesteA

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

Cooperative
Pre-School
Inventory

Addlson
Wesley

Reading readiness, Math concepts, fine
motor coordination

Percentile
NCE relative to
age norms

California
Achievement
Test

CT8 McGraw'
Hill

Entire Battery

Scaled
Oct
score,
Apr
grade equiva7
lent, NCE
individual
percentiles

Fàll

NRT/
CRT

Forms
Used

NRT

Norms
Used

Age Norms

Spring

NRT

Form C,

ustemwide,

.

National

General Purposes
To determine readiness for Kindergarten; to screen for Title I
Kindergarten extended. Day Program

To Monitbr achievement, program
evaluation, Title I assessment

Form D for
Title I
makeups

MINIMUM COMPETENCY
BEST

State

Reading/Language,

Percent
correct,
objectives
passed

.--Math., Government/

Economics plus
10 local ohjec:-

March

CRT

tives were state
designated'but
the district
developed its
-,own measures

3, 5,
8,. 10

Performance
Standards

District
,

Math computation
and large list
of objectives

'

In development
to be Implemented'
next year

New each
year

State minimum .competency test to
determine the extent to which 8th
graders have met certain skills
designated by the state as minimum
competency. The test is first administered in grade 8 but students
continue to take sections not
passed'until they graduate. The
test, however, is hot a graduation
requirement.

Concern with'students moving
through school without acquiring
basic skills

139

185

186

Twenty-five
\each subtest and to at least one item per objective in order to pass.
the first
all
state
and
local
objectives
'to thirty percent of all 8th graders pass
adminlstered
for
the
4th
year
in
1982,
time tested. ,Sihce the test will only be
rate
foe
a
cohort.
there is no summary report on the cumulative pass

There is no systematic remedial plan for students who fail the BEST or
Remedial assistance is available in the regular classscore low on the C.A.T.
and in skills
room, in before/after school drop-in programs, in individual Schools
labs.

Test scores may'be taken into consideration in promotion decisions but
they are not used as standards. Individu6l tea.cher judgement is the primary criStudents are not required to pass the BEST to graduate.
terion.
been proposed which would specify minimum
Legislative measures
achievement levels for students putHone have passed.

The state pays all costs for the BEST except for the answer sheets.
not/provide.
The distr.ict requested.pre-slugged answer sheets which the state did
For further information on the St. Louis student assessment program,
contact:

Jerry Powers or Robert Loveridge
Research and Evaluation
St Louis Public Schools
911 Locust Street
63101
St. Louis, 1:10
Phone:

(314) 231-3720

SAN FRANCISCO

The district uses standardized achievement tests published by a commercial testing service and district designed minimum competency tests.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
NRTs are used at elementary and secondary levels for:
program evaluation
placement of students
0 diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
0 and to place place.students in remedial classes
to measure,district-wide achievement progress
to assess the need for curriculum revision
to determine the need.for teacher in-:service training
.

At the elementary and secondary level, CRTs are used:
to place students in remedial classes
to promote students from one grade,to another
to determine the need for teacher in-service training
The results are also used in the evaluation of federal programs.°
CRTs are referenced against the curriculum,. A review of item analyses is
conducted by-the Curriculum department.
If specific groups of students or students
district-wide .are consistently missing certain items, they are re-written. Curriculum personnel also go into individual schools which show weak test reiults in specific areas to work on strengthening instruction and curriculum in those ar,eas.

SELECTION OF TESTS

When tests are to be selected, special committees are appointed with
representation from teachers, and program evaluation, administration and curriculum
offices. The district has no pre-set criteria for test selection.
Major publishers
are invited to preten, tests for consideration by the selection committee.

When the district dsigns its own tests, subject area teachers work with the
curriculum pffice to develop test items.
This.is done annually for the competency
tests.

TECHNICAL INFOR1ATION
Evidence for reliability of district designed tests is provided through
the'maintenance of item analysis data.
To assure validity, teachers review all test
--0-eStionS and multiple items are used to test specific skills.
Item analyses of
responsep by sex and racial/ethnic groiáps are conducted to assure,that test items are
not biased.
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ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
With a few exceptions, all students in all schools are tested in the
Test security is the responsibility of school principals.
students' schools.
Jn-service training on test procedure for teachers is conducted aS
a joint project by the curriculum office and th Special Funded Projects office.
Consultants from CTB McGraw-Hill are brought in to disCuss procedt4h for the
CTBS.

ducation students are exempt
Non-English speaking-and some specia
Special education students are test d according to their Individual
from tests.
Tests in Chinese, Vietnamese, S anish and Tagalog are being
Education Plan.
State law requires that the Proficien y Test be taken and passed in
developed.
However, students unable to take the te t because of physical or mental
English.
limitations are'tested in other ways.

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The test data base and student data base are separate.. The testgdata
base has information in terms of students in speci ic schools at a specifid time.
Test scores for an individual student over a period of years c6nnot be accessed.
Each newentry automaThe student data base shows only the latest test sc res.
tically deletes the previous entry. The district is wor-king to change this
system.
.

The test data base generates a number of a alyses and reports for the
These include:
CTBS which are issued to tea-dhers, counselors and ad inistrators.
- student scores distribution
response analysis by groups
test summary reports
student scores by counselor
- student scores and items missed by teacher by school, by student
name
- district report by schools
- discrimination index and item summaries by special education, LES and
NES groups
- item summaries by school
- ethnic and sex breakdown of studehts' score by school and grade
The compietency test results are maintained by student a d percent items correct.
but not gender, race,
Analyses can only be conducted by school and grade leve
langage or SES.

Teachers receive assistance on test result in erpretation during
Parents receive an individual test record and a brochure
which describes the Proficiency Test,.explains its-purpose, and what students
must do to pass.
in-s'ervice training.

.

A Ilass/fail notation is made on the student cumulative record with
regard tO 'the ProficienctTest. Both cumulative and EDPrecords are accessible to
teachers, counselors an'd parents.
Test data are\maintained indefinitely.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (SAN FRANCC5C0)

Name of
Test

Te:sted

;

1

Designed
by Whom

Metropolitan
Readiness

Psych Corp

CTBS'

C111 McGraw-

,

IIill

./

Readiness.

Reading,.Language,
Mathethatics

It

,

Areas
Tested

II

Metric
or UM*

NU/

When

Given

Percentile
Rank

Oct

G.E. of Mean

Get
April

Forms
Used,

CRT
NRT

P/I

SS
II

NRT
II

II

S/A,B

.

/11
.

5

National

General Purposes
1.

Ranking of schools for funding

National

S/e

II

S/1

II

-

2.

Identify program participants

3.

Prografireva4vatien

4.

Instructional- idfOrmatiP'd

5.

Student programming

II

11
'

6

SI

11

It

II

St

II

11

7.
S/3
11

,10

II

IS

II

11

CTBS

CTB/McGrawHdll

11

Reading; Language
Mathematics

-

G.E. tbf

Mean SS

II

Oct
Apr

II

S/4
II

11

II

11

'12

II
It

9

'

eligibility

11

4

Norms
Used

11

NRT

II

S/4
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;MINIMUM COMPETENCY'TESTS (SAN FRANCISCO)

--UFatie

Tested

Deiigna:

Ndme of
'Test

by WhoM
District

Minimum Standards Test

Ared5
Tested
Reading
Wrttlng
Mathematics

Metric
or UM*.
Percent
correct

When

,

Given-

January
May

CRT.

Forms
Used,

CRT

A A II

NRT/

.

Norms
Used

General Purposes
Minimum basic skills needed
for promotion

0

5

II

8
I/

Proficiency.
2Test

Dec

Mar

Minimum proficiencies needed,
for graduation (pass each
subject any time during grades
9-12)

,

10

.Proficienty
TeSt

11

Proficiency
Test

12

Proficiency
Test

ii

II

,

District

Reading
'Writing

Percent
correct

Dec
Mar

Minimum,proficiencies needed
for graduation

Mathematics

19

193
-144=

.

T'he district:does,not have a research departmen
department is in charge of test administration

.

The curriculum

TEST RESULTS

The standards, for pasgng minimum competency tests were establiShed by
consensus of teachers, parents and administrators.
Seventy percent of the items'
on the Profidency Test must be answei'ed correctly for a student to. pass.
\

If sludents fail subject areas,of the Proficiency Test, they attend
mandatory,remediaT classes:(paid for by'the state, district and community) :01.
addition to-regular course wor. Students who fail also haVe atcess tb"acomputer
printout thatshows their areas of'weakness.
Students must only retake those
portions pf the Proficiency Test they failed, and have repeated opportUnittes
to do so through the 12th grade. The pass rate for the.district for all grades
tested is approximateTy 95%.Remedial assistance is also available in the regülar classroom, in
before/after school drop-in *grams, in summer School, through tutorial assistance, in Skills labs and through home study as,a result of parentteather tonferences.

In addition to test scores, administrative afld teacher decisions are
factors in promotion decisions and teacherAudgement is a factOr in decisions to
place a student for remedial oork. Students must pass the Proficiency Test to
vaduate,even if all other'requirements have been satisfied. State law precludes
tne issUance of special diplomas to those who do not eVer pass the test.
The district pays the total cost of the student assessment program
t
except for Summer school which is paid for by State of California.
.,,

t

1.

For further information on the San FranciSco student assessment program,
Contact:

Earl Blanchard
Parkside Curriculum Center
2550425th Avenue
San FranciStb, CA" 94116
Phone:

.

(415) 566-9596

-145-
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SEATTLE
_

' Seattle uses standardized tetts published by a commercial
service,and dfttrict designed minim.= competency tests.

testing

t

PURPOSE OF TESTING
Norm referenced tests are used at both elementary'and secondary levels
for program evaluation
for student di,Ignos-i-s--

for zurricUtUn revision
to neasure district-wide achievement progress.
1

Criterion referenced minimum competency tests are used at elementary and secondary
levels for student diagnosis and at the secondary level for,curriculum revision-and
to measure district-wlde achievement progress. The results are also used in the eval-uation of Title I (ESEM, and Title VI bilingual programs.
NRTs are refere'Aced against the curriculum'to the extent possible and
CRTs are district developed to curriculum objectives. Test 'results are fed back
to c rriculum specialists who make ap"propriate revisions.
SEL CTION OF 'TESTS

District Test Committee comprised of teadhers, principals, counselors, pipi1 personnel office representatives, curriculum specialists, testing
'and evaluation personnel, special education and data processing personnel is
The committee is also,broken down into subresponsible for sel-ecting tests.
committees which are instructed to invite in curriculum-specialists and other
persons with expertise to assist in the review.
.

1\

Major publishers are asked to mail in specimens and give presentations
Cost is.not a prlme,criterion and no competitive bids are
to the committee.
received. The dommittee does have 'questionnaires to guide them, but these
vary ,depending'on the purpose of the test.
The district does not presently use an item bank. However, in future,
when developing objective reference tests the district will consider various
sources including the Northwest Evaluation Association which has received input
In the past teacher committees defrom various districts including Seattle.
veloped items from test objectives:
TECHNICAL INFORMATION'
6

Reliability on the district-designed minimum competency Performance
.
Test has been demonstrated with an internal consistency measure (.95) and a testretest measure (.80 to .85).'
The competency tests have both curriculum and content validity. \Items
were matched to skills taught in the claSsroom and reviewed by teachers as well
as a panel of citizens to determine if the\items matched necessary life skills.
-146-
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To preclude cultural, racial and gender bias, a committee comprised of
men and women from various ethnic groups reviews each test item.
Item ratings are
conducted on an individual basis. A summary is drawn up, the items are discussed
and any necessary changes made by the Testing Office.
The changes Are then re-,
viewed by. the Committee using the same process.
Item analysis of tests using
group comparisons are then conducted.
Finally, the Sex-EthniC Bias Committee
whose basic job is to review teitbooks also reviews all NRTs and CRTs.

'

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
All students in all schools at the designated grade levels are tested
with the C.A.T. and the minimum competencies tests and all testing is conducted within
the students' schools.
The minimum competencies Performance Tests, which are numbered
sequentially, are stored at the Testing Office.
When sent to the schools, they become
tlie responsibility of the Building Test Coordinators who must assure their security
and return.to the Testing Office. NRTs are'stored in schools.

Building Test Coordinators who are designated by school principals, and
are generally elementary school principals or high school counselors, are responsible
for in-service training of faculty members each time a new test is introduced.
Exemption of Special Education students from tests depends on the judgment
of the teacher.
Exemption of limited English proficient students is a function of
oral proficienty test scores.
Braille and large print tests are available for the
vision-impaired.
Tests. have been taped for orthopedically handicapped.
MANAGEMENT OF TEST DATA
The district maintains a centralized test history file by student and
school. The data base contains the.test number, test level, norms and type.
The
S'tudent ga.ta base is independent but can ba merged with the test data base using
'student I:D. numbers.
The system utilizes.a table-driven program which produCes percentiles and Stanines from raw scores.
The system design is open which permits production of other analysis frOm raw scores using another set of tables.
The data base
allows for special analyses by`school, gender and race.
Internal reports with item analyses are sent to principals and curriculum
specialists.
In addition, principals, curriculum and inStructional personnel receive
school level reports detailing all subtests and summary data. 'A public report showing
total reading and mathby Staninexis issued to the Board of_ ducation.
Teachers receive assistance on interpreting test res lts through,in-service
training by Building Test Coordinators and written memoranda.
A special form for
individual students showing percentiles and Stanines with an explanAtion of test
results and meaning including graphs is preparedsfor parents.
T ese forms are given
to parents during parent-teacher conferences to teachers.can as ist in interpretation.
.

Each student's cumulative,record shows eaah subtest/taken with percentile
ahd Stanine.
Principals, counselors, evaluation and testing/bersonnel, parents and
students have access,to the records.
.
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (SEATTLE)

a e

Jested
K

.

Name nf
Test

Designed
by Whom

Metropolitan
Readiness Test

HBJ Psych
Corp

Areas
Tested

'Reading, number
readiness general

Metric
or UM*
Stanines

.

When
Given

May

NRTA
.

CRT

Forms
Used

(Norms'
Used

-

NRT

General Purposes

Part of earlyKindergarten screening
program

California

CTB McGraw-

Achievement.
.,
e st

Hill

Reading, Math,
Language

Percentile
6tanines

May

NRT

Level 11 ,
Form C

National

,Ti:le

National

.Program EvakuationDiagnosis of

1

screening

'''

'-'t:

,11_02ie q
AchieVem 'llt

Test

,

c.

--

CT8 McGraW-.
Hill

Readi g; Math
Language

Percentile
Stanines

Oct &
May

NRT

.''.

('.

Level 12
Form C

-

indivdpal /student 5,trengths/weak7
nesses. .To assesS-need
for curriculum revision.

3

Level 13
Forms C

11

11

(rall);.

D (Spring)

level 14

To measure district wide achieve)
Ment prbgr ss

Forms C

(Fah);
D-(Spring)
5

11

11

Level 45
Forms C

\

II

To report t parents, federal progeam evaluat on

(Fall);
D (Spr)ng)

.4

6

11

o

Level 46
Forms C

11

(Fy1);
D (
7

pring)

11

Level 17
(Forms CAD
as above)

6

California .

Achievement
Test

CTB McGraw.=
Hill

Readihg, Math,
Language

11

z

Percehtile
Stanines

Oct &
May

rall

148

NRT

Level 18
Forms C &-

Level 19
Form C

Natibnal

To report to/parents, federal program evaluation

To report to'Parents, federal program evaluation

1_98
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MiNFMUM tOMPETENCY TEST (SEATTLE)

brade
Tested

Name of
Test

Designed
by WhoM

.,

Areas
Tested

Metric
or UM*

w

.

3

*Mum Competeno
Screening Test

District
----._

Brief writing &
Language test:_

When
Given

Raw Score

Spring

.NRT/
CRT
.

Forms
Used
,

.

CRT

Three

____
.

forms

Norms
Used

General Pdr)oses
Screening for remediation on an
,individual basis

developed

*Minimum'Competency Screening
Test

District

-English, Readinp
Math

Raw Score

Spring

CRT,

:

Three
forms
developed

Screening for remediation on an
individual basis

Will probably be eliminated because of high correlation of results with C.A.T. scores

9

Minimum Competency
Performance Test

District

:Life Skills

Raw Score

Fail

CRT

1

Three
forms
developed

----Tresently for ma nation as above,
oriPinally intended to be used as
graduatiOn -requirement but decision
has been delaYed

.0

Minimum Competency
Performance Test

District

Life Skills

Raw S'core

Fall

CRT

hree
forms

developed

11

Retakes of Minimum Competency Performance Test

Presently for remeliation as 'above,
originally intended to be used as
graduation requirement but decision
has been delayed,

for those who did not pass and new students.

,00

193
_
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The individual student historY file,ii maintained indefinitely.
'level results can be recreated from this fileupon request.

,

School

The Testing and Research offices are within the Division of Evaluative
The manager of Testing
and Technical Services is in charge.of test administratiOn.
Services,and are separate frotil Curriculum arid-Instruction..

TEST RESULTS

,

The district 4s presently in.the process of field testing the Random
House program "Scoring H'igh on the C.A.T." for' use as,test,preparation.
1

.

A coMbination of parent and teacher COmmittees was responsible for
determining the,standards for passing minimum competency tests. Test items were
examined to determine validfty and the test was piloted without' a cutoff. The
cutoff was then\set at different levels to determine reliabilIty on a testretest basis. The final cutoff was set at 80% of test items correct and'reliability proved positive on seprid and third field tests.
Roughly,60% of students
who took the tet at 9th ana/Ipth grade level passed bt3t the final figure is
pending retakes.
If passing the test becomes a graduation requirement, a remedial course
will probably be mandatory for those who have not passed the test by the second
semester of 12th grade.
Remedial work primaisily takes the form of aSsistance in regular classrooms at the present time.
In addition, learning packages for students to take
home are bejng developed.
Oresently, test scores are not
promote, graduate or place a student for
the district presently specifies minimum
objectives are under discussion but have
lative process.
\\

ta.ken intO account when deciding to
remedial work. Neither the state nor
achievement levels.
Benchmarks and
not yet been introduced into the legis-

BEcause thu\state has a required Fall testirig prObram fk 4th graders,
they pay for the 4tn grade C.A.T.
All other costs are aid by the 'district.
For further,information on the Seattle testing \program, please contact:
David Hoffman
Manager, TeSting and Technical Services
Seattle School District No. 1
815 Fourth Avenue N.
Seattle, Washington .98109'
Phone:

(206) 587-4220,

-150-
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TOLEDO

The district currently uses only standardized achievement tests publithed'
by a commercial testing service. The state, however, has mandated a minimum.competencytest which must be in place by September-of-1983. The test, which is in:the
early stages of developmeat, will probably:entail a dittrict-designed or a customdesigned test from a major publisher. The district will determine content areas to
be tetted, grades to be tested, ciltoff scores, and whether or not the test-will be a'
graduation reqUireMent.
PURPOSES OF TESTING

The'districts NRT's are used at the elementary and secondary levels:
for program evaluation
for placement ofstudents
to place students in remedial classes
to assess the need for curriculum revision
to measure,district-wide achievement progress
lito determine the.need for teacher in-serviCe training

The results are also used in the evaluation of federal programs.
The tests-are referenced against the curriculum in reading and math and
the district is working to match the tests to the curriculul in other areas. Item
analyses from tests are utilized to determine areas of weakness in the curriculum,

SELECTIOWDF TESTS'
,

'

The dis'trict his a standin Test kiwisory Committee which consists of
administrative personnel and representatives\fromthe'P.T.A. and the teachers'
union (AFT). The district hag nc specifit pOlicyNfordealiag with test publishers
nor,does it haVe pretet criteria for selecting tests.

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
,The I.T.B.S. and T.A.P. are administered to all students in all schools.
All testin is conducted in the students' schools. Test security is minimal;
Voluntary, paid in-service
attempts 'are Made to keep the tests under fock and key.
training on testing; procedure was cOnducted the,Orst year he tests were administered.

'

-

.

.

Special education stOdents and'thosettkkents,Whose home lan0ageis not
Braille and large-print
tests/.
vemg
English ai.e exempt from the district's a
;

Yersions are proVi.ded for vision-impaired stu en
to orthoped4cally handicapped students by aides':
visions has yet been made with regard to the mini
being developed.

arid telts are administered orall;y

determination:of special Proum-comp tency tests which are.

MANAGEMENT OF TEST DA1W
The district-has maintained a test file by individual student and scho
'summary data since 1970. The student data base is separate"and contains no test
-151-
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information. Longitudinal test d-a-ta from individual students must be accessed by
However, the Computer does generate a label showing the full
consecutive tapes.
Principals;
range of scores rePorted which is placed on student Cumulative reCords.
'teachers, cdunselors and parents have atces"to these records.

The district gpnerates.a pre-pbst growth graph by student and grade level-,
for the achievement tests.: :The test data base also produces alphabetic student list
reports, ranking reports by grade level within buildings, gr0up item analysis reports, and building summary reports with summary statistics-iby ;grade level. The
data base allows only for analyse/by schob4-and gen.der but h4kZiaCe-;"ianguage, or
SES

-,

,'

/77
In addition to the alphabetieslist reports for teachers and building
summary reports for ptinciXpals, a system summary report is produCed for curriculum
personnel, research persJnnel and.the Superintendent; A special presentation is
made to the Board of/Educltion.
1

_...

.

;

.

.

,

,

/.
Pald in-service training on test result interpretation was conducted for,
Parents receive test reports which show
teachers' when the:I.T.B.S. was'introduced.
A
percentileprofile is graphed out on
student grade equivalents and Rercentiles.
Parents
of
elementary
students
receive
the reports just prior to con-.
'the wort,
ferences so that they may ask qUestions. High school stUdentsi-parents may request
conferences.
.

.

There 'is a great deal of interaction between the research department and
curriculum anti instruction.1 The district is.involved in team management so problems
The district'
.are handled by'team withipertinent represpntatives from the district.
has a Testing Coordinator mho is in charge of test administration-

TEST RESULTSThe district has no specifi.c policy for handling:students mho fall below
Scores are used for placeor T.A.P.
minimally-acceptable levels,on the
ment of students if the building has remedial classes but such placement is not
Remedial assistance occurs in the regular classroom sometimes, May also
automatic.
Most remedial work is.state and
be available in summer school or skills labs.
fe'derally,supported.

In addition to achievement test scores, grades, and teacher and principal,'
junior and seniorJligh counselor recommend tions are taken into consideration in
promotion andplaceMent
.

x

CurrentT,Kno minimum achieVeme t levels have been specified and no legislatiye-measyret'Of this nature have been'proposed. The district pays the entire
cost of tHe student assessment program.
For,further information on Toledo's testing program, contac

-Ms: Sally Clapp
Toledo Public Schools:
Manhattan Boulevard and EI-it Street
Toledo, 0H 43608'
(419) 729-8411
Phone:
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-ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (TOLEDO)

brade
Tested

,

Name of
Test

Designed
by Whom

Iowa Test
of Basic
Skills

Riverside
Publishing

Areas
\

1

Tested

!

Metric
or UM*

When
Given

NRT/
CRT

*

Forms
Used

Normss

'Used

General PurposeS.

,
,

Reading, Math-all grades;

grdes 4, 6,
and 8, LanOuage

Standard

.

April

NRT

April ,

NRT

April.

NRT

Form 7

scores,
percentiles

National
Norms

From first sheet

stibtests and

kirk study subtests

2

Iowa Test,

Niverside

of Basic
Skills

.Publishing

Normal
curve
equivalent
Stanine

Z

II

3

4

°NRT
5

NRT

-

Early

NRT

Nov

7

;

8

II

6

NRT
10

Tests of
Achievement
and Proficiency

It

Reading, Math,
Written Expres-sion, Work Study
Skills

NRT

Form T

National
Norms

From first sheet

NRT_

204.
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

The district uses both norm-referenced-achievement tests,published by commercial testing services and district-designed criteton referenced tests: The district's
criterion referenced testing program was in the,proCess of revision and new:development
during the.school year 1980-81. The tests are being piloted during 1981-82.and.will
be fully implemented when the pilot process is finalized.
PURPOSES OF TESTING
NRTs are used at both elementary and secondary levels:
II

for program evaluation
to measure district-wide achievement prOgresS

CRTs are used at the elementary level
for program evaluation
diagnosis of individual student strengths/weaknesses
O to assess the need for curriculum revision--I

The results are also usedHn the evaluation of federal programs.
'The district's curriculum has been revised to strengthen weak areas which had.
been determined by test data from past CRTs. 'The:curriculum'developers are key staff
in developing test items whiCh..reflect course objectives. More and,more efforts are
betng mideto touch base and strengthen Contact with schbol principals to aSsure their
understanding of, the use of CRT test score information-and the relationship to everyday
P.Oncipals also receive an annual NRT report and are expected to work on
instruction.
grade level and oecific.clatsroom levels to modify instruction*as reOired.
SELECTION OF TESTS'

Although the district has no standing test revieW cbmmittee, the ad hoc committee is formed when it:is necessary to seleCt br review tests consists of the Director
of Pupil. Appraisal, Curriculum Supervisors, the Director of..Counseling, the Assistant
for Retearch and,the Assistant for Evaluation. Ad hoc meMbers would be classroom teachers and 'counselors, principals,and representatives from the regions.
Since the district has used its" present NRTs for a decade, it currently has
neither specific Policy for dealing with publishers nor pre-set criteria for test
,selection.' liciwever, when the district developed its own CRTs, it sent out RFPs to,test
publishers outlining the district's objectives in designing the tests. Interested'
publishers'made' presentations to the committee. .0n the basis of the'presentations and
other factors '(including projected costs and willingness to negotiate fine points), the
Southwest Regiopal Lab (SWRL), a non-profit federally funde 'agency, was selected to
work in conjunction with the district an the development 9r CRTsin science and language arts.

SWRL performed the technical work and submitted it to the district for accepThe .district superviSed the iteM development process and retained,
tance or rejection..
SWRL also assisted in developing in-house scoring capaapproval authority throughout.
The test items developed in the,project
city to accompany the.assessment program.

20 6

belong to the district whereas test items from earlier CRTs fn reading and math, developed in conjuncIion with CTB-McGraw-Hill, have bRen,copyrighted by CTB.

--TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Teams ,of-teackers reviewed all test items prior to the formulation of the
pilot test versfOns for eXpressions of sek, ethnic, religious and culturalbias.
Pilot studies of all CRTs ere conducted to determine the quality and effectiveness of
test items. Measbres used are traditional item analysis statistics, inter-item cOrrelations and percent of mastery/non-mastery. Basea on these analyses, items' are either
accepted, revised or discarded.

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS
students in all school's are tested. Testing is conducted within the
Al
scho ls. The system's warehouse stores the tests, distri6utes them to the
Students
Principals are respOnsischoolS, and receives them back from the 'schodls for scorin,.
ble for:the seturity of the test materials in the schools. /Training sessions,on test

administrat14 and test score,interpretation is conducted by regional staff for test
chairpersons 4o,in turn, conduct trainingsessions for classroom teachers.
in Special Education facilities are exempt from tests. -Special
education ,studenkwho have een mainstreamed are tested with a otation in'those
areas where'they can be tested. Tests can be adMinistered orally to physically impaired students and large print versions of both NRTs and CRTs are avaiTable for
vision-impaired students. Students who haVe English es a second language, who can
take all or portions,of testt are tested with notation.
Studeilts

MANAGEMENT OFTEST DATA
The test data base cOnsists of a data summary for each' test by indiv400ai
student as well as by classroom and school. Each student's I.D. number, grade''and
sex is coded so tbat,analyses can be done 6y gender as well as school ,..butnot
language Or SES. The s'tudent data base iS separate but can also be acCed by Studetit
I.D. number.
.

-

On the-CRTs, only the percent of students m tering each objective is, re-.
On
the CTBS, an individual summary showing-each subtest score, percentile -and
ported.
grade equivalent is generated. The percent of students per class taking a test is
.,
also reported.
,
-.,--

.

-,

Summaries by school andfor,thedistrict as a whole are provided to the,
Pupil Appraisal Office. School le,vel data ere given to regional superintendents and
,

principals.

After each test/the Pupil Appraisal Office con-eacts school testing chair-.
perSons either directl.)6rough workshops or through regidnal representatives. to
h test result interpretation. .An emphasis.is plated on each
provide assistance
is
required. Testing Chairpersons reteive e special package*:on
test and attendan
conduct
workshops for faculty. As mentioned above,. more Contacts are
st results t
kEh
school
principals
to assure their'understanding of 'CRT testscore,,
b ing made
,
in 'rmatipi1 and the relationShip to everyday-instruction.

-155-
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS (WASHINGTON, DC)

a e
Tested

Name u7-7Test

°Designed

by Whom

/7Metropolitan
Readiness Test

3, 6
9, A

CTBS

1!6

CBC-Diagnostic,
Prescriptive
Instrument

1

q'sych Corp

CTB/McGraw-

/,

Areas,
Tested

Metric
or UM*

instrument

Norms
Used

General Purposes

Oct

NRT

Form P

National

To determine entry level of Kindergarten children and to provide
teachers information for instructional purposes.

Full Battery

Grade Equiv-

May.

NUT

form S

National

To measure district achievement'
progress and individual student
achievement.
TO determine school's
status relative to achievement.

May

CRT

L'Ikercent- May

CRT

Hill

District Designed Reading
in conjunctiop

alent percen-'
tiles

1.

with CTB-McGraw-,

DistrictDesigned
in coPjunction
with Cid/McGrawHII1 (Copyright)

Forms
Used

Percentiles
Stanines

Percent
of objec-

Jives
2.

CBCDiajnostic
Prescriptive

NRT/
CRT

ALditory Memory,
Rhyning, Letter
Recognition,
Visual Matching,
School Language/,
Quantative Language

Hill (Copyright)

1-6

When
-Given

mastered
Percent
of students
mastering
objectives'

of ob,jec-.

tiveS
2.

mastered
Percent
of students
mastering
objectives

To Aiagnose individual student
strengths/weaknesses. To evaluate
curriculum.

To diagnose individual student
HStrengths/weaknesses to evaluate
curriculum

(Cont'd)

208

-156-
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Washington, DC Achievenmnt Tests,Cont'ct

\
Tested
1-6

Name nf
Test

Designed
by Whom

DCPS COmpetency
Based Assessments

District.

Areas
Tested

.

Language Arts

Designed in
Conjunction
with South-,
west

/Marie
UM*

Percent of
student§
maStering
objectives

When
Given
Feb

1411T/

CRT

Forms
Used

Norms
Used

General Purposes

CRT

Pilot Study

CRT

Pilot Study

June

Regional Lab
,...-

,.,i

1-6

DCPS Competency
Based Assessments
,

/.

District
Designed in
enjunction
with Southwest
Regional Lab

Science

Percent of
students
masteribg
objectives

Feb
JUne

/X /

7.

//

/

211
-157-

Assistance with test score interpretation iS provided to parents on the indiTesting chairpersonS,regtonal-psychometricists., or Pupil Appraisal
vidual Pupil reportS.
personnel'periodically conduct workshdps for parent groups.
The date of test administration, student's grade equivalent and percentile
Counselors, teachers, parents, students
rank are recorded on each student's record.
and researchers.(with permission from both school administration andiparents) have
-.access to these records.
7he Research Division is separate from the division of Curriculum and 'Instructhe Pupil Appraisal Branch, which is in chargeof the district student 'assessment
,.
program, falls uhderCurriculum and Instruction.
tiOn.

TEST RESULTS

A tOt-taking program for the curriculum in reading, math, scienCe and language
Students are prepared on how to take
.artS has.been 'developed by faculty in these areas%
' a tst but not,on test content. A handbock "Moving Up to Success in Test-Taking" develFor grades
oped by the aboye faculty, has been given to teachers for use in grades 1-,6.
7-12, a test-taking strand has been developed in the curriculum in English.
Remedial work occurs in the regular classroom, in summer schools and skills
Operation Rescue is a highly successful district remedial Program which uses community volunteers (college students, retired teachers and ad i.nistrators) to.work with
students in speqific weak skill areas. To assist students n CRTs, individual -packa,ges
Rescue.
were developed for students to take home as a part of Operat
.

labs.

For further inforg*tion about. WashingtOn's student assessment program, please
' contact:

Dr. Cynthia H. Almeida
Director,
Pupil Appraisal Office
415 - 12th Street, NW
Room 900
Washington; DC: 20004
Phone:

(202) J24-41.54
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